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ABSTRACT
MERGING INSTRUCTION IN THINKING AND WRITING ·
DECEMBER, 1990
VICTORIA L. MORSE, B.A. CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT BOSTON
Directed by: Professor Steven H. Schwartz

Two largely independent bodies of literature exist on both teaching to promote students'
critical and creative thinking abilities and teaching to promote the shift between novice and
more expert writing. The author looks closely at both bodies of literature and merges
common principles to create an extended curriculum unit designed to teach simultaneously
toward expert thinking and expert writing. The unit contains such diverse activities as:
1) an acrostic puzzle; 2) reading articles on themes related to Hamlet; 3) the use of
dialectical notebooks; 3) an explicit investigation into the nature of problem solving; 4)
using empathic role-playing to bring the play to life on video; and 5) use of writing "think
sheets" to help concretize the expert writing process and give students practice in using it.
With the active collaboration of an experienced instructor, the curriculum unit was
implemented in a 12th grade advanced placement English Literature class and evaluated in
terms of its effect on: 1) students' problem-solving orientation; 2) student attitude toward
both learning and writing; 3) the quality of student writing; 4) students' metacognitive
understanding of both problem solving and writing; and 5) the quality of student-teacher
interaction. Analysis took the form of case-studies of five students chosen to represent five
basic types of change in writing ability that occurred in the class as a whole. Interviews
with the instructor contributed significantly to the analysis as well. Findings were that with
the exception of one of the case study students, all students made significant, and often
dramatic, improvement in their writing, above and beyond what the teacher would have
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expected from the same caliber of student in years past. While some unit activities were
more effective than others, it did appear that students worked better when they understood · ·
the principles involved and were given more freedom to be in charge of their own thinking
and writing. Likewise, the process of informing, instituting, and closely examining an
intervention had a very beneficial effect on the teacher and his interactions with students.
Such a process of implementation holds considerable potential for changing the nature of
traditional teacher/researcher partnership.
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INTRODUCTION

Teaching students to write well is one of the main concerns of schooling, and an
exorbitant amount of time and energy has been spent to develop pedagogy that will help
teachers teach students to write better. Yet the ability to consistently produce good writers
has remained an elusive goal. Part of this problem stems from the fact that until recently,
writing was viewed as a product rather than as a process. However, even when this
change in perspective occurred, it was a long time before educators and researchers decided
to look carefully at the nature of the writing process itself, tried to understand what exactly
constitutes "good" writing, and what process seemed to lead writers to produce it. Since
that headway was made, a vast amount of research and pedagogy has emerged.
Much of the latest of this research and pedagogy has been emerging simultaneously
with a new interest in restructuring existing curriculum to teach for critical and creative
thinking. Like the 1.:~w perspective on writing, the research on critical and creative thinking
has stemmed from the desire to look first at what we mean by thinking. From there, as
with the writing literature, there has come an analysis of the process that goes on in good
thinking. And from there, a tremendous body of pedagogy and methodology has emerged.
The philosophy and principles at work in much of the critical and creative thinking literature
are highly compatible with those in much of the writing literature. Yet until now, no one
has tried to create curriculum that will simultaneously improve both thinking and writing,
drawing on techniques promoted from both sets of literature.
This paper is a description and evaluation of a curriculum unit that was developed
around the existing curriculum requirement of teaching Hamlet to high school seniors. The
unit is concerned with improving the problem-solving orientation and metacognitive
abilities of students not only because such abilities are valuable in and of themselves, but ·
also because they are essential preparation for expert writing. The unit is also concerned
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with nurturing the shift from novice to expert writing in these students, because expert
writing is so valuable in and of itself, and because the process is essential to good thinking.

In other words, the processes of thinking and writing constitute two inseparable parts of a
very beneficial dialectic. And the curricular activities that enhance one part of the dialectic
are bound to enhance the other part as well.
How to help students acquire the skills they need for fluency, while helping them
write organized, thought-furthering papers with consideration for their audiences - without
confining them to the novice writing routine or inadvertently setting up new obstacles - is
the dilemma that drove the creation of this curriculum unit. However, it was important to
take into consideration not only the unit itself, but also what impact it had on the teacher's
view of thinking, writing and the teaching of both. The curriculum unit was implemented
in a high school advanced placement classroom in Connecticut, by a high school English
teacher who has been teaching for 30 years. The unit was evaluated and adjusted during its
implementation, by both the researcher and the teacher. This paper looks at and evaluates
the unit from the perspectives of teacher, researcher, and students.
Before starting out, it's important to point out that the writing examined by this
paper is expository writing. This is not to say that the activities of the unit wouldn't be
helpful to other types of writing as well, but since the focus of this classroom was to
prepare students for the writing and thinking they would be required to do in college (as
well as in aspects of their lives outside of academia), this paper focuses on essay
composition.
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CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

1.1 Overview

This section constitutes a review of literature related to the writing process and
literature related to critical and creative thinking. While both of these areas are extremely
broad, they share many general principles and pedagogical strategies. The following
review focuses on those aspects of the literature which illustrate the parallels and
connections between the two bodies of research, and emphasizes the shared pedagogical
strategies. In the research on writing, the role of thinking has emerged explicitly as an
integral part of the writing process; writing is often conceptualized as a problem-solving
task in itself. The research on thinking, however, rarely does writing the same favor; in
fact, it rarely mentions the role writing plays in improving thinking, although the
relationship is present and becomes obvious when it is seen that the strategies promoted for
improving thinking are complementary to strategies for teaching expert writing. This
review begins with highlights from the research on the writing process, then moves on to
show how the processes discussed in the critical and creative thinking literature relate to it
directly.
1.2

1.2.1

The Novice-to-Expert Shift

The Rhetorical Problem. Linda Flower and John R. Hayes (1980) laid the

groundwork for research on the novice-to-expert shift in writing when they started looking
into the nature of the cognition of discovery in the writer's creative process. In their article,
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"The Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem" (1980), they attempt to probe
· the cognitive process of discovery by studying the way writers initiate and guide
themselves through the act of making meaning. They note the subtle but crucial fact that
writers don't find meanings, they make them.
A writer in the act of discovery is hard at work searching memory, forming
concepts, and forging a new structure of ideas, while at the same time trying to
juggle all the constraints imposed by his or her purpose, audience, and language
itself... The act of creating ideas, not finding them, is at the heart of significant
writing. (p. 21)
Flower and Hayes were looking for insight into this complex process. They set up
an experiment, giving the same writing assignment to both novice and expert writers, and
used protocol analysis (a research technique where the subjects speak their thought
processes out loud while they engage in the task) to gather data. The assignment was to
"write about your job for the readers of Seventeen magazine, 13-14 year old girls." None
of the writers, novice or expert, had ever had a similar assignment.
Their findings allowed Flower and Hayes to set up a model of the rhetorical
problem that writers deal with when approaching a writing task. The rhetorical problem
breaks down into two major units: the rhetorical situation (audience and assignment), and
the set of goals that the writers create themselves (affecting the reader, creating a persona,
building a meaning, and producing a formal text). As it turned out, one of the major
differences between good and poor writers was how many aspects of this total rhetorical
problem they actually considered, and how thoroughly they represented any aspect of it to
themselves (Flower & Hayes, 1980).
The differences between the novice and the expert writers were significant. Of
course, there is no distinct point at which a writer suddenly becomes expert; there is only a
higher or lower instance of certain aspects of the rhetorical problem formulation. At the
novice end of the spectrum, though, writers are merely trying to express a network of ideas
4

already formed and available in memory, while at the expert end of the spectrum they are
consciously attempting to probe for analogues and contradictions, to form new concepts,
and perhaps even to restructure their old knowledge of the subject (Flower & Hayes,
1980). The major differences between the two sides of the spectrum are as follows:
1. Good writers respond to all aspects of the rhetorical problem, while poor
writers are mainly concerned with the features and conventions of a written text,
such as number of pages or magazine format. (p.29)
2. Good writers create a particularly rich network of goals for affecting their
reader, which also helps the writers themselves to generate new ideas, and
gives their papers a more effective rhetorical focus. Poor writers tend to care
little for their reader, as a result there are few new ideas and those are statements
about the topic alone, without concern for the larger rhetorical problem. (p.28)
3. Good writers represent the problem not only in more breadth, but in depth; they
continue to develop their ideas as they write. Poor writers tend not to develop
any ideas at all - they end up with the same flat, undeveloped, conventional
representation of the problem with which they start. (p.28)
Flower and Hayes (1980) summed up their study as follows:
The main conclusion of our study is this: good writers are simply solving a
different problem than poor writers ... Would the performance of poor writers
change if they too had a richer sense of what they were trying to do as they wrote,
or if they had more of the goals for affecting the reader which were so stimulating
to the good writers? People only solve the problems they represent to themselves.
Our guess is that the poor writers we studied possess verbal and rhetorical skills
which they fail to use because of their underdeveloped image of their rhetorical
problem. (p. 30)
1.2.2 Knowledge-Telling vs. Knowledge-Transforming. Marlene Scardamalia
and Carl Bereiter (1986), were greatly influenced by Flower and Hayes, and set out upon a
complementary program of research which showed that there are "qualitatively distinct
procedures that are part of the expert's but not of the novice's repertoire." They establish
the important distinction between "knowledge-telling," which is the novice's writing
strategy, and "knowledge-transforming," the strategy of the expert. Knowledge-telling
makes use of naturally-acquired skills, such as language competence and social experience,
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but is also limited by them. In terms of the Flower and Hayes research, knowledge-telling
defines a very simple rhetorical problem, and solves it simply, without a re"'evaluation of ·
the problem. Novice writers, using the knowledge-telling strategy, get a collection of ideas
about their topics and write until those ideas are exhausted. For novice writers, the writing
assignment starts out as an external stimulus (for example, "write a five-page paper") and
remains one throughout the process.
According to Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986), other characteristics of the
knowledge-telling strategy in the written product are as follows:
1. The texts tend to stick to their simple topics. Sentences are coherent with the
topic, but not with each other. (p.63)
2. There is a statement of belief accompanied by a list of reasons, but not a
developed line of argument. (p. 64)
3. Ideas are presented in a form and order that are reasonable from the standpoint
of the writer's thinking of them but that are not suited to the reader's uptake of
the information. (p. 64)
Characteristics of the knowledge-telling strategy in the writing process are:
1. There is an absence of goal setting, planning, and problem solving. (p. 65)
2. The writing is started very quickly, with very little deliberation on the part of the
writer. (p. 65)
3. Revision is limited to proofreading, cosmetic alterations, spelling, punctuation,
grammar, and word choice - there is a "try again" approach to the revision of
content. (p. 65)
Knowledge-transforming, on the other hand, uses knowledge-telling as a
preliminary part of the writing process, but requires what Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986)
call a "psychology of the problematic." Although knowledge-telling can be difficult for
young writers, as they get older and more practiced in school tasks, it becomes a routine,
relatively simple approach to any paper-writing assignment. But knowledge-transforming
is rarely routine. Expert writers take an external writing stimulus and internalize it, creating
6

the sophisticated rhetorical problem to which Flower & Hayes referred. The task becomes
self-defined, and therefore meaningful. From this perspective, making a task meaningfulis · ·
part of the writer's expertise (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1986). On the other side of the same
coin, it stands to reason that if writers are truly interested in their writing topics, they will
be more inclined toward expertise.

1.3 Writing and Thinking

1.3.1

The Dialectic Relationship. The relationship between gocxl thinking and

expert writing is dialectical (Berthoff, 1986; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1981). The term
"dialectical" is not used here in the sense of writing as an internal dialogue. Rather, it is
used to illustrate that quality thinking and writing are produced as a result of the tension
created by the fact that a piece of expository writing needs to conform to the often
conflicting demands of both content and form. This distinction is important because the
notion that reflection takes the form of an internal dialogue has been popular in the recent
past, and at least one instructional approach is based on teaching students to carry on such
dialogue explicitly (Gray, 1977). However, as Scardamalia and Bereiter (1984) point out,
. .. in the body of protocol research on student writers running from Emig ( 1971)
to Flower and Hayes (1981) we are not aware of a shred of evidence to support the
internal-dialogue model, and take the absence of evidence to be severely damaging .
. . . The thinking-aloud protocols of expert writers do not look anything like
dialogues, but they do look a great deal like problem-solving protocols.
(p. 175)
So expert writing springs from a tension between the rhetorical and content areas of the
writing process. Scardamalia & Bereiter (1984) label the dialectic described above as "twoway communication between a content problem space and a rhetorical problem space"
(p.173) and describe it as follows (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1981):
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It seems to us that the dialectical character of composition.. . . arises from the
conflict between requirements of text and requirements of belief. In trying to
resolve such conflicts, both the text and the writer's beliefs are subject to change.
In the fortunate case, the change is in the nature of a synthesis, the hallmark of ·
dialectic. (p. 6)
Some of the processes involved in expert composing noted by Scardamalia & Bereiter
(1986) are:
1) Execution of self-regulatory (metacognitive) strategies to keep track of and
critique the different cognitive processes at work.
2) Memory searches that appear as odysseys through hard-to-get-at memory
stores. These appear as non-problematic to novice writers, probably because
the expert is seeing vague thematical connections that need clarification, while
the novice sticks strictly to topic-related facts.
3) Construction of many different mental representations of the text, seeing it in
many different capacities. For example, experts may see it as its verbatim
meaning, or as detailed content, or see the gist of the writing. They also see
their writing in terms of structure, problems, and the purpose of the writing. In
contrast, novice writers tend to see only the surface text. Expert writers also
interconnect their mental representations of the text, whereas novice writers tend
not to, since they have fewer representations to be connected, and also because
the tendency to make connections is not present.
It is important to note the contrast between the process described above and the way
writing is often currently taught in the high schools. In school, the structure of a student's
paper is generally given more attention than its content. Often writing is taught as a set of
rules (for example, you must have an introduction, body, and conclusion). James Moffett
(1979) puts it this way:
For the very reason that they are assuming that content will be supplied by books or
lectures, schools have taken it for granted. The only problem is how to cut and fit.
Naturally allied to the emphasis on reading and general student passivity, formalism
dominates the teaching of writing, by which I mean forming the language only,
without nearly sufficient concern for developing the thought. This level of writing
instruction ... fastens almost hypnotically on the surface level, of language alone, at
which thought manifests, and blandly stops short of the long internal processing
that must occur to engender something to man ifest.
At its best, the crafting approach to writing can help a student see alternative and
better ways to say what he has in mind, but without at least an equal emphasis on
finding and developing subjects of his own, and the clear primacy of purpose over
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form, the "writer" ends by carpentering cliches to make the sentence or the
paragraph or essay form come out right. At its worst, the approach loads a student
with prescriptions and proscriptions that no serious writer could ever follow and
- still keep his mind on his business, and even degenerates into what I call
decomposition - manipulating grammatical facts and labels as information,
memorizing vocabulary lists, and doing exercises with isolated dummy sentences.
Language parts are tools of the craft, right? But they must not, of course, be
mistaken for the craft itself (p. 277, Moffet's italics).
So in Scardamalia and Bereiter's terms, students have been forced to make their writing
conform to the rhetorical problem space at the expense of the content problem space, rather
than making their writing be a synthesis of the two problem spaces. In this sense, the way
writing is currently taught actually inhibits the development of expert writing. Scardamalia
and Bereiter (1986) noted that novice competence tends to be highly organized and effective
for coping with school tasks and not simply a downscale version of expert competence.
Which may mean that simply asking students to do more of the same type of writing in
class reinforces novice competence and discourages the cognitive shift students need to
make to become experts.
The recent emphasis on "process writing" (Murray, 1978) often de-emphasizes this
fact and goes too far in the direction of content, thereby neglecting form entirely. As stated
above, expert writing is a synthesis of the two problem spaces. For all its benefits, process
writing brings with it the added peril that many teachers think they are allowing students to
"just write" but are in fact enforcing their own rules about paper-writing when it comes to
evaluation. The students are then left with the added burden of figuring out rules that still
exist but are now implicit, a burden that can lead to frustration and the undermining of
student confidence (Inghilleri, 1989).

1.3,2 The Environment for Writing. In an effort to teach writing in a way that
works toward synthesis rather than overstressing either the rhetorical or content problem
spaces, Taffy Raphael, Becky W. Kirschner, & Carol Sue Englert (1986) at the Institute
for Research on Teaching at Michigan State University, developed a student writing system
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for elementary students called Text Structure Instruction. The system breaks into two
phases, although in this project I am only concerned with the first: creating the writing
environment in which students were introduced to both important components of the
writing process.

In creating the writing environment, Raphael et al. (1986) have found it is important
that students think of themselves as authors communicating with readers. Audience has a
critical impact on how students construe the functions of writing. For example, when the
audience is solely the teacher, students may come to view writing as a way that teachers test
knowledge, and consider revision activities as punishment for sloppiness or inexactitude
(Raphael et al., 1988). Some techniques they suggest to support an environment that
stresses writing as communication include peer editing, publication of the final papers, and
giving students plenty of time in which to work. In their study, concrete support for the
students and their teachers took the form of a series of "think sheets" the authors developed
based on materials used in a university developmental writing course. Each "think sheet"
addressed a step of the non-linear writing process as defined by research into process
writing: planning and prewriting, drafting, editing and revising. These sheets helped to
teach both form and content simultaneously by requiring students to consider content issues
such as "who will read my paper?"; "my reader will be interested in this because ... "; "my
main purpose in writing about this topic is ... "; etc., while they select an appropriate form
for the topic to take in response to questions like: "in what order should I present my main
ideas?" For an in-depth description of the goals for each think sheet, see Raphael et al.
(1986).
The results of putting this system to work in 6th grade classrooms were dramatic.
There was definite change in both teachers and students. The findings suggest that teachers
changed their perceptions of writing and their writing curriculum. The teachers initially
viewed writing as a product, usually providing students with topics, requiring students to
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write primarily first drafts, and then assessing skills as the major focus when evaluating
students' writing. Following their participation in the text structure instruction system,
teachers viewed writing as a process that must be meaningful to student writers. They also
emphasized writing for communicating information, not the assessment of skills. This
change in teachers' attitudes and beliefs mirrored changes in students' knowledge and
performance levels. In the student realm, vast improvements were seen in students': 1)
ability to organize expository texts and convey information; 2) ability to write narratives
from personal experience; 3) attitude toward writing (for examples and details, see Raphael

et al., 1986).

1.3.3 Critical and Creative Thinking. At the same time that there has been
increased attention given to the role of thinking in the writing process, major emphasis has
been placed on the need to improve critical and creative thinking in general. This emphasis
has come about as a reaction to a number of scientific and societal influences. Among these
are:

1. Cognitive psychology has found the arena of public education a new laboratory
for exploration and occasion for contribution to society. Learning, problem
solving, writing, and other performances important in academic settings have
been among their favorite concerns. Their efforts have led to advances in the
understanding of how children learn, which put us in a good position for
planning intelligent approaches to developing students' intellect (Swartz and
Perkins, 1989).
2. Testing conducted by the National Assessment of Educational Progress and
other agencies showed that performance on "higher-order skills" was poor.
Public alarm resulted from the observation that students performed worse on
certain higher-order tasks than their peers of a decade before (Swartz &
Perkins, 1989). Also, U.S. students have fared very badly on tests which
compare their thinking abilities with their peers in other advanced countries.
3. The U.S. has switched from an industrial society to a service/technological one.
In days gone by students could learn trades which they would work in for the
rest of their lives, and an education that gave them the basic knowledge they
needed to succeed within those trades was enough. Today, however, the job
market changes drastically every year, with each new technological invention.
The students of today can expect to change jobs every three years when they
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reach the work force (NCTM, 1988). Thus, today's education must give
students the tools they need to adapt quickly to new situations, to rapidly learn
context-specific tasks, and to take a common-sense approach to problems that
materialize unexpectedly. ,The basics of today are much more complex than the ·
three R's.
4. Although everyone "thinks" in an absolute sense of the term, it is becoming
evident that students need to learn how to think more effectively - more
critically, more coherently, more creatively, more deeply. The fact that we
think spontaneously does not prevent us from succumbing to the stratagems of
hucksters and demagogues; nor does it ensure the consistent rationality of our
behavior. If students are to acquire good thinking skills in the classroom,
explicit attention will have to be given to that objective; it is not likely to be
realized spontaneously or as an incidental consequence of attempts to
accomplish other goals (Nickerson, 1986).
5. A forward-looking education must be built on the twin foundations of knowing
how to learn and knowing how to think clearly about the rapidly proliferating
information with which we all have to contend (Halpern, 1989). Technology
has emerged which puts facts and figures at our finger tips. Computers have
databases which provide easy access to information from every discipline. If
they can't provide a person with the information the person needs, they can tell
her where to go to find it. TouchTone phones offer access to all kinds of
practical information about an astounding number of things, from weather to
sex education. But all this technology can't tell us how to successfully
integrate, process, and put all this information to good use. So rather than
requiring students to memorize facts and dates and rules which they can find out
in minutes anyway, it makes sense to teach them the skills they need to deal
with all this information in a constructive way. As Halpern (1989) states, "If
we cannot think intelligently about the myriad of issues that confront us, then
we are in danger of having all of the answers, but still not knowing what they
mean" (p. 4).
6. In a time when political candidates are marketed in a way akin to the marketing
of breakfast cereal, cars, and laundry detergent, the future of a democratic
society such as ours depends on the ability of citizens to make informed, critical
decisions based not on hearsay, mudslinging, or personal charm, but rather on
an understanding of critical issues from a number of perspectives. Individuals
need to learn how to identify sensationalism, bias, loaded language, and fallacyladen arguments in order to come to these informed decisions. Most people will
finish their formal education between the ages of 18 and 22, and today's adults
are expected to have the longest average life span in the history of the world,
with most living into their 70's and many into their 80's and 90's (Halpern,
1989). They need to acquire in school the skills that will allow them to make
intelligent choices and shape a nurturing, sane society.
1.3.4 Transfer. The motivation behind teaching for critical and creative thinking
is the expectation that if students learn and talk explicitly about the process of good
thinking, they will then use it throughout their schooling and also transfer it into their non-
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academic lives. This issue of transfer is actually a rather complicated one, but
understanding it is key to the connection between writing and thinking; The processes
involved in good writing should transfer to problems requiring good thinking and vice
versa, since so many important components are shared by both.
Teaching for transfer should be a beneficial component to the learning process
when teaching for both thinking and writing. To illustrate this connection, a little more
about what is meant by transfer is helpful. Perkins and Salomon (1987) distinguish
between two broad types of transfer, which they label high road and low road:
Low road transfer occurs as the automatic consequence of varied practice. High
road transfer, in contrast, reflects deliberate mindful efforts to represent principles
at a high level of generality, so that they subsume a wide range of cases. (p. 288)
In terms of thinking, then, low road transfer occurs when one thinking process is
used successfully in a number of different situations. Then students learn that, for
example, analyzing a person's motives is not only applicable and worthwhile in regard to
characters in short stories. It may prove to be a successful strategy in history and science
too, not to mention in peer groups. A similar rationale applies to writing: If students learn
that writing out fuzzy, undefined theories works as well for ideas about literary characters
as it does for ideas about scientific theories, they may be inclined to use that strategy in
other subject areas as well.

In contrast, high road transfer occurs in thinking when strategies are explicitly
discussed, and removed from any specific application. Once internalized, connections
might be seen to any number of problem situations. Thus, if a teacher has students pull out
the strategies used in problem solving, and they see that the same process would be helpful
in writing a paper (after all, isn't a paper a big problem?), then those students have
accomplished high road transfer. Perkins and Salomon (1987) conclude that when
teaching for transfer it's best to "do everything you can, low road and high" (p. 298).
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1.4

Guidelines

As already mentioned, while writing research has involved thinking process and
strategies more and more, research on thinking has not been so explicit in making the
connections between thought and writing. However, the strategies described and promoted
in the critical and creative thinking literature turn out to be quite complementary to those
needed for expert writing, as can be seen in some of the following critical and creative
thinking guidelines.

1.4.1 Critical Thinkin~. There are as many specific ways of accomplishing the
goal of teaching thinking skills and encouraging their transfer to other learning situations as
there are teachers. However, there are certain guidelines for restructuring an existing unit
that can be generalized to all good thinking classroom environments. Swartz & Perkins, in
their book, Teaching Thinking : Issues and Approaches (1989), list a number of "helps" to
good thinking that all curricula should incorporate. Some of them are:

1. A well-rounded approach to thinking. Aspects of this are:
a. Promoting greater investment of effort toward this kind of thinking. As
with expert writing strategies, anything that might help students to care
more about what they're doing and make an emotional investment is going
to work toward improving the final product.
b. Introducing students to relevant subskills and providing or eliciting ways of
handling them better. As with the writing think sheets mentioned earlier,
making subskills concrete and explicit is likely to promote their use.
2. Allowing thinking and content to be learned together. This provides that
thinking and the subject matter it accompanies always be learned in a relevant
context, making it more useful and more interesting. This strategy hearkens
back directly to the principle that writing be taught as a synthesis of the
rhetorical and the content problem spaces. Since the two sides are necessarily
fused, pulling them apart for the purpose of teaching them is a meaningless
exercise.
3. Combining "learning about" with "learning to do." "Leaming about" equips
students to be aware of and reflective about their thinking processes, to ponder
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their attitudes, and to edit their strategies. "Learning to do" at the same time
equips them with ways of organizing their thinking, provides practice in those
ways, and encourages effort invested in the kind of thinking in question. This
, is another strategy also addressed by the think sheets in promoting expert · ·· ·
writing.
4. Fostering student ownership. This can be accomplished by having students
guide themselves fairly autonomously through thinking activities from time to
time. A good way to build toward this is through small group activities, where
pairs or trios of students lead themselves through a thinking activity. Peer
editing, one of the strategies for teaching writing suggested by Raphael et al.
(1986) is an analogous strategy.

1.4.2

Creative Thinkin~. Creative thinking is a very important element of both

thinking and writing that tends to be neglected in both bodies of literature. The literature on
writing stresses the importance of gaining a richer definition of content space, yet is weak
when it comes to specific strategies for how one should go about doing it Even less
guidance is provided concerning how teachers might encourage students to do it
However, just as with thinking and writing in general, good creative thinking cannot be
separated from expert writing. This relationship is both connected and analogous to the
relationship between critical and creative thinking as can be seen in the description by Gallo
(1988) below:
While reasoning and imagination do differ, the difference appears not to be
accounted for by the operation of discrete functions, but rather by the contribution
of the same operations, both divergent and convergent, in differing proportions and
in different positions in the sequence of intellective events that constitute addressing
the task. (p. 102)
The two thinking events are inseparable. Practice in and acquisition of creative thinking
techniques is essential to generating viable options necessary for both good thinking and
good writing. And there is a whole body of literature in creative thinking on how to
generate and explore multiple representations of a problem, but it has rarely been applied to
writing. The three techniques described below are but a small sample of the creative
thinking strategies:
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1 . Brainstonnin&. This is a common technique used to generate new ideas for
defining new problems and for solving them, whether the problem is a painting,
a musical composition, a novel, a physics problem, or a need to get downtown
quickly. Brainstorming can be done alone, but is particularly effective in
groups. When brainstonning, people quickly generate as many ideas as they
can, often using one idea as an impetus for another, and always reserving
critical analysis of the idea for a later part of the process. Brainstormed ideas
should be treated as "diamonds in the rough." They may not be worth much in
their initial form but may be developed into valuable ideas if creatively
processed (Smith, ?).
2. Attribute listin&. This technique requires problem-solvers to list the various
attributes of an object or idea. Then they turn their attention specifically to each
one of these attributes. In focusing on each attribute, the creator thinks of ideas
to improve it (Smith, ?).
3. Forced relationships. This technique calls for finding a relationship between
two or more normally unrelated products or ideas as a starting point for the idea
generation process (Smith, ?). For example, a paper clip and an ear of com
could generate the idea of using straightened paper clips as holders for a hot ear
of com.

1.4.3 Attitude and Emotion. Like writing, creativity is more than skills: it also
relies on attitude and emotion. Regarding the former, Gallo (1988) states:
Curiosity, wonder and a desire to understand deeply are ... fundamental
dispositions for successful thinking. Highly important, too, is the capacity for a
modestly skeptical and independent approach to judgment - a capacity whose roots
lie in self-esteem and courage, since its exercise requires a self-trusting standingapart, in which one risks the consequences of self-initiated questioning and
challenging.... Programs for developing sound reasoning must attend to the
cultivation of the attitudes and dispositions necessary for the manifestation of the
target cognitive performances. (p. 108, My italics)
The above quote could just as easily have referred to the writing process as described by
Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986). Expert writing is risky in that it requires students to
question and challenge their original ideas, values, and emotions, so it is important that
students become interested enough in their subject matter to be willing to take that risk.
Regarding emotion, Gallo (1988) identifies empathy as one emotion closely linked
to creative production that can have a very positive effect on reasoning:
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Traditional biographical sources, and recent empirical studies all suggest that the
creative individual possesses unusual perceptual and personal openness, and a
marked capacity for empathic identification with the other. .. Flexible ego-control
and low defensiveness indicate a desire and a capacity in the creative person to react
beyond the boundaries of self, traits identical to those characteristic of the empathic
disposition. (pp. 108-109)
Gallo (1988) endorses practice with empathic role-taking to foster behaviors and
attitudes like those exhibited by successful, creative reasoners. She describes this roletalcing as follows:
[Role-taking] begins with a presented or learner-generated issue or problem, each
participant adopts a role which, when enacted, produces a definition, a detailing and
a resolution of the problem or issue. Roles are rotated among participants, or new
roles are generated and enacted. Each participant works through the issue from at
least three contrasting perspectives ... (p. 111)
Gallo identifies three broad effects this process will have on learners:
1. It will facilitate the development of elaborated models of problems and issues, a
tendency also promoted by Flower & Hayes (1980) as necessary for expert
writing.
2. It will increase the flexibility with which beliefs are held. Any progress made in
the ability to question one's own values and belief system is likely to help in
corning up with fresh ideas and developing interesting arguments in writing.
3. It nurtures the attitudes and dispositions supportive of effective reasoning, and
since the processes of reasoning and writing are so closely linked, those same
attitudes and dispositions will be supportive of effective writing.
Of course, it is my contention that the effects of the above process are likely to be just as
beneficial to writers as to learners in other areas.

1.4.4 Problem Findin&. The challenge of creative thinking is to break through old
mind sets, patterns, and categories in order to produce thought that is both novel and
useful. Creative problem solving involves not only finding a new solution to an old
problem, but also finding and formulating new problems, or redefining old problems so
that the problem being solved is actually a new one. This schema is applicable in countless
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situations since, in a sense, any creative undenaking is a form of creative problem solving.
It is therefore beneficial to all thinking and writing situations ifan individual has creative
thinking strategies readily available. Csikszentmihalyi & Getzels (1970) provide a portrait
of the artist as a person with "concern for discovery" that is remarkably similar to the
description Flower & Hayes (1980) give of expert writers as people who consider many
aspects of the total rhetorical problem and thoroughly represent those aspects to
themselves. Csikszenttnihalyi & Getzels (1970) identify two types of problem situations,

presented problem situations and discovered problem situations:
In the presented problem situation the problem is given (i.e., it already has a known
formulation), there is a known method of solution entailing a series of more or less
logical steps, and there is a solution - "the right answer" - whose ultimate
correctness is known and which permits of little or no deviation .... In the
discovered problem situation, the problem does not have a known formulation, and
there is therefore no already known method of solution, and no known solution.
That is, the problem-solver must formulate the problem itself before he can begin to
envisage a method toward its solution, and when the solution is obtained he has no
immediate criterion as to its ultimate correctness.... This, we said, is the problem
situation calling for a maximum of creativity. (pp. 92-93)
The authors go on to acknowledge the applicability of these terms to every field "from
physics to politics" (p. 94).

In each case, it is possible to be working on a problem or problematic situation
before actually being aware of what the problem is, or of how it can be solved, or
what an acceptable solution will be. (p. 94)
Csikszentmihalyi & Getzels (1970) were mainly concerned with discovering whether the
problem situation (either presented or discovered) adopted by an artist had any effect on the
creativity (originality, craftsmanship, and aesthetic value) of still-life drawing. The
findings from their experiment established that artists who adopted a discovered-problem
situation prcxiuced significantly more original and aesthetically valuable drawings than their
fellows who took a presented-problem approach, although there was no significant effect
on craftsmanship either way.
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This study suggests that although skill acquisition in a subject area is necessary for
good performance (the artists were all good craftsmen), teaching for creativity should
involve explicitly addressing the issue of problem solving and finding, and encourage
students to take a discovered-problem approach to their problematic situations. If this
approach were taken in conjunction with the philosophy of teaching for transfer as
discussed earlier, the results on student learning and writing could be quite remarkable.

1,5

The Happy Compatibility of Two Educational Frameworks

As may already be obvious, many of the attitudes and modes of thought which are
the objectives of teaching for critical and creative thinking are the same attitudes and modes
of thought that are conducive to expert writing. This section highlights more close parallels
between the two bodies of research.

1.5.1

Problem-Finding. The most striking similarity between the literature on the

novice-to-expert shift and the literature on critical and creative thinking is the remarkable
parallel between the Csikszentmihalyi & Getzels (1970) findings coming from the creative
thinking field and the Flower & Hayes (1980) findings coming from a cognitive science
framework. The similarities begin with the titles of the articles: "The Cognition of
Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem" from Flower & Hayes; "Concern for Discovery:
An Attitudinal Component of Creative Production" from Csikszentmihalyi & Getzels (from
here on referred to as C&G for obvious reasons). Further, C&G's (1970) "presented
problem situation" used by less creative artists speaks directly to the "sketchy, conventional
representation" of the rhetorical situation referred to by Flower & Hayes (1980) in
describing novice writers. The "discovered problem situation" that C&G (1970) saw as
demanding and producing more creativity could be used as a framework to describe Flower
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& Hayes' (1980) expert writer's goal of "building a coherent network of ideas, to create
meaning" (p. 28, Flower & Hayes' italics). As Flower & Hayes (1980) say in the

conclusion of their article, "Good writers are simply solving a different problem than poor
writers" (p. 30). Toward the end of their article, Flower & Hayes point out these parallels
themselves, in reference to a similar but later C&G study:
The successful artists, like our expert writers, explored more of the materials before
them and explored them in more depth ...versus moving quickly to a rather
conventional arrangement and sketch ... This important study of creativity in fine art
suggested that problem-finding is a talent, a cognitive skill which can lead to
creativity. The parallels between these two studies suggest that problem-finding in
both literature and art is related not only to success, but in some less well defined
way to "creativity" itself. (p. 31)
With all these parallels drawn, it becomes quite obvious that any improvement in
creative thinking should also enhance the writing process, and that by encouraging the
cognitive shift from novice to expert writing we are encouraging creativity and better
reasoning. The challenge then becomes making these connections explicit for students and
thus helping students internalize them by keeping the techniques for teaching for transfer in
mind, and therefore improving the pedagogy in both areas.

1.5.2 The Dialectic. The problem of students writing to conform with the
demands of the rhetorical problem space at the expense of the content problem space is
addressed in the critical and creative thinking philosophy that thinking and content be
learned together (Swartz & Perkins, 1989). Just as it is ineffective to teach thinking skills
divorced from an issue to think illlQ.!!1, it is not advisable to teach essay-writing without
regard to the content of the essay. A curriculum that incorporates the technique of
integrating the rhetorical and content problem spaces and applies it to essay-writing will
promote the tension and resulting synthesis between form and content that is an essential
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part of the expert writer's process. At the same time, that technique will improve creative
problem solving and decision making about relevant, authentic issues. ·

1.5.3 Explicit Instruction. The think sheets invented by Raphael et al. (1986)
actually represent an example of the critical and creative thinking notion that "learning
about" be combined with "learning to do" (Swartz & Perkins, 1989). The think sheets
make the writing process explicit by providing students with ways of organizing their
thinking and providing practice in those ways, while at the same time encouraging students
to become aware of and reflective about their thinking processes. The sheets also promote
the use of creative problem definition and solution to approach the significant cognitive
dilemmas of writing a paper. For example, the sheets call for brainstorming, attributelisting, and careful definition of problems.

1.5.4 Metacowition. Metacognition, a key element in teaching for thinking, is
also an inextricable part of the expert writing process. It describes the control processes in
which active learners engage as they perform the cognitive activities inherent in writing.
Also, metacognitive or executive control processes may underlie the very important
processes of generalization and transfer of the strategies learned. It is hard to imagine
skilled writers who are not actively engaged in applying their knowledge about the writing
process, text structures, purposes, audiences and so forth as they regulate their use of
strategies throughout the writing process (Raphael et al., 1988). Getting students to
explicitly identify these stages of the process should help them to apply executive control of
the strategies to any writing they do.

1.5.5 Attitude and Motivation. The expert attitude is one of the most important
aspects of the expert's writing process. Students can be given any amount of practical
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advice, and it will have little or no effect if they don't have any interest in what they're
doing. Novices tell what they know about a subject in order to conform with external
constraints such as producing a 5-page paper for a good grade in English class, but experts

care about their subjects, and therefore want to transform them, to make them grow in
some way that is important to them. This parallels Gallo's (1988) statement in regard to
creativity: "Curiosity, wonder and a desire to understand deeply are fundamental
dispositions for successful thinking." Three of the aspects incorporated into a good critical
and creative thinking curriculum are particularly conducive to nurturing the expert attitude
in writing (from Gallo, 1988):
1. Fosterin1' student ownership. Students who "own" their ideas feel responsible
for them and how they are perceived by a reader, so they take more care in
developing an argument. (p. 112)
2. Teaching for transfer. By teaching for transfer, a teacher may make a
seemingly unrelated topic (like a Shakespeare play) relevant to the lives of the
students. When students see how school subject matter is relevant to and can
even affect their own lives, they are more likely to take on a vested interest in
that subject. (p. 112)
3. Encouragin1' empathy through role-taking. This fosters a positive attitude
toward critical inquiry and nurtures courage, because it allows one earnestly to
take the risks, but in a condition of personal distance and reasonable
psychological safety. (p. 112)

1.6

Summary of Literature Review

In sum, although the literature on critical and creative thinking doesn't explicitly
link thinking to writing, the connections are obvious when the two bodies of literature are
examined together. And since extraordinary amounts of thought and energy have been put
into developing strategies to teach both, it makes sense that combining the principles and
strategies will result in some extraordinary pedagogy. The research that is emerging shows
that form and content should not be separated when teaching writing, learning about should
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not be separated from learning to do, and critical thinking should not be taught as separate
from creative thinking. All these wholes are greater than the sums of their parts.
Accordingly, it would appear that in the realm of pedagogy, combining these two large
bodies of literature will add up to very promising curricula and practice.
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CHAPTER II
'

,.

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURE

2.1

Research Objectives

This study was designed to assess and describe the learning experiences of the
students who participated in the classroom implementation of a curriculum unit entitled,
"The Problems of Young Hamlet." The unit combines techniques used to teach for critical
and creative thinking with cognitive science based techniques to improve student writing.
The philosophy behind the creation of this unit was that the techniques used to teach for
critical and creative thinking were likely to help improve writing, and vice-versa. The
objectives of this study are to assess qualitatively several outcomes of the curriculum
intervention's effects on: 1) the students' problem-solving orientation; 2) student attitude
toward both learning and writing; 3) the quality of student writing; 4) students'
metacognitive understanding of both problem solving and writing; and 5) the quality of
student-teacher interaction. The different activities of the unit will be assessed individually,
and then the unit as a whole will be evaluated.

2.2

Description of Site and Participants

The classroom in which the curriculum unit was implemented was a high school
advanced placement (AP) English classroom at Joel Barlow High School in Redding,
Connecticut. The school is located in a privileged and non-integrated community; the
student body is predominantly middle- to upper-class white students. The students
generally come from cultural backgrounds that are highly compatible with their schooling,
and the great majority of them go on to college. The Advanced Placement English class
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represents the 23 most motivated and accomplished English students at the 12th grade
level, all of whom went on to college. Although the teacher said that the particular group of ·
students he was working with during this study was not a remarkable one by AP
standards, these students are clearly academic achievers. There were 23 students in the
class, 10 boys and 13 girls.
The teacher was an English teacher of 30 years who has recently been very
involved in the movement to teach for critical and creative thinking. He regularly attends
and teaches workshops at thinking conferences. He was excited to be involved in this
study, and his input was used extensively in the creation of the unit. Although he was
already accustomed to using many techniques to teach for critical and creative thinking, and
has been teaching the play Hamlet for almost 30 years, this unit constituted a radical
deviation from his normal teaching practices.
The analysis consists mainly of a case study of five students. The students were
chosen after the implementation because they were each representative of the types and
amounts of change in writing experienced by different groups in the class. For example,
Gary epitomized a group of seven boys whose final papers showed remarkable
improvement over their pre-test writing samples, while Liza was the quintessential member
of a group of four girls one boy who appeared to make no progress in their writing
whatsoever. The writing samples were all evaluated with regard to five different
categories: 1) clear definition of topic; 2) clear sense of audience; 3) compelling content;
4) good organization; and 5) good development of idea.
Although these case study students were chosen based on the evolution of their
writing from pre-test to final paper, the descriptions of their experiences with the different
activities of the unit provide a useful window on the effectiveness of each activity.
Analysis of and excerpts from interview transcripts (from both students and teacher) are
used quite extensively. Despite the fact that the class appeared to an outsider to be a
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particularly homogeneous group of students, the students' responses varied dramatically.
My hope is that this case-study approach to the analysis will help give some insight into ·
what the class as a whole gleaned from the unit as well as which types of students did or
did not benefit from it.

2.3

Description of the Unit Activities

The following activities access different aspects of critical and creative thinking. All of
them, however, are designed to peak student interest in an effort to nurture the expert
attitude which hopefully will pave the way for expert writing. It is important to mention
that these new activities were set up around an already-existing curriculum assignment: the
reading of Hamlet.

2.3.1

The Acrostic Puzzle. The acrostic puzzle is done as a pre-reading exercise

to encourage collaborative problem solving as well as to establish terms and phrases in
student's minds which they recognize later as they read and discuss the play. The puzzle's
items include characters and quotes from Hamlet and other Shakespeare plays. Students
break into groups to solve the puzzle, and there is a prize for the first group to finish. All
the work is done in class, and the teacher collects the sheets at the end of class. Students
are told that after the first day they may bring in any reference material which they think
will be helpful in solving the acrostic. Once one of the groups has solved the puzzle, all
groups explain the process by which they approached the task, and there is a class
discussion of what the most effective method of solving the puzzle would have been. (See
Appendix A)

2.3.2 Reading Articles on Themes Related to Hamlet. Before reading the play,
students choose an article from a group of articles made available by the teacher. There are
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exactly enough articles for all the students in the class, and each article is related to a theme.
There are such topics as teenage suicide, Oedipus complexes, dealing with step-parents,
life after death, decision-making, depression, insanity, etc., all of which relate in one way
or another to themes that can be gleaned from Hamlet. Each student reads a different article
(provided by the teacher) relating to the theme of his/her group, summarizes the main ideas
of the article, and presents the summary to a group made up of the other students with
articles relating to the same theme. The group then synthesizes all the summaries into one
description of the topic and presents it to the class. A class discussion about the process of
summarizing, synthesizing, and working as a group follows the presentations.
The rationale behind this activity is three-fold. It is a concept-building activity in
that it is getting students to think about themes they will come upon later, as they read the
play. Also, it prepares students to see the similarities between these modern-day issues and
the issues facing Hamlet. (This is in response to a theory that students are often bored by
Shakespeare because they feel no sense of connection to the characters.) Last, but
importantly, this preparation for facilites transfer of what is learned during the unit. By
getting students to see how these modern-day issues are similar to Hamlet's long-ago ones,
it is expected that they will be more likely to transfer the problem-solving process they
come up with for Hamlet into other subject areas and into their own lives.

2.3.3 Dialectical Notebooks. A dialectical notebook is each student's companion
to reading. As students read the play, they take note of interesting or otherwise striking
items that they come across and jot them down on the right-hand page. They might copy a
quote, or just note the speaker and give a summary of the statement. Directly opposite this
notation, on the left-hand page, students comment on why they think the quote is
interesting, or why it seems significant, or link it to some other quote or comment made
earlier in the notebook. The purposes of the notebook are many: 1) It helps the teacher
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keep track of where the students are in their reading; 2) it helps students focus on specific
misunderstandings or problems in following characters and plot; 3) it encourages class
discussion about significant events or characters. Also, when it comes time to choose
topics about the play for their final papers, students can go back to their notebooks to see if
there were any parts of the play they wanted to think about in more depth, using the final
paper as their vehicle.

2.3.4 Problem-Solvin&. Hamlet's problems are used as a catalyst for students to
think about problem solving in general. The first act of the play is used as a forum for
investigating the nature of defining problems, examining them, and creatively solving
them. First, there is a teacher-led class discussion giving some guidelines regarding
problem-solving, using an example of how to rephrase questions to explore the underlying
problems in a situation. After that introduction, the students break into groups first to come
up with what they think is a generic problem-solving process, and move from there to
discuss the nature of Hamlet's problem(s). After the ensuing discussion, the groups decide
how they think Hamlet should handle his problem. Then each group writes down their
favorite solution and hands it in. After the students finish reading the play, the solutions
they came up with are compared directly to what Hamlet actually did. An intrinsic value of
this activity is that it facilitates thinking and discussion on aspects of Hamlet's character.

2.3.5 Bringin& the Play to Life. After finishing the play the students are asked to
break into groups and come up with a dramatic improvisation to be performed in front of
the class. The assignment is to stop the action at some critical point in the play and hold a
counseling session - one person is to be the counselor (coming in from the outside and
from the future) and the others are characters from the play who describe or act out their
dilemmas for the counselor. The assignment is intentionally loosely defined, to make
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students aware of the benefits as well as the challenges of having to define their own
content and structure. · In addition to the benefits of empathic role-taking listed earlier in this'
paper (Gallo, 1988), some objectives of this activity are: 1) to get students to cooperate in
coming up with a creative product; 2) to evoke in students a deeper understanding of the
characters; 3) to induce students to think about critical points in the play and why they are
critical; 4) to prepare them for the task of paper-writing, whose process is analogous to
putting together a creative presentation; and 5) for pure enjoyment

2.3.6 The Think Sheets. After the above activity, students are given the
assignment to write a final paper on some aspect of Hamlet. They are given the think
sheets to work from, and it is required that they fill them out. They also then choose peer
editors. They conference with the teacher about their papers using the think sheets as
guides. The think sheets are adapted versions of the ones Raphael et al. (1986) used in the
sixth grade classroom, except for the first one, "Choosing a Subject," which was designed
exclusively for this unit. The purpose of the think sheets is to take students through the
steps of the expert writing process and make that process explicit for them. (See Appendix
B) Another important aspect of the think sheets is that they work in conjunction with
teacher/student conferences about the assignment. .

2.3.7 Comprehensive Goals. It was hoped that the separate activities of the
Hamlet unit would work together as a whole to accomplish some broad educational
objectives. Apart from gaining a thorough understanding of the story and characters of
Hamlet. the teacher and researcher hoped that students would take from the classroom:
a.

Apprehension of the broad context of the unit.

b.

An understanding of the goals of the unit.

c.

A sense of refined knowledge about the writing process.

d.

The inclination to consider alternatives.
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e.

The ability and inclination to transfer the ideas from the unit as well as the
literature itself to areas outside the English curriculum.

2.4

Implementation and Research Procedures

Before implementation of the Hamlet unit, I collected pre-curriculum writing
samples from each student, which consisted of three short essays about three tragic plays,
along with one longer essay that dealt with the nature of tragedy in all three. These essays
were assigned by the teacher in his customary fashion. The final papers on Hamlet
constituted the post-curriculum writing samples. During the implementation of the unit, the
teacher kept a journal of how each activity was implemented, how effective he thought it
was, and how it was received by the students. I did ethnographic observations paying
particular attention to student attitude toward and involvement in whatever activity was at
hand. I audio-taped interviews with a number of students to get their opinions on the
activities, especially the problem-solving and writing ones. We video-taped the final
dramatic presentations. At the end of the unit, I gave the students an evaluation form, and
received from most students remarkably candid and thoughtful responses to the whole
process.
Some important notes include the timing of the implementation. The teacher started
the actual Hamlet unit in March of 1989. Although he is head of the English Department in
a fairly progressive school and therefore has almost total autonomy in his classroom, there
were effects of this timing that undoubtedly affected the outcome of the unit. For example,
the students were all graduating seniors, so by the time the unit was implemented they had
almost all been accepted to college and were therefore missing one of the main motivations
of their high school careers. Another item that affected the outcome of the unit was the
simple fact that life at the end of the school year gets particularly crowded and hectic, for
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teachers and students alike. Grades for graduating seniors have to be in early, so all
written work has to,be in at a certain time, regardless of how complete or incomplete it may ·
be. So teacher autonomy goes only so far before it bumps into the solid boundaries of the
school year.
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CHAPTER III
DESCRIBING THE IMPLEMENTATION ·.

3.1

The Students

As mentioned earlier, the case studies presented here were chosen after the
implementation, so they are not as intense and in-depth a look at the lives of the students as
they might have been. However, the case-study method seems to be an effective way of
assessing the impact the unit had on the class as a whole. Although the main focus will be
these five students, their comments and reactions will be enhanced by other students'
comments when appropriate. Three girls and two boys were chosen, since there was a
higher proportion of girls in the class. As background, following are some brief
descriptions of the students' personalities and academic tendencies as they began the
curriculum unit. The descriptions should help to identify certain types of learners. The
different effects the unit has on different students will help illuminate its varying degrees of
usefulness.

3.1.1 Deborah. Deborah is representative of about four girls in the class in regard
to the changes in her writing from pre-test sample to final paper. Her final paper showed a
more clearly defined topic, a clearer sense of audience, and significantly more compelling
content, yet she made no improvement in the organization of her writing, and even seemed
to lose ground when it came to developing her idea. She was a very diligent student.
Although the thinking and writing the Advanced Placement class required of her didn't
seem to come easily to her, she always worked hard. She got along well with the other
students in the class, worked well in small groups, and contributed willingly to class
discussions. A note from her past that ended up carrying some importance as the unit
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unfolded was that she had been an anorexic who was institutionalized with the problem for
· some time. The teacher acknowledged that although he really liked her and felt she was a
nice addition to his class, he didn't think she was quite AP material, since even after
working closely with her on her writing (pre-unit) he was unable to get her to go into any
depth in her papers.

3.1.2 Liza. Liza's experience with the Hamlet unit is representative of a group of
four girls and one boy in the class whom the teacher classified as having attitude problems.
From pre-test to final paper, none of these girls made any improvement regarding definition
of topic and clear sense of audience, and they all ended up with less compelling content as
well as ideas that were not as well developed. Liza disliked all of the other students in the
class except one, her best friend. She hated working in small groups, because of the
"leeches" who she said didn't do any work, yet benefited from all her good ideas and hard
work. According to the teacher, in her writing she had very good ideas but went nowhere
with them, a comment that was definitely supported by her pre-test tragedy paper. Her
style was marked by an excess of flowery, "fifty-cent" words that were often misused or
inappropriate. (Example: "The audience was thusly made aware of the danger of slothful
pride.") She generally considered poor grades on her papers to be a result of bad judgment
on the part of the teacher.

3.1.3 Delia. With regard to the improvement in her writing, Delia's experience
with the curriculum unit is representative of about four of the girls in the class. From pretest to final paper, she made clear improvement as far as defining her topic, and vast
improvement in the compelling nature of her essay, but made little headway in terms of her
sense of audience, the organization of her paper, and the level of idea development. An
interesting personal note about Delia is that over the course of her high school career, she
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overcame painful shyness brought on by a limp she had since childhood. As she put it in a
"personal experience" essay early in the year, for most of her life she never looked anyone
in the eye, and then one day she said to herself that she'd better start standing up and
looking people in the eye if she wanted to do anything in life, so she did. She was
president of her junior class, and as a senior was president of the student council. She got
along well with the other students in the AP class, and worked well in groups. She had a
tendency to take her assignments~ literally; meaning that she would take the question
assigned by the teacher and use it as the introductory paragraph. But she was open to
criticism and bore personally the responsibility for her grades.

3.1.4 Gary. The evolution of Gary's writing over the course of the curriculum
unit was representative of seven of the ten boys in the class. He made improvements on all
levels of his writing: his topic was clearer, his sense of audience was clearer, the content
of his final essay was much more compelling, his paper was better organized, and his idea
was, in the end, beautifully developed. Gary got along well with his classmates and
worked well in small groups. His writing was good from the outset; he knew how to
develop an argument and structure his papers well. However, his compositions tended to
be flat and dull, acceptable, but not thrilling in any way. He took no risks and never
attempted to develop ideas apart from what he took from class discussions. He appeared
bored with writing assignments, and did them in a somewhat rote manner. Unfortunately,
he never filled out a unit evaluation form, so his comments are conspicuously missing from
the student response sections that appear in many of the following descriptions. However,
his writing is interesting and representative enough so that he is included as a case study.
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3.1.5 Bart. Bart was an extraordinary student, whose writing was clear,
compelling, and well-developed in his pretest, and equally good in his final essay. In this
respect, he was representative of one other boy and one girl in the class. Some
background on Bart is that he was planning on going into engineering in college, but took
the AP English class because he thought good writing would be a valuable, and
uncommon, ability for an engineer to have. Although he got along well enough with the
other students in the class, and was a valued small-group member, he did not fit into any
one clique the way many of the other students did. The writing samples I saw were all
extraordinary, but the teacher noted that his writing fluctuated widely throughout the course
of the year.

3.2

Student and Teacher Activities and Responses During Intervention

The following section will give an activity-by-activity description of the ways the
curriculum unit was presented and received. Each description is followed by a section of
analysis which often contains comments from the teacher and the students regarding the
activity in question.

3.2.1 The Acrostic Puzzle. As mentioned earlier, the first activity of the
curriculum unit was the acrostic puzzle. (See Appendix A) For this activity, the teacher
broke the students up into groups of three (with two groups of four) and gave them the
puzzle along with some written instructions which explained how to go about solving an
acrostic (none of the students had ever done one before). He offered the prize of an extra A
for each member of the group that finished first. The rules were that all the work had to be
done in class, but that after the first day they could bring in any material which they thought
would be helpful in solving the puzzle.
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Day One. The students were anxious to get right to work on the puzzle, but not
everyone liked the idea of the A for the winning group. The main objection was "What
about all the work we will have done? Don't we get any credit?" One girl complained that
competition is not good for English classes because it isn't "mind expanding." To which
one of her friends replied, "Stop talking, let's compete." The students' desire to work on
the puzzle kept them from debating the issue for very long. When they started to work,
almost everyone in every group began working individually. There was very little talking.
Although the teacher had suggested they read the directions for solving acrostics before
they began, only two students looked at the directions. When they did talk, there was a
tendency to whisper - evidently they didn't want the other groups to know what they were
doing.
Gradually, some students began to look for materials to help them -- dictionaries,
thesauruses, Hamlet books. None of the groups decided to use just one common sheet to
which everyone could contribute. They worked out the answers on their own sheets and
then asked questions when they got stuck. Also, none of the students immediately gave
answers to the others in their groups in order to speed up their progress. As the activity
wore on, the teacher began to get a few more questions about clarification of the puzzle
("where's the quotation?"). One boy began to look for the quote in his Hamlet book. At
the end of the day the students passed their papers in.
After class, the teacher ran into the "stop talking, let's compete" girl coming out of
the media center. She was very excited about having found the Shakespeare Concordance
and told him she loved this kind of work.
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Day Two. All the students came in and got into groups faster than any other day.
They wanted their papers fast Four groups had at least one resource. Two groups had not
brought in anything. Here's a quote from the teacher's notes on the activity:
The group of Bart, Laura and Hilary which I am recording is interesting. Bart and
Laura are sitting closer together, and Hilary is more at the end of the table. She is
basically working by herself with Bartlett's Quotations while Bart and Laura are
sharing; however every now and then Laura is able to draw in Hilary.
CB's group handed in the paper about 8:00, and Delia's group about 2 minutes
later. Then they wanted to know about the prize.
Note that although I said that the contest would be over as soon as one group
handed in its paper, they clearly don't want this to happen because all the other
groups continue to work. They barely looked up when the papers came in, and
they are still at it, talking even more now and pressing. However, when the third
group handed in their paper about 20 minutes later, the others quit.
The teacher asked the class as a whole how they had solved the problem. The
winning group had found the first word (NOW) and knew it was Shakespeare and Hamlet
(although they didn't say how they knew). They had the GH from the second word and
went to Bartlett's Shakespeare section and looked up all quotations beginning with NOW
and found MIGHT. But the Bartlett's quote wasn't complete so they found the passage it
came from in the Hamlet text and then they were done.
The second-place group had worked out every clue. It seems that they actually had
the quotation before the first group, but figured that they needed to fill in all of the clues
before they handed in the paper. The third group said they thought that it was a matter of
pride not to use any helps,just like a crossword puzzle in the New York Times, so they
labored away at it.
The following class period was spent in a metacognitive discussion. Each group
explained their process, which the teacher recorded on the blackboard. Once all the
different approaches had been recorded, the class considered what the most effective way
of going about doing the puzzle might be. The discussion stuck very close to problems
specific to solving the puzzle itself.
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Here is a quote from the teacher's notes about the metacognitive discussion:
When we talked about the techniques of solving the puzzle later, there wasn't much ·
to be learned except to have the first group explain their method. However, they all
said that they learned that you could cross reference the quote and the clues so that
when you have some letters in one, it helped the other. They also saw that they
would guess at some words when they had a few letters.

Analysis. From an attitudinal point of view, this was a very successful activity.
Every student was enthusiastic about the activity, albeit in varying degrees. Whether or not
offering A's to the members of the winning group was a good idea remains open to debate.
As the teacher noted later, it didn't seem to be necessary, because just the notion of being
the winners would probably have been motivating enough to the students. But in any case,
all students participated and incidentally became acquainted with a few ideas related to
Hamlet and Shakespeare in general. The activity allowed the unit to open on an
enthusiastic and motivated note.
From a problem-solving point of view, the activity didn't completely live up to its
potential. The metacognitive discussion was lacking, in that the teacher made many
observations about good problem solving techniques that the groups were conspicuously

not using, but brought very few of these up during the ensuing discussion. He allowed the
discussion to focus completely on the puzzle itself rather than using it as an item from
which to generate more general problem-solving principles, so an opportunity to work
toward high-road transfer was lost. However, enough reference was made to the activity
as a problem-solving process so that when the issue of problem solving came up later in the
unit, both students and teacher referred back to it as an example.
Finally, this analysis warrants a quick note about having the students work in small
groups, an issue that arises again in future activities. Many students object to it. As
mentioned earlier, Liza found it to be almost intolerable, unless the students were allowed ·
to choose their own groups. She said that otherwise all the "leeches" stole her good ideas
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and got away with not doing any work. Another student said she thought working in
groups was the new "big fad" in education, so everyone was doing it. She said she
thought it was a great idea in theory, but that in reality it didn't work. Except, she added,
when they were allowed to choose their own groups. Another student had a similar
reaction, and I asked her if she preferred class discussions. She said yes, because
then you can say what you want to say, and you'll be heard, and it can be a great
discussion. But if the class is too big, you have to wait and wait to say what you
want to say, and then you spend so much time thinking about it that you don't pay
attention to the rest of the discussion.
I mentioned to her that I thought a small class discussion was probably a lot like a group
discussion, and asked if the difference might be the presence of the teacher. She replied:
yes, the teacher is supposed to be leading the group, because the teacher is the
specialist and the students are supposed to get knowledge from the teacher.
This comment illustrates the fact that this student is looking at schooling from a very
traditional perspective, and it's affecting her attitude. Perhaps if students were made aware
of the pedagogic philosophy the activities reflect, they would be more open-minded.
When asked about this student attitude toward working in small groups, the teacher
replied that the students didn't have to like doing it, but that it was something they were
going to have to do a lot of in real life, so they might as well get some practice in school. It
is unlikely that in the future the students will have much control over who is in their
groups. He noted that "leeches" are a reality in any group, in school or out. Interestingly,
the fear of someone getting their "good ideas" may have kept many of the students working
individually on the acrostic when group effort would have allowed them to use their time
more effectively.
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3.2.2 Readin~ the Thematic Articles. This activity was based on four different
articles from each of the following themes related in some way to Hamlet: Oedipus ·
complexes; step families; life after death; depression; procrastination; and ghosts. The
number of articles corresponded exactly to the number of students in the class. At the
beginning of the activity, (but at the end of a class pericxi) the teacher set out the articles
according to theme, described the themes, and told the students each to come up and pick
an article. He did not tell them that the themes were related to Hamlet. He also did not tell
them that they would be working in groups according to theme (although that was the case)
because he wanted them to be grouped by interest rather than by clique.
The students came up and milled around for a while. There was a fair amount of
grumbling about the assignment; comments like, "why do we have to do this?" "none of
these is interesting," and so forth . Friends tended to say to each other, "Well, which do
you like?" and "I'm gonna take this one, you take this one." So later on, many friends did
end up together in the groups.
Deborah chose an article on "Step families and divorce." Liza chose an article on
"The Oedipal complex." Delia's was "Depression," Gary's was "Ghosts," and Bart's was
"Out-of-body experiences." By the time students were finished picking their articles, class
was over, and they took the articles home as homework to read and take notes on.
The following class period, students grouped together by theme. As per the
assignment, each group chose a speaker and a recorder. As it worked out, whoever did the
recording (writing) generally did the speaking as well. Deborah was grouped with two
other girls, and was chosen as the recorder. Liza was grouped with her best friend, one
other girl, and a boy. Her group chose the other girl as the recorder. Delia was grouped
with three other girls and was chosen as the recorder. Gary was grouped with one other
boy and one girl, and chosen to be the recorder. Bart was grouped with two other boys,
and Bart did neither the speaking nor the recording.
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The assignment was for each student to report her notes to the group; then
everyone was supposed to help the writer synthesize the notes into a report that could be
presented to the class. The groups worked well together, and worked fast. Particularly
remarkable was Liza's group. Although Liza had grumbled at first, she appeared to find
the topic of Oedipal complexes quite stimulating; her group had a lively conversation going
about boys and their mothers (they obviously had some first-hand knowledge on the
subject to report as well).
The students spent a whole class period working in these groups, after which time
the recorder held onto the synthesized report in order to present to the class the following
day. Interestingly, the quality of the report tended to depend upon the conscientiousness of
the recorder. None of the recorders left the class with a completed, final report, so despite
the group nature of the task, it came down to the individual recorders to complete. It's
impossible to tell which recorders simply copied the notes over neatly, and which worked
more at coordinating a better synthesis of material, although some appear to be a list of
facts, article by article, and some appear to be written more as cohesive articles in their own
right. For example, Deborah's report begins with two relatively unconnected sentences
which set the precedent for a list of facts about divorce:
The process of divorce and remarriage is restructuring American society and the
roles of each member in the nuclear family. Because of its prevelence, divorce is
more readily accepted today.
whereas Delia's report begins with two connected statements that develop into a statement
about depression based on the facts from the articles:
Depression is called the "common cold of mental illness." An estimated 30 to 40
million Americans will experience it at least once in their lifetime with twice as
many female victims as male victims.
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And Gary's report begins with a question designed to engage the class:
A young cavalry officer riding alone in the hills of Wyoming, spots another rider in
the distance. When he nears the rider, a young woman in a green riding habit, she
talces off like a bolt of lightning and vanishes into thin air. Was the officer
inebriated or did [he] actually see the ghostly apparition of an officer's daughter
who lived 100 years ago[?].
The next day, the recorders presented their reports to the class. At the end of each
report, the rest of the class was invited to ask questions or make comments about the topic.
Gary's presentation on ghosts elicited a particularly large amount of discussion; the
students were intrigued by the subject matter, and the group members were good
informants. The report on out-of-body experiences from Bart's group was also very
popular. The report focused on near-death experiences and prompted a short debate among
the students over whether or not the witnesses were reliable. Another report that elicited a
very engaged response from the students was one on procrastination. The report was very
informative; it examined a number of possible motivations behind procrastination before
going into ways of attacking the problem. Interestingly, one of the solutions this group
mentioned is for the procrastinator to develop effective problem-solving skills. Students
took a personal interest in this subject; they asked specific and urgent questions for a good
portion of the class period and appeared to come away from the discussion much more
knowledgeable about the topic.
When the class presentations were finished, the recorders handed in their reports.
Later, the teacher "published" the reports, meaning that he made copies of them all and each
student got a report packet.

Analysis. Although students grumbled a bit about this activity, it had some real
benefits both in and of itself and for the unit as a whole. In the activity itself, students
actually ended up quite engaged in the material presented, learned a lot about the themes
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used, and got some practice in synthesizing material as a group. They were given the
. opportunity to be the experts; -to present material ratherthanjustto absorb it. They listened ·
and interacted with each other rather than with the teacher during both the group work and
the presentations.
The far-reaching effects of this activity on the rest of the unit were apparent later on.
When the students did their writing think sheets, most of the themes from the articles
turned up frequently as they put down their options for choosing a subject to write on. No
one considered either Depression or Ghosts, but five students considered Step-families;
four, including Deborah, considered Life After Death; seven, including Bart, considered
Oedipal Complex; and nine, including Gary, considered Procrastination. In the actual final
papers, Bart's analysis of the complexities of Hamlet's relationships with his mother and
his step-father caused by his closeness to his real father hearkens directly back to the report
on Step Families. Here's his introduction:
Shakespeare's Hamlet is filled with bold characters who have strong convictions
about one another. Among the strongest of these relationships is the bond between
young Hamlet and his father. Hamlet dutifully accepts the task of avenging his
father's death and sets out to do so as he feels his father would have, had he been
alive. On the other hand, relationships between Hamlet and Gertrude, Gertrude and
King Hamlet, and Hamlet and Claudius are much more strained. What are the
factors which create such strong unions and divisions within this family?
Here is a passage from the Step Families report:
The separation of a family causes boys to be more greatly affected by the divorce
than girls. Boys have a greater difficulty relating to their mothers after a divorce . ..
boys become greatly possessive of their divorced mothers dating new men ...
Gary's final paper dealt somewhat with the ideas expressed in the Procrastination report.
Here's an excerpt from his introduction:
In perhaps his greatest dramatic work, Hamlet, Shakespeare gives us a nearly fourcenturies old analysis of a common, but complex, human problem. This problem,
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which is still perplexing today, is that of determining why many conscious
intentions never become fulfilled.
, He goes on to spend his whole paper dealing with the question of why Hamlet seems
shackled with inaction. For comparison, here's an excerpt from the Procrastination report:
A procrastinator is one who suffers from the inability to complete a given task and
constantly postpones doing a particular task deliberately and habitually.
An important fact to note here is that both these boys wrote their papers on report-related
topics, yet neither boy wrote on the topic their respective groups were involved with. So
one benefit of this activity not considered at its conception may be that students learn to take
and use information from each other rather than just from the teacher, and transfer it to
other activities.
Gary's paper was also representative of nine other students in the class whose final
papers related the literary work to a modem-day issue. Deborah was one of these students
as well. Her paper was entitled, "Shakespeare and the Literary Analysis of Psychological
Disorders." Here is an excerpt from her introduction:
Though surely not the first to explore this topic, William Shakespeare is particularly
notable for having created a number of unforgettable characters whose actions
resemble certain behaviors we now associate with officially recognized clinical
patterns - characters such as Lady Macbeth (obsessive/compulsive behavior), King
Lear (paranoia), Ophelia (depression and melancholy), and Othello (obsessive,
paranoid jealousy).
Interestingly, Deborah was the only one of these students who actually articulated
connections she was making between these articles and Hamlet as she read the play. From
time to time as the unit progressed, she would bring up one of these points in either class or
small-group discussions. In her evaluation form she cited this activity as one of the most
fun, stating:
I enjoyed the reports on the various problems that Hamlet encountered at the
beginning of the unit.
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For a number of reasons, it's hard to say exactly how much influence reading and
presenting the articles on themes related to Hamlet had on the students who decided to
relate the work to modem-day issues in their final papers. First, the teacher had never
offered an open choice of topics before, so it could be that given the opportunity, students
would have been doing it all along. Also, later class discussions around the play and the
issue of solving Hamlet's problems brought up students' own problems, which obviously
relate to modem-day issues. Still, it's very likely that these articles opened some avenues
into themes in Hamlet which, by virtue of their modem applicability, were more
intrinsically interesting to the students.
Another important point to make is that since many students wrote about modem
day themes in Hamlet that were not themes represented by the articles, it is at least safe to
say that the articles did not limit their thinking. Unfortunately, many students didn't make
any connection between the articles and the play until well after the activity was over, and
were therefore frustrated during the activity itself. Liza comments on this problem in her
evaluation form:
I think we should have read them after we read the play not before. We had no idea
of the importance of these topics in relation to Hamlet. But after we read the play it
would have been revealing and more pertinent to realize that yes, Hamlet has
problems with his step-father Claudius, he can't accept his mother loving someone
other than his father. The articles would then bring Hamlet to our time and we
could realize the significance of still reading Hamlet besides being told it's
Shakespeare and a classic.
It is probable that much of the value of reading the articles would probably be lost if
they were read, as Liza suggested, after reading the play. This is because one of the main
purposes of the articles was to plant the thematic concepts in mind so they might be noticed
more readily as students read the play. It was hoped that making the connections between
some of these themes and the events of the play would provide the valuable "a-ha"
experience to some degree. Even so, they also won't accomplish what they are intended
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for if the students never make the connections between the articles and the play. A possible
solution to this problem is for the teacher to inform the students at the outset just what the
motivation for the activity is. Three other students who were interviewed some time after
the activity (one of whom was Liza's best friend) had responses similar to Liza's. They
declared they thought the whole thing had been really stupid. When asked what they
thought the purpose of the activity was, none of them had any idea. Although at the time of
the interviews they had already read through the second act of the play, none of them could
make any connection between reading the articles and the themes in the play. Perhaps
informing students would also serve to diminish the initial grumbling, which mainly
consisted of, "Why do we have to do this?"
One drawback to revealing the purpose of the activity at the outset is that there is the
potential that such a declaration would keep students from considering alternatives other
than the ones presented. However, this detrimental effect might be deterred simply by
making students aware of the concern. They could be told that these are some options and
some things to keep in mind while reading, but that the theme possibilities in Hamlet are so
numerous they should keep their minds open to other ideas.
There was no metacognitive discussion following this activity, a fact which brings
up an important point about the difference between how a curriculum looks ideally, and
how it works itself out in the classroom. As the teacher commented, "Metacognition is
great, but it is something of a chore for the kids, and can only be pulled off if they were
extremely engaged in the activity, or if they know exactly where the discussion is leading."
One of the admirable abilities most experienced teachers possess is being able to "feel out"
the class, and judge how well a particular activity is going to fare on a particular day. And
it was obvious to the teacher that by the end of this activity, the students were "itchy"
enough that a metacognitive discussion would have been a disaster. Given a little more
time and practice with using metacognition, however, it is conceivable that the teacher
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would be flexible enough to pull from a repertoire of metacognitive activities and find one
appropriate for particularly "itchy" days. For example, it might- be possible to capitalize on
the students' feelings, to discuss why they feel impatient or dissatisfied with the activity of
the day, and therefore get at some generalizable concepts that would nurture high-road
transfer.
Accordingly, one reason there might not have been any metacognitive discussion is
that this classroom intervention was in its first year while the research was being done.
Thus the unit was brand new for the teacher as well as the students. This is no minor
point: any teacher knows how much time it takes to be comfortable with a piece of
curriculum. To ask teachers to lead an unstructured metacognitive discussion when they
themselves are not very familiar with the activities and the connections between the
activities is unrealistic. Teachers, as well as students, need guidance and practice.
However, sometime in a future implementation of this unit, when the teacher "knows the
road" a little better, it is conceivable that he would take mental note of things that come up
in the students' discussions, and bring them up later in an automatic, impromptu
metacognitive discussion. The teacher can point out or elicit a number of metacognitive
connections and high-road generalizations if he is familiar enough with the material to catch
the opportunities as they come along. For example, during the discussion elicited by the
out-of-body experience presentation, the students debated for some time whether or not the
witnesses were reliable. The need to decide whether witnesses are reliable is a highly
generalizable, transferable task -- there are hundreds of situations where individuals need to
decide whether the people they are using for information are reliable. In fact, thinking about
the reliability of witnesses is specifically referred to as an important thinking skill in the
critical and creative thinking literature (Swartz, 1989). In future years it might be hoped
that the teacher would refer back to the issue of reliable witnesses in a discussion, and ask
students to think of other situations where it's important to take into account the reliability
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of an informant. This might lead to a discussion of just what questions you need to ask in
· order to figure out whether or not a wimess is reliable. Then these criteria might be reapplied to the context in which the subject originally came up. But it is very important to
keep in mind that the ability to reap high-road transfer from serendipitous classroom events
takes great flexibility on the part of the teacher, and this is only possible when the teacher is
familiar with the material and experienced in making metacognitive connections.

3.2.3

Dialectical Notebooks. The students had been using dialectical notebooks

since the beginning of the year, so the concept was not new to them with this unit. When
the first assignment to begin reading the actual play was given, the teacher reminded the
students that they should, as usual, be keeping their dialectical notebooks on the reading.
This announcement was met with quite a bit of grumbling from all the students. They
hated keeping the notebooks, but by the time of the year this unit took place, the students
were used to using them, and accepted the task as they might accept taking out the garbage;
an unpleasant but required chore that wasn't worth fighting over. The notebooks were
used so frequently in class discussions that it was very obvious (and embarrassing) when
students had neglected to do them the night before.
Although a description of how dialectical notebooks are used is given in Chapter 2,
I will give more description here, since the teacher used the notebooks with specific tasks
in mind. Students were required to record what they thought were the important points in
the assigned reading, to record any questions they had about the reading, and to respond to
items they found interesting or perplexing. This work led to a number of classroom
activities, all of which led to interesting class discussions. For example, after one assigned
reading from Hamlet, the teacher began a class period by asking Gary to read the important
points he had taken from the text. Gary responded with a short summary of the Act, rather
than a rundown of the important points (" ... Hamlet then argues with his mother, stabs
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Polonius, and leaves for England."). Even so, others used Gary's summary as a
springboard for bringing up ·what they thought were the important points; ·This elicited
discussion regarding what should be considered an important point, yet also managed to
cover essential parts of the text. The discussion became involved enough to take up a full
class period, and before the discussion was dropped, everyone had to agree that all the
important points had been covered.

In contrast to Gary, Delia's tendency (representative of many of the girls) was to
write way more than the assignment required, going into great detail when all of the details
were not necessary. ("Then Hamlet put his head in Ophelia's lap and said something rude,
and then Ophelia blushed and said, 'My lord, I do not understand you,' and then Hamlet
was really gross.") By the time students finished reading the play, the text columns in their
dialectical notebooks were all about the same length, so the disparity seems to have been
distilled during class discussions.
The teacher also used the notebooks as a basis for asking whether everyone
understood what had happened and why. The students used their dialectical notebooks to
raise questions they had come up with while reading, which were then discussed by the
class as a whole. Another way the teacher had of addressing the questions raised in the
notebooks was to have all the students circle their most important question of the reading,
then pass their notebooks two to the left. Then the students would read the question circled
in the notebook in front of them, and write their responses in the notebook itself. After
everyone was finished, the notebooks were passed back to their rightful owners. In the
class I observed, Deborah was asked to read her question and the response. As it turned
out, the same question had been asked by other members of the class, so those students
then read the responses they had received. None of the responses was exactly the same,
and a rather involved discussion ensued while students debated which were the most
appropriate responses, and how they could be reconciled with one another. There was also
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class time allotted for simply discussing the responses that students wrote down
spontaneously while reading, although often these related closely to the discussion of
important points, since many responses referred to why something seemed important
At the end of the unit, when students were asked to choose a subject for their final
papers, many of them asked, "Can we use our dialectical notebooks?" The teacher replied
that of course they could; in fact, that was one of the main reasons for doing the notebooks
in the first place. This came as a great surprise to most of the students.

Analysis. That students find doing the notebooks boring is undeniable. What's
interesting is why they find the task so strenuous. When questioned, the teacher stated that
one reason students find the task so tedious is that they would prefer to simply skim
through the reading. Doing the dialectical notebook forces a careful reading of the play,
which is a much more difficult task than reading just well enough to respond in class. But
why is a careful reading of the play so difficult and unpleasant for them? A Shakespearean
scholar would almost definitely find such a careful reading to be an essential enhancement
of the play. The dialectical notebooks force an expert reading of the play, which is very
closely related to expert writing about the play. From a cognitive perspective, the
dialectical notebooks bring up a very important aspect of the acquisition of expertise, which
is that the acquisition of the skills necessary for expertise is almost always very trying. If a
large portion of the cognitive units a student has available is used up in the learning of a
skill, not much is left over for the enjoyment that comes with deep understanding. New
drivers find it very difficult to talk and drive at the same time, because their cognitive
capacities are taken up with the effort of learning. But an experienced driver has those
skills learned well enough to apply them without thinking about it, and can therefore talk or
think about many other things while driving. So, it makes sense that learning the skills that
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go into expert reading and writing is bound to be trying. When Liza was asked what part
of the unit was the most boring; her written response was as follows:
Doing the dialectical notebook was the most tedious. It made the play seem much
longer and boring than it actually was.
This is true enough; a certain amount of enjoyment is lost. However, once the
skills needed for expert reading have been learned well enough to have become second
nature, the play will seem much more interesting than if the skills had never been learned.
As an analogy, consider the difference between the experience a layperson has when
listening to Mozart, and the experience an expert musician has. While both may be
enjoyable, the expert musician has a much richer, more sophisticated understanding of the
music, and therefore enjoys it on a much deeper level.
Keeping in mind the essential tedium of acquiring the skills necessary for expertise,
the job of the teacher and the curriculum unit is to nurture the curiousity that will keep
students going through this trying period. As noted above, once they got used to the
assignment, students did their dialectical notebooks much as they might do any household
chore; or as they would practice musical scales on the piano. The teacher required that they
be done; while he was sympathetic to their boredom, he was also not in the least deterred
by their resistance. This activity served the purpose of requiring students to acquire a skill;
hopefully someday they will either completely internalize the process and read just as
actively without the notebook, or the notebook will become an essential and customary part
of their reading. The other activities in the unit were concerned with holding student
interest and nurturing the expert attitude (of caring deeply about the ideas expressed in the
final product (Flower & Hayes, 1980)) simultaneously with this acquisition of skills.
When asked the same question of what part of the unit was the most boring,
Deborah wrote simply, "Doing the dialectical note book & writing the final paper."
Interestingly, though, many students were glad to have their notebooks when it came time
to write their final papers. The fact that many students had asked whether or not they could
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use the notebooks to assist them in the writing process is interesting for two reasons.
First, it reveals something about the students' notion of the writing process based on their
schooling. They seem to think that the true test of writing is seeing what you can come up
with on the spot, and that using notes is cheating. This hearkens back to Scardamalia and
Bereiter's (1986) description of the knowledge-telling strategies used by novice writers.
The novices seem to think that writing consists of simply spilling out all you know about a
topic onto the page. And, as Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986) also mentioned, the novice
writer is generally very well-adapted to school tasks.
Second, their surprise illustrates that the students were not fully aware of the
purpose and usefulness of the notebooks while they were doing them. This
communication gap was voiced by Liza, who, when interviewed halfway through the unit,
had stated that she hated doing the notebooks and thought they were busywork or merely
the teacher's attempt to make sure everyone had done their homework. When pressed, she
could not think of one good reason for doing them, and seemed quite resentful. It's
possible that the tedium she mentions in the comment presented earlier might not have been
so severe if she had understood the cognitive purpose of the notebook while she was doing
it. Granted, Liza was a student with a particularly challenging attitude, but many students
referred to the notebooks as particularly boring. David Ausabel (1968) coined the term
"Advanced Organizers" to describe the value of having students understand the purpose of
their activity before embarking upon it. Although the notebooks were obviously quite
useful anyway, it's conceivable that students might have done a more careful job and been
generally more interested if they had a clearer sense of purpose.
The fact that Gary had written a summary of his reading, rather than pulling the
important points from the reading, speaks to a very common tendency on the part of the
students. The teacher had been fascinated to discover that students often saw no difference
between a summary and the important points of the reading. In their minds, what
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transpired was what was important, and it did not seem to be a natural tendency for them to
go beyond the plot and read for the implications of the events transpiring; Another
possibility for this tendency to summarize in the dialectical notebooks is revealed by Delia
in her response to the question, "Which part of the unit did you find the most boring?"
Reading the play. (Personally, I think you should get books w/out a sm. summary
before ea. scene because if I didn't read one night, I'd just copy it out of the book
changing a few words+ I didn't really appreciate Shakespeare's writing - I think a
lot of kids did the same.)
In contrast to the other students, Bart did not find the dialectical notebooks to be
tedious or useless. He obviously spent a lot of time on his entries; they were lengthy and
thoughtful, and he never summarized in lieu of listing the important points. It is unclear
whether or not he realized from the outset what the purposes of the notebooks were,
although that would constitute one explanation for his diligence. Another explanation could
be that he was simply an extremely diligent, intrinsically interested student, as evidenced in
his profile (given earlier), and took for granted that the activity was useful even if that
usefulness was not immediately apparent. Yet another explanation might be that he was
already an expert reader and using the notebooks required little in the way of skill
acquisition from him; rather, it was a help to a process he was already familiar with.
The extent of the metacognitive discussion about the notebooks never went any
farther than the students discovering how helpful the notebooks could be when writing
their papers, and perhaps it should have, but again, that was a judgment call made by the
teacher. In future implementations, the teacher might wrap up this activity by asking
students to describe the kind of thinking they did while working on their notebooks, and
talk about how reading this way is different from the way they read normally. They might
discuss what the pros and cons of this technique are. This could conceivably be an
opportunity for the teacher to raise some questions with students about the necessity of
tedium in working toward expertise. Or, some skillful questioning might elicit a
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discussion about how this process could be used for history reading. How much of the
. process can be internalized? might be another question .for discussion.
An interesting outcome of using the dialectical notebooks to generate class
discussions is commented on by the teacher in the journal he kept throughout the unit.
The questions that arise are usually questions that I would have raised in order to
stimulate thinking about ideas in the play. But, of course, now I don't have to bring
up the questions. The students ask the questions at a time when they want to know
the answers. It is much more effective than my doing it because, first of all, they
must feel the question is important so it focuses their attention. Secondly, they will
have had some time to think about the question so that the classroom responses will
be quicker and more germane to the topic than if I had asked the questions before
they ever thought of them.
He added to this that he could imagine an unexperienced teacher being intimidated by the
students' freedom to bring up questions in whatever order they are thought of:
The discussions are lively, sometimes opinionated, factually supported, often
related to personal experiences, but they are also fragmented. It is important that
the teacher provide some unifying structure which helps students to make sense of
all the words. This requires that the teacher be very familiar with the text himself.
It helps that I've been teaching Hamlet for 30 years.
Here is one other benefit of the dialectical notebooks that was written about by the
teacher and speaks for itself:

If students will actually do a good job on the Response section, they will discover a
history of their intellectual and emotional states during the reading. They will also
discover how often questions which they had at one point were answered later on.
They are constantly surprised that not all questions are supposed to have an answer
at the time they are raised.
Interesting to think about is what might happen if the teacher were to share these journal
thoughts with students as advanced organizers.

3.2.4

Problem-Solving. Just before the students began reading the play, the

teacher explained to them at the beginning of a class period that they were going to
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eventually develop a problem-solving process. He asked them to think back to the acrostic
puzzle and think about what processes they had gone through to·solve the puzzle. A fairly
short class discussion ensued, during which students reviewed what they had done to solve
the puzzle, and worked toward generalizing the puzzle-solving process into a generic
problem-solving process. After that bit of practice, the teacher asked the students to break
up again into the groups they had been in for reading the thematic articles. Then he
requested that each group come up with its own generic problem-solving process. The
teacher went from group to group as the students began listing different problem-solving
activities. At the start, the general consensus from all the groups was that this was really
easy. In Deborah's group they quickly generated the following list:
1. Identify the problem.
2. Think about the possible solutions.
3. Choose the best of those possibilities.
Here's the dialogue that ensued when the teacher questioned them about this process:
T:

Well, how do you identify a problem?

S 1:

You just know. You get a bad feeling and you say, 'That's a problem."'

T:

Give me an example of a problem.

S2:

You know. Like, like, flunking math is a problem.

T:

It is?

All:

Sure.

T:

Is it always a problem?

S2:

Well, um, for me it is.

T:

Is it a problem for everybody?

S2:

Um, no, I guess. I guess some kids don't care if they flunk out.

T:

So, is it always a problem? How do you identify a problem?
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A similar type of interaction occurred in every group when the teacher began to question the
simplicity ofthe processes they originally came up with. All of the groups ended up
spending a great deal of time debating how one should go about identifying a problem.
This is an important activity, given the fact that it is relevant to their own lives, to Hamlet's
life, to the task of analyzing the play, and to the task of writing their final paper. Both
Csikszentmihalyi & Getzels (1970) in the creativity literature, and Flower & Hayes (1980)
in the writing literature, have identified problem identification, or problem finding, as tasks
which must be excelled in as a prerequisite to expertise. The class spent a full period in
these groups. Discussion was very lively; as students got deeper into the issue, they
appeared to get more and more confused. Once in a while a voice or two was even raised
in frustration. They may have needed more structural guidance on this activity, but it may
also be that frustration is an integral part of working to understand clearly and make explicit
something that has always been understood rather poorly and interpreted implicitly.
The following class period, the teacher kept the class together as one large group,
but had representatives from each of the small groups present their process to the class.
The teacher listed each of these on the board. Although each process was different, they
had many items in common, and the students began to notice a pattern. They became quite
animated, talking and arguing amongst themselves while the teacher scribed. The teacher
then asked the class to direct him as to how he should rearrange the pieces on the board into
one cohesive form. Here is the process they came up with. It took the whole class period
to complete:
Problem Solving Process
1.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognition and identification of a problem.
Current emotional condition/behavior not "normal"
Special circumstances which require action
Potential long-range effect from current situation
Conflicting things - things that don't go together
Identification by outside source
Multiple choices
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• Potentially negative effect
• Root(s)/cause(s) of actions/conditions
2. Decide whether or not to-confront it 3. Determine penalties if not solved.
4. State the problem accurately.
5. Determine desired outcome(s).
6. Look at problem from various perspectives. Try to be objective.
7. Research origins and potential solution(s).
• Is there one?
• Do I want to know what it is?
• Is it necessarily good?
8. Determine what elements can or cannot be controlled.
9. Consider ramifications of each solution.
• Advantages/disadvantages
• Short tenn/long term
• Effect on others
10. Choose best method.
The students were all responsible for writing down this process and keeping it in
their notes for future reference. The teacher pointed out to them that they should not think
of the process as complete, but should use it as a working definition that might be altered as
the unit went along.
This problem-solving activity continued into the reading of the play. Once the
students had read Act I of Hamlet, they got back into groups again to apply their problemsolving process to Hamlet's situation. Their instructions were to "determine what
problems Hamlet faces and will probably have to resolve by the end of the play." Student
responses were very interesting. They used their model to identify problems, but still had
trouble stating them in a way that would help them with the rest of the problem. When the
groups were presenting their versions of Hamlet's problems for class, the teacher worked
with each statement to get it into a more usable form. For example, Delia read,
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"Hamlet lov~s and_ wishes to be with Ophelia, but someone (Polonius) is trying to
stop the relat1onsh1p between Ophelia and Hamlet, and it isn't his right to interfere."
The teacher wrote this on the board and asked if this was a usable problem statement, and
many students felt that it wasn't Liza was one. She claimed that there were too many
interpretations made already to be able to look at the problem objectively. For example,
maybe Hamlet doesn't really love Ophelia, or maybe it is Polonius' right to interfere. The
whole class spent quite a while working with this statement, trying to get to the heart of the
problem. They finally ended up with this statement: "What is Hamlet going to do in his
relationship with Ophelia?" Following is the rest of the list they generated:

1. How will Hamlet avenge his father's death?
2.
3.
4.
5.

How should he interpret the ghost?
How is he going to come to terms with his feelings about his mother?
How much of his life will be concerned with the whole matter?
Can Hamlet do it (carry out the ghost's demands) on his own, or will he need
help from friends?
6. Can Hamlet sustain his plan to a successful conclusion?
7. How will Hamlet control his mental and emotional state during this ordeal?
Once this list had been generated, each group was given one of the problems to
work out using the problem-solving model. Each group worked out what they thought
Hamlet should do to solve the problem, and wrote it down. They seemed comfortable with
the concreteness of the list they had generated, and were generally quite careful to follow
the steps closely. The teacher asked them to keep in mind their own solutions while they
read further in the play.

Student responses. In the unit evaluation forms, Deborah listed learning about
problem-solving as one of the three most useful things she learned from the unit. When
asked what she had learned about the nature of problem-solving, she stated simply, "It is a
difficult but doable process." This comment is not terribly helpful as evidence of whether
or not she took anything generally useful from the activity, but the fact that she talks about
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problem-solving in the abstract may indicate that some transfer was taking place. Bart
. illustrates this to a greater degree. While he didn't list the problem-solving -activity as in-his ··
top three parts of the unit, he was quite articulate when questioned specifically about what
he had learned:
It is a process that takes time and much thought to proceed successfully. With
some patience, one can develop some valid and insightful conclusions to a problem,
and express them clearly.
In contrast to this is Delia's response. Like Deborah, she wrote that the problem-solving

activity was one of the most useful parts of the unit:
When we read the first act we had to write down all the problems Hamlet had so
when we finished we had the answers. Mr. Monahan said that this was generally
the way Shakespeare's plays were set up so I can use this idea in the future.
So, she found the activity itself useful, and may transfer the process to other Shakespeare
plays, but the following statement shows that she didn't really transfer the act of problem
solving from the activity to realms outside of Shakespeare. When asked what she had
learned about the nature of problem-solving, she stuck to the activity itself and made no
mention of problem-solving as a generalizable process:
Nothing new except that some of the probiems couldn't be summed up in one
sentence. ex: Does Ham. love Oph.? Vice-versa? Is he using her? How? ...
Liza, true to form, found the activities not in keeping with what an English
curriculum should cover, and especially out of place in the reading of Hamlet. When asked
"What, if anything, did you learn about the nature of problem-solving?" she responded:
Nothing really and I wonder if we should apply problem-solving to Hamlet because
not only does it involve a lot of guesswork as to what a character does or does not
know, would or could do, but continued hacking at Hamlet's choices takes away ·
from the beauty and action of the play as Shakespeare constructed it. Hamlet's
dilemma is the tragedy and that is what we read it for.
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It may be safe to assume that Liza did not transfer much from the problem-solving activities
.to other areas ... It appears that her set understanding of why students should read
Shakespeare, and her resulting anger at not reading Hamlet in a traditional manner, gets in
the way of her maximizing the possible benefits to her education. This anger hearkens
back to the difficulty students experience in the acquisition of new skills in the pursuit of
expertise. Liza already considers herself an expert, and is satisfied enjoying the play with
what appears to be a novice's shallow understanding. She therefore has no patience for the
true work involved in examining another aspect of Hamlet.

Analysis. This was a very interesting activity for a number of reasons. First, it
revealed how little the students knew about good problem-solving. The teacher was struck
by the fact that throughout the entire activity not a single student brought up the role that
ethics and values might play in the problem-solving process. But it also showed how
group work combined with class discussions could generate some very cohesive and fairly
sophisticated results with regard to thinking.
There was no metacognitive discussion to speak of; although building a problemsolving model is in itself a form of metacognition, after finishing the play it might have
been interesting to note how one can learn a lot from watching other people's mistakes (like
Hamlet's). One very important item that was left out might have served to assist high-road
transfer of the activity. It should have been pointed out to the students that a process very
similar to the one they created would be extremely helpful when writing a paper (Flower &
Hayes, 1980). In the original conception of the activity, one of the main objectives was to
have students to discuss how writing a paper was like solving a problem. But the fact that
this point was missed even though the teacher was aware of it speaks again to the
difference between the curriculum unit as it appears on paper, and how it is carried out in
the class, especially in the first run-through. As mentioned earlier, the activities of this unit
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were just as new to the teacher as they were to the students. Couple this with the fact that
, the end of the year was fast approaching, and it is nowonder that the point was missed. ·
Whereas in the thematic articles activity many students grew frustrated because they
didn't see how the activity was related to what they would be reading later on, this activity
may have been a bit frustrating since it appeared only to be connected to Hamlet. Perhaps
if the hope imbedded in the activity (that the framework the students came up with would

be transferred to other parts of their lives) were explained to the students themselves, they
would have found more value in the activity. The responses given above are fairly
representative; students generally don't seem to have taken much from the activity. To
illustrate this a bit futher, here are a few more responses students had to the question,
"What, if anything, did you learn about the nature of problem solving?"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

It is a complicated process.
That it is useless to discuss problem solving when nobody is interested.
It is different for everyone.
That people have trouble evaluating their own problem. (like Hamlet)
Every person has a different way to solve their problems and each thinks
their way is the best.
It's easier to just solve problems w/out thinking about it.

Only one student other than Bart appeared to have internalized an important aspect of
problem solving. She wrote:
The most important aspect of the nature of problem solving is communication.
With communication minor problems do not turn into major problems as they did
with Hamlet. It is also important not to let your problems get ahead of you. If you
keep in control and don't let things go too far, it will be easier to solve your
problems. Communication is the key!

3.2.5

The Video Presentation. The video presentation was assigned after

everyone had finished reading the play. The activities leading up to it had taken longer than
ex~cted, so by the time this was assigned, the end of the school year was closing in and
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there was a slightly rushed feeling to the activity. The activity took place during class time,
while students were doing their -think sheets and writing their papers for homework.
The teacher told the class that they needed to break into groups, but that they could
choose their own groups this time. This caused a fair amount of excitement, while students
scurried around finding their friends and claiming group status. When the dust cleared,
there were four groups, with Bart and a girl named Karen left over. They decided to be a
group in themselves, so all together there were five groups.
Once the groups were chosen, the students' assignment was to choose a spot in the
play that is crucial to the direction the play takes, and prepare a counseling session which
might have occurred at that time. The two main characters had to be Hamlet and a
counselor. Other characters were up to the group to decide upon. They had to decide who
would play what role(s), then work out the form that their video production would take.
Each character was to write a first-person statement which depicted his/her conception of
the character and give it to the counselor. Then the counselor was to prepare questions
which would help the characters to gain insight into the situation and their possible
responses to the events surrounding them. They were also given the following criteria by
which their presentation would be graded:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How true to the text is the portrayal of the characters?
Is it clear at what point in the play the counseling session occurs?
Does the counseling session explore a real problem?
Can the viewer determine what the outcome of this session might be?
Is the performance well organized and cohesive, demonstrating careful
preparation?
Does this performance extend the viewer's imagination and understanding
of the human condition?

The students' initial reaction to the assignment was confusion; they were not used
to getting such loosely-defined assignments. They asked a number of questions, each of
which the teacher answered by saying, "you decide." The second reaction students had
was to scoff at the idea of a counselor being of any assistance whatsoever. It appeared that
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the only exposure to counseling most of them had was the school guidance counselor, who
they felt .hadn'tdone much to help them out. Then Deborah spoke up. She told thedass
that she had been an anorexic, and if it weren't for the counselors at the place where she
was institutionalized, she would probably be dead today. "In other words," she said,
"counselors can make an awful lot of difference."
Deborah's statement left the class very quiet, and afterwards they seemed to take a
new approach to the assignment. They got to work right away in their groups, and started
negotiating the spot where they would stop the action. A description of the groups by case
study follows:
Liza was in a group with four other girls (one of whom was her best friend) and
one boy. The group worked well together; from time to time the boy seemed to fade out of
the main course of discussion, and each time the girls would catch him and insist that he
participate. After a bit of brainstorming, they came up with an idea for their presentation
and became very secretive. Their idea was to bring the characters from Hamlet onto the
Oprah Winfrey show. The counselor played Oprah, and the other actors stayed carefully in
character as members of the talk show panel. The point in the play that was being
discussed was where Ophelia was trying to figure out what to do about her love for
Hamlet. An interesting addition was that from time to time during the presentation the
phone would "ring" and a caller would give advice to Hamlet and/or Ophelia Each time,
the caller was a character from one of the three tragedies the class read before reading
Hamlet. The scene was filmed at the house of one of the girls, who had her little brother
man the video camera. So, the quality of the film wasn't very good, but that couldn't
dampen the high energy, enthusiasm, and humor of the presentation from coming through
in the final product.
Deborah and Delia were in the same group, with one other girl and two boys. Like
the other groups, they got right to work, thinking about what was a crucial point in the
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play. It was interesting to note that they looked for the crucial point not only from the
perspective of the plot and meaning of the play, but also from a creative, film-making
perspective; the spot had to have creative potential. Deborah played a strong organizational
role in the group, but creative input came from all over. Finally they decided that it was the
point where Ophelia kills herself. Their presentation begins with Ophelia alone, writing in
her diary, saying, "Dear Diary. What a terrible day today has been ... " When she finishes
her entry, she sticks her head in a bucket of water, and then a counselor enters to stop her
from her suicide. Predictably, Deborah played the counselor, and called in different
characters one by one to discuss the situation. This presentation was filmed in the school's
videotaping room, by the audio-visual man, so its quality was good, although the actors
were a bit more inhibited than in the presentation by Liza's group. Still, the players
carefully kept their appearances and dialogue true to the personalities their characters were
interpreted to have in the play.
Gary was in a group with two other boys and two girls. They also got right to
work. There was a tendency for the boys to get rather silly and off-task while they were
planning, but one of the girls assumed a strong leadership role and always eventually
brought them back to the issue at hand. She appointed herself counselor, and seemed very
frustrated with the boys, who kept telling her they shouldn't plan too much, because they
wanted the performance to be "spontaneous." Gary played King Claudius; he designated
his role for the final presentation by wearing a Burger King paper crown. Their
presentation was filmed in the videotaping room, and the quality was good. What spot in
the play the scene took place in was a bit unclear, but all the family members were there and
having a family argument , which the counselor entered into, settled everyone down, and
asked them to "talk openly about your feelings." Then each of the characters took a turn
telling his or her story. There was no clear ending. It did appear that the group had relied a
bit too much on spontaneity to pull them through.
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With only two people in their group, Bart and Karen had to keep down the scale of
their performance. The crucial poinuhey decided upon was the point where Claudius is ·
praying and Hamlet refrains from killing him. First Karen played Claudius praying, and
after the first scene, became a counselor who talked to Hamlet about his habit of putting
things off. Bart played up Hamlet's character trait of indecisiveness and wavering by
saying things like, "Do you really think so? Maybe you're right. You could be right. But
then again, you could be wrong. Do you think you could be wrong?" The presentation,
filmed in the videotaping room, was very funny and carefully constructed.
When all the groups were finished filming, the teacher showed them all during one
class period. As mentioned earlier, the end of the year was fast approaching as they
undertook this assignment, and as it turned out, the video-viewing was actually on the last
day of school. The students really seemed to enjoy watching the films. Had there been
time, the teacher said he would have liked to talk with the class about the relationship
between working on the video, writing the paper, and the problem-solving process they
had generated earlier.

Student Responses. This was a very popular activity. Almost all the students in
the class wrote that it was one of the most fun and useful aspects of the whole Hamlet unit.
The question on the evaluation form that referred specifically to the video presentations
read: "What do you feel you learned from putting together your video presentations?"
Here are the case-study responses:
Delia:

To think as the characters would and really be them.

Deborah:

Organization skills & improvisation.

Liza:

The taping of the video was the most fun, and at the same time it forced
us to analyze the characters in order for us to portray them.

Bart:

Knowing the characters well is essential to providing an accurate,
spontaneous portrayal in front of the camera.
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Liza's response is the most surprising of these, given her attitude toward the rest of the unit
. activities. However, it's possible thatthis is because she recognized an intrinsic value of ·
the activity (analyzing the characters) that hearkened to her traditional ideal of how a play
should be taught Some other responses were more detailed. Here is a response from
Karen (Bart's partner):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I learned how to work with others.
How to correct technological difficulties.
How to "mesh" two creative ideas into one.
The art of making a good video tape.
Leaming how to adapt to the camera and the cameraman's needs.
Most of all I learned to look at Hamlet from a totally different viewpoint. I
became creative with something that "shouldn't" have been creative.
7 . The play, Hamlet, as well as the character came to life. It seemed more
realistic.

Analysis. Apart from the fact that the school year ran out, this was a very
successful activity, with great potential for use in the future. Karen (above) actually does a
good job of summing up many of the benefits of this activity. The students enjoyed it,
which is important for stimulating interest. They were happy and productive working
together in their groups, no doubt a result of the fact that they were allowed to choose their
own. In the teacher's previous Hamlet curriculum unit, having students come away from
the play with a solid analysis of plot and character would have been the main thrust of the
teaching. Here, the unit accomplished all of that as a fringe benefit to an activity that
provided much more than a simple class discussion could have.
This is not to say that the execution of the activity was perfect. There were many
things that could have been done to enhance it. For example, the activity would have had
more value as a lesson in creative thinking if the teacher had spent a little time talking about
some of the different creative thinking techniques they could use in planning their
presentations. Time was a luxury not afforded to this activity, but in a less-hurried
instance, the activity would also have had more impact and possibility for transfer as a
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problem-solving activity if the students had done the activity before they began writing their
final papers. That way, they could have been asked to keep track of the process they went
through in coming up with a final presentation, and had a metacognitive discussion
following the activity that would compare this process with their previously constructed
problem solving one. Then they could be asked to keep that process in mind when writing
their final papers, because the paper writing process is actually very similar. Also, if there
had been time, it would have been interesting to have students evaluate each other's videos
based on the criteria the teacher issued at the beginning of the assignment.

3.2.6 The Writin& Think Sheets. Now we move to what in some sense was what
the whole unit had been leading up to. The question was, would all the previous activities,
designed to deepen students' understanding, pique their interest, help enrich their ability to
define their own problems, and get them to truly care about their subject matter, have any
effect on the actual quality of student writing?
The teacher handed out the think sheets to the students at about the same time as he
assigned the video presentations. (See Appendix B) He told them that the sheets were
required work; that he wanted to see every one of them filled out. He also told them to
choose a partner who would function as a peer editor to talk to throughout the writing
process and help when it came time for revision. There was a fair amount of groaning,
which the teacher had expected as a response to "worksheets" which all of these students
viewed as way below them academically. This is why he made the point of requiring the
sheets be filled out. After going quickly over the content of each think sheet, the teacher
asked the class as a whole to do some brainstorming of topics. This got the students
thinking, and they began to quickly generate paper topics which the teacher listed on the
board. Here is the final list they came up with:
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The Oedipus complex
Death of Ophelia
Relationship of children with step-parents
Greed and its limits
The uses of appearances
Male/female relationships
The woman factor
Loyalty and ego
Problem solving
Was Hamlet mad or sane?
Politics and government power
Role of counseling - can it change anything?
Reaction of sons
Thought vs. action
Handling of grief
Fear and the realization of death
Role of Ophelia
Pressures of family
Students were told they could either choose a topic from this list, or make up one of their
own. Delia, Deborah and Bart all chose from the list, while Liza and Gary came up with
topics of their own.
Once he had assigned the think sheets, the teacher left the students to work on the
sheets and the paper as homework, while they worked on the video presentations in class.
However, he was always open to any questions the students had, and called on almost all
of the students at one point or another to have writing conferences. He discovered during
these conferences that the think sheets made a huge difference in the quality of the
conference, simply because they had their ideas written down and therefore had done some
thinking before they came to him. He also said that for the first time in thirty years of
teaching he was able to identify and isolate most of the trouble spots in student papers.
Following is a description of the conferences and resulting papers of the students, case-bycase.
Precise, objective assessment of the students' improvement is impossible given the
nature of the implementation. There are multiple independent and dependent variables
which are difficult to identify and assess in a pilot study where a massive intervention is
instituted. Needless to say, many variables cannot be controlled. Thus, rather than embark
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upon an inappropriate level of assessment, I simply asked the teacher to think about the
students' improvement based on the improvement he has seen other similar students make
over the same amount of time at the same point in the year during his past 30 years of
teaching. He came up with the following table:

Table 1.

Improvement of Student Writing Over That Expected
(based on teacher's experience from past years)

Clearly
defined
topic

Clear sense
of audience

Compelling
content

Wellorganized

Welldeveloped

Gary

M

M

M

M

M

Liza

s

s

L

L

L

Bart

s

M

s

M

s

Deborah

M

M

M+

s

L

Delia

M

s

M+

s

s

Student

Key: M = More improvement than teacher thinks he would have seen in past years in
student of similar caliber.

S = Same amount of improvement teacher thinks he would have seen in past years
in student of similar caliber.

L = Less improvement than teacher thinks he would have seen in past years in
student of similar caliber.
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Important to remember when examining the above chart is the fact that in terms of
their writing, each of the five students is representative of a group of students in the class.
When described in the case study backgrounds of the students which were given at the
beginning of this chapter, the representative quality of these five was based on their
improvement from pre-test to final paper. This table takes into account the added issue of
how much the teacher would have expected the students to improve from paper to paper
based on past years' experience. However, the five case study students actually maintain
their representability even with this added perspective, since the teacher actually did not
expect much improvement at all from one paper to the next. The main reason for his
opinion is that the final Hamlet paper was the last of the year, written at a time when
motivation is always very low, especially among high school seniors. Interestingly, it is
this fact that makes Gary's, Bart's, Deborah's, and Delia's performance so remarkable.
All of them made at least some improvement. Among them, these four represent 18 out of
23 students.
The teacher's further comments on the improvement or lack thereof from tragedy
paper to final Hamlet paper, using his past experience as an evaluation tool, are given with
each following description and analysis. Particular attention should be paid to these
comments since they reflect an insight unlikely to be obtained from any other source.

3.2.6.1 Gary. At the time of his conference, Gary had filled out his think sheets
through the first half of the Prewriting Form. He had done a fair amount of brainstorming
on his Choosing a Subject form, and decided upon Thought vs. Action as the topic of his
paper. Interestingly, this was also the topic he had stated was most perplexing to him. As
the teacher noted as the conference got underway, Gary had not yet really begun to think
about the ways in which the topic was perplexing. He also hadn't yet decided on an
audience, or done any goal setting. When he sat down with the teacher to discuss his topic
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and where he thought he would go with it, he was feeling that it was unnecessary to
continue filling out the think sheets, because he had chosen his topic and had the whole
paper worked out in his head. He said that Hamlet's inability to act was a result of excess
thought, and he would support that statement with examples from the text. The teacher
was anxious for Gary to develop a richer sense of what his purpose in writing should be,
and asked Gary what complications he thought he might run into as he wrote this paper.
Gary could not think of any possible complications at all, so the teacher asked him to think
of a question a reader might have about the topic. Gary couldn't think of any. So the
teacher asked him some questions himself. "What do you think causes Hamlet's excess
thought?" was the first question. Gary had no idea, but clearly began to see what the
teacher was getting at with his question about complications. The teacher answered his
own question, as if to prime the well for Gary. "Maybe it's a moral issue for Hamlet, do
you think? Could it be that he just didn't have the stomach for killing anybody?" This got
Gary thinking, and he replied, "Well, you know, he could have been taught not to kill as a
little kid, and it's ingrained in him now, and so he can't get himself to do it." The teacher
was obviously pleased and asked a few more questions in the same vein, until Gary was
speedily jotting down notes and asking similar questions himself.
Soon the teacher turned the conversation to the Audience Planning part of the
Prewriting Form, and asked Gary what audience he was writing for. Gary said "the
common man." Here's the interesting dialogue that ensued:
T: That's pretty broad. Is there any particular age group you have in mind?
G: Well, not really old people.
T: Oh. Well how about types of people? Are you writing for politicians?
G: N-no.
T: You're discussing a lot of psychological issues here. Do you want trained
psychologists to read your paper?
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G: No, cuz they'd know a lot more than I do about my subject. I think I need
more of a layman to read it. Like the type of person who reads Psychology
Today.
T: Okay, well then write that down. Keep that in mind while you're writing, and
I'll keep it in mind while I'm reading.
Then the teacher and Gary talked for a short while about what directions his paper would
have to take to meet the needs of his audience and also answer his own questions that came
up in the beginning of the conference. They also discussed what structure would be most
effective for the paper to have.
A significant fact is that after the conference, Gary got right to work filling in more
of his think sheets, and finished off his prewriting form with some very involved ideas he
took from his conference (see Appendix D). It appears that once he got his ideas from the
conference, his think sheets provided an order for him to put them in. As can be seen on
his think sheets, he took his thinking farther than he was likely to have done without the
think sheets, and much farther than he was likely to have done without the conference. It
seems that until he met with the teacher, he was trying to make the think sheets conform to
his accustomed way of writing papers, but once he was working on a deeper representation
of the problem, the think sheets helped him to structure his new way of approaching the
writing.
It may be helpful to remember here that before this unit, Gary wrote his papers in a
very rote, formulaic manner. He was often bored with assignments, and tended to just fill
up his page limit with what he knew about the subject. But throughout the activities of the
unit, Gary was enthusiastic and creatjve. He worked very well in groups, if one is willing
to overlook his tendency to get off task from time to time. In reading the thematic articles,
he took on the task of writing up and presenting to the class his group's information on
ghosts. Although he started out his dialectical notebook with summarizing rather than
thoughtful statements, his entries evolved along with the rest of the class, and he always
took a participatory role in class discussions. In his video production, he acted out
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Claudius in a way which was very in keeping with Claudius' character in the play, and on
his own added the humorous touch of wearing a Burger King crown to designate his part.
After Gary wrote his first draft, he met with his peer editor to go over his paper and
get some advice on which parts needed work. Although for the most part the peer editing
in the class seemed less than helpful, Gary's experience constituted a sample of what an
ideal peer-editing example would be like. The editor suggested:
More generalization of "The Hamlet Problem" (i.e. inner feeling inhibiting outward
action) among other humans. This could be examples of other people who have
experienced the same problem, or a general statement relating Hamlet to common
humanity.
The paper could be improved by including a more definitive conclusion. Placement
of allusion to Hamlet as Oedipus in more logical position.
Gary decided to take all the advice his editor gave him, except for the examples of specific
people who have experienced the same problem. He carefully revised his paper based on
his editor's suggestions and his own sense of what might work better, and came up with a
very good final paper entitled, "Shakespeare the Analyst." (See Appendix D)
To truly appreciate Gary's final paper and to illustrate some of the changes in
thinking and writing brought about by this unit's way of approaching the tasks, it's
important to compare this final paper with the paper on tragedy he wrote before beginning
the Hamlet unit. (See Appendix C) This paper constitutes a good comparison in that it was
a take-home assignment that the students were given a week to finish, and it came on the
heels of the readings whose subject matter was supposed to supply the meat of the paper.
It was a writing assignment very typical of all the writing assignments this teacher gives:
the topic was supplied by the teacher, the students wrote their papers (in most cases, the
night before it was due), and the teacher graded them. On occasion he followed up the
grades with student-teacher conferences that took place during student study-halls or free ·
periods, rather than during class time. Here is the topic the teacher gave:
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According to the critics, tragedy is a "representation of actions considered noble,"
whose purpose is to make "one shudder and pity." And yet the audience
experiences a "catharsis of emotions," and "remains serenely confident of the
greatness of man, whose mighty passions and supreme fortitude are revealed when
one of these calamities overtakes him." It is a "celebration of human greatness."
"It purges the souls of those who might otherwise despair, and it makes endurable
the relization that the events of the outward world do not correspond with the
desires of the heart" Respond to these comments in a paper which uses the texts of
Ghosts, Miss Julie, and Desire Under the Elms.
Gary's tragedy paper was entitled, "Another Paper Analyzing Tragedy." The
introduction follows:
Over the course of the past two years, I have been assigned to write more essays
concerning tragedy and tragic heroes than I care too write in an entire lifetime.
However, this arduous process has helped me to refine my opinion of the purpose
of tragedy and the miracles which critics claim that it possesses. While I don't
agree with most of these critics propositions, I have found some of them to be true.
It appears safe to say that Gary is somewhat bored with the concept of what makes a
tragedy a tragedy. He uses his introduction to express this boredom and frustration, also
making it clear that in his mind tragedy is overrated, then sets up his argument to disagree
with some propositions and agree with others. He doesn't tell us in the introduction, or
anywhere in the paper, what exactly the propositions are that he is agreeing and disagreeing
with. If pushed to say what audience he was writing for, he would probably say he was
writing for the teacher and himself. Compare this to the introduction to his Hamlet paper:
There are few educated people in the modem world who would deny that William
Shakespeare is a dramatic genius. However, many of these people may have given
little thought to his extraordinary understanding of human behavior. In perhaps his
greatest dramatic work, Hamlet, Shakepeare gives us a nearly four-centuries old
analysis of a common, but complex, human problem. This problem, which is still
perplexing today, is that of determining why many conscious intentions never
become fulfilled. The drama becomes a vehicle for development of Shakespeare's
insights into the human psyche, as Hamlet responds to this problem. Some
commentators have suggested that Shakespeare created Hamlet's dilemma and his
vacillating response only to prolong the play for five acts. However, the five acts
are required to fully portray Hamlet's inner conflict and to resolve his dilemma.
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This introduction contrasts sharply with the former in many respects. The most
obvious of these is that Gary has great respect for his topic as well as for the play itself.
This is not a response to an assignment, as the other introduction is; rather, this is a
promising beginning to a discussion of an interesting aspect of the play.
Another sharp contrast is that this writing assumes a much different audience. In
writing "for the readers of Psychology Today magazine," Gary gives all the information the
reader needs to understand what direction the paper will take, and why. To use
Scardamalia and Bereiter's (1986) terms, the first example is a knowledge-telling
introduction to a knowledge-telling paper, while the second example is a good start on the
development of an.interesting argument, or knowledge-transforming. True to Scardamalia
and Bereiter's (1986) description of expert writing, Gary's second paper uses knowledge
telling as part of the writing process rather than as his final product. Probably also
connected to his sense of audience is the change in voice: in the first example there is a
whining, "I don't really want to be doing this" tone to the writing, while in the second
example there is the mature, informative voice of a person who has something intelligent to
relate.
The two papers both end up following the leads set by their respective
introductions. This can be seen in a comparison of the two concluding paragraphs. The
tragedy paper ends with unsubstantiated personal opinion that seems to spring from Gary's
frustration with the assignment. It is not a summing-up of the points he made in his paper;
rather, it is another point he feels the need to make:
It may be that I am just too naive to feel otherwise, but I believe that tragedy is
analyzed and critiqued to great excess. I also have yet to experience any of the
miraculous effects of a tragedy. Tragedy should merely be defined as a sad story in
which a decent person makes a bad decision which leads to his downfall. By
loosening the guidelines and performing less analysis upon tragedy, the reader may
attempt to empathize with the tragic hero and reap whatever benefits that he can
from the experience.
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Note the contrast with his Hamlet conclusion:
In a sense, Hamlet is Everyman. Nearly all civilized human beings make critical
choices based upon moral values which they received in childhood. These values
often do, and generally should override instinctive behavior, thereby serving to
prevent our committing violent acts which might harm others. Although urgent
circumstances often require impulsive reaction, fortunately for humanity most
people's actions are guided by reasoning based upon concepts of right and wrong.
In fact, civilization might cease to exist if the world were not heavily populated by
morally restrained "Hamlets".
An important fact to note is that Gary took the time to do a really good job on this paper
despite the fact that it was the end of the year and "didn't really count," whereas earlier in
the year, when things did "count" more, he put in much less effort. There could be many
reasons for this, but the fact that this work seems to be a result of internal rather than
external motivation may speak directly to the quality of the writing. It must be duly noted,
however, that Gary's improvement might not have had anything to do with the think
sheets, or the curriculum unit in general. He may have simply followed the normal course
a student of his caliber would follow throughout the course of a term. There is no way to
determine for sure whether or not this was the case, but to get closer to the truth, I turned to
the teacher, who, over the 30 years he has taught, has managed to get a sense for the type
of improvement he can expect from certain types of students.
Here are the teacher's comments (to the researcher) on Gary's Hamlet paper:
The final Hamlet paper is much better than his tragedy paper, and shows much
more improvement than I expected from him based on students of his type I have
had experience with over the years. There is much greater focus on the topic. The
analysis goes into more depth. He drops the first person of the first paper where
really all he is doing is making a personal (and emotional) point. The increased
objectivity of the Hamlet paper allows him to create a much more thorough and
convincing argument. He uses much more of the text to illustrate and support his
argument. He goes beyond the events of the text and sees a greater perspective of
issues that are implicit - shows his own insight and interpretation - not just opinions
on the value of the text. The concluding paragraph of his Hamlet paper about
Hamlet as Everyman shows much greater sensitivity to literature - he sees it less as
a "story" and more as a universal connection with humanity. The think sheets and
conference made him consider topics differently.
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3.2.6.2 Liza. Liza is a very interesting case, and a sharp contrast to Gary. She
was highly skeptical of the think sheets, and felt that her writing didn't need any
improvement. Since the teacher had required that everyone fill them out, she did so after
she had written her paper. (see Appendix D) She had her best friend fill out the editor
sheet, which resulted in comments such as the following response to the prompt, "The
organization of this paper could be improved by:"
There are no organization problems, the paper magically and musically falls into
place. Liza is truly gifted!
The teacher was aware of all this, but called Liza up for a conference anyway "just
on general principles" since he was annoyed that she so blatantly circumvented the
assignment. Although she was not in a very receptive mood during the conference, she
appeared to get more and more concerned as the meeting progressed. The teacher went
over her choice of topic, which was to focus on the quote, "This above all, to thine own
self be true." Her reason for this choice was "... [it] has always fascinated me, it contains a
wealth of irony and truth." She had chosen not to write about the issue which she stated
was perplexing to her, that had to do with Hamlet's relationship to women. The teacher
said he thought it was an interesting topic, although he wished she had been a bit more
specific about the aspects of the quote she had found interesting. Then he moved on to
discuss with her what audience she had in mind. She had written, "The teacher, me,
anyone with an interest in Hamlet." He said the first two were real and unavoidable, but
that as the teacher, he was going to try to read from the perspective of the other audience
she mentioned, which was "anyone with an interest in Hamlet," and that seemed like a
pretty broad audience. He asked if, for example, she had seasoned Shakespearian scholars
in mind, because they would definitely have an interest in Hamlet, but the paper would
have to be awfully sophisticated to impress them. Liza replied that actually she hadn't
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really thought about it very much, but that probably she wouldn't want experienced
Shakespearian scholars reading her paper.
The teacher then moved on to the second prompt in the Audience Planning section
of the think sheets, "My reader will be interested in this paper because:" where Liza had
simply written, "The quote holds so much obvious truth that it deserves analysis."
T: If the truth of the quote is obvious, why does it deserve analysis?
L: Well, maybe it's not so obvious. I guess it's the irony that's interesting.
T: (Writes "irony" on the think sheet) Why is the irony interesting?
L: Because Polonius is saying it and Polonius isn't true to his own self.
T: So, what do you think makes a situation like that ironic?
L: You know, it's sort of hypocritical. It's like, he's giving all this advice and his
own situation is so weird.
T: (writes: "relationship between situation & view speaker")
The teacher writing on the think sheets was making Liza visibly nervous, probably because
she was realizing things that weren't in her paper, and might be expected now because of
the conference. The conversation traveled along these lines for a while, with the teacher
continuing to jot notes on the think sheets each time a new idea came up. Then they moved
on to Goal Setting. At the second prompt, "This is how I want my reader to feel when
she/he reads my paper" Liza had written, "I want him to feel he has experienced something
new, a different view of a much discussed topic." Here's a piece of the discussion that
ensued:
T: Do you mean a different view of Hamlet, or a different view of the quote as it
appears in Hamlet, or a different view of Polonius, or a different view of being
true to yourself, or what?
L: I guess .. .! guess I mean, um, that I want the person to think about the quote as
a quote. I mean, a quote all by itself. But maybe in Hamlet too, since that's
where the irony is. I don't know. It should affect his own life, by thinking
about Hamlet's, I guess. I don't know.
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At this point Liza was getting quite impatient. Her tone was sharp and she was sitting up
very straight. The teacher underlined "different view" and wrote, "something to affect own
life." Then he told Liza he thought it would be a good idea to think hard about these
suggestions in relation to her paper. The conference was over.
As with Gary, it may be helpful here to review Liza's experience with the unit up to
this point. Remember that her tendency in writing had always been to start out with very
good, interesting ideas that petered out about halfway through the paper. Remember also
her constant use of flowery, often inappropriate language. She began each activity
grumbling about how stupid it was, with the sole exception of the video productions. She
did seem to get interested in the thematic articles once she got going about Oedipal
complexes, but she still complained about the timing of this activity. She hated the
dialectical notebooks even more than the rest of the class did. She felt that the problemsolving process had no relevance to Hamlet. To sum it up, Liza entered this unit with a
very staunch set of preconceived notions about how the play should be taught; what the
teacher's role should be, what the students' roles should be, and just what exactly should
be taken from a reading of Hamlet. She did not, therefore, take kindly to the integration of
teaching for critical and creative thinking into the curriculum. In short, Liza felt she knew
everything already, and this inhibited her from learning anything new.
This last statement is certainly supported by having a look at both her pre-unit
tragedy paper and her Hamlet paper. There is very little change between the two. In her
tragedy paper (see Appendix C), Liza starts with an introduction that promises an
interesting argument, although she obviously assumes only the teacher as her audience
(notice how she uses "given" in the first line):
The definition of tragedy given is one that accurately describes the Aristotelian
·
tragedy, the tragedy of ancient Greece. However, as a definition for the twentieth
century it is narrow and outmoded. As modern tragedies do not fit into this
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declaration of tragedies, neither can the modem audiences be equated with that of
the Greek theatre.
She follows this introduction with an encouraging paragraph about how Oedipus fits into
the classical definition of tragedy. Past that, however, when she gets into a discussion of
modem day, she never fulfills her introductory promise to talk about how modem
audiences are different from Greek audiences, and how tragedy reflects that difference.
Instead, in her affected, misused, and therefore somewhat askward English, she simply
restates her idea that things are different now, so the plays are different. Her final sentence:
It is important to note however, that tragedy, whatever the exact definition, will
continue to be inherent and intrinsic to mankind.
She provides a fine example of what Flower and Hayes (1980) describe as the poor writer.
Consider the following statements in light of Liza's writing:
•

Poor writers tend to care little for their reader; as a result there are few new
ideas and those are statements about the topic alone, without concern for the
larger rhetorical problem.

•

Poor writers tend not to develop any ideas at all - they end up with the same
flat, undeveloped, conventional representation of the problem with which they
start.

Liza's final Hamlet paper is very interesting, both in view of her tragedy paper and
in view of her conference experience. (see Appendix D) Her opening paragraph is a
philosophical discussion of what it means to find truth in oneself. Once again, it is
promising, despite the fact that her tendency seems to be to substitute impressive-sounding
words for real meaning. Consider the first lines of her paper:
"This above all: to thine ownself be true." A wealth of difficult meaning dressed in
a suit of seeming simplicity. The words seem clear enough, to be true to yourself,
do not falsify or hypocrisize what is intrinsic and integral to your own self.
However, from there her paper breaks down as she makes a lot of true but unconnected
statements about the play. Her second paragraph gives a description of Hamlet's character.
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The third paragraph describes the point in the play where Polonius gives Hamlet the advice
and mentions how Hamlet didn~t take the advice because it came from Polonius. · In
paragraph four, she describes how none of the characters in the play are true to themselves.
The fifth paragraph states how, in fact, Hamlet was the only one true to himself. Her
concluding paragraph is as follows:
Hamlet's contemplation mixed with his understandably enraged feelings brought
about his downfall. His doom, however is written in the maxim, "This above all,
to thine own self be true."
Any connections between the paragraphs are deeply implicit, and none of them speaks to
the promise her introduction makes to deal with the finding of personal truth in oneself.
Interestingly, her paper follows almost exactly the statement she made in her conference
with the teacher:
L: I guess .. .! guess I mean, um, that I want the person to think about the quote as
a quote. I mean, a quote all by itself. But maybe in Hamlet too, since that's
where the irony is. I don't know. It should affect his own life, by thinking
about Hamlet's, I guess. I don't know.
It is easy to see how a paper like this one perfectly illustrates the characteristics of the
novice, knowledge-telling strategy laid out by Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986):
•

The texts tend to stick to their simple topics. Sentences are coherent with the
topic, but not with each other.

•

There is a statement of belief accompanied by a list of reasons, but not a
developed line of argument.

•

Ideas are presented in a form and order that are reasonable from the standpoint
of the writer's thinking of them but that are not suited to the reader's uptake of
the information.

•

There is an absence of goal setting, planning, and problem solving.

•

The writing is started very quickly, with very little deliberation on the part of the
writer.
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What Liza's case leads one to think about is how closely attitude is related to
performance, especially in regard to writing. Interestingly, she was quite interested in the ·
issue of Oedipal complexes during the thematic group discussions, and had also written
that what was perplexing to her about the play was Hamlet's relationships with women. It
makes sense that if she had embarked upon the paper-writing process with true curiousity,
she probably would have chosen something related as a topic. Instead, she seems to have
chosen a topic that seemed very straightforward to her. Speaking to this issue of attitude,
following are Liza's written comments in response to the question, "Did you find the think
sheets you used when writing your final paper to be at all helpful?" (Keep in mind that she
filled them out after she wrote the paper):
No, they were not helpful, in fact they sloweo me down by useless scribbling.
When I begin an essay I prefer to free write in order to get a flow of ideas. Often
things I hadn't planned on come out and the structure of the think sheets was
stifling. It forced my mind into categories immediately, while I like to let ideas
flow, then group them into a logical order.
Considering that Liza didn't really do the think sheets, except as busywork, and that her
writing didn't change much from her tragedy paper to her Hamlet paper, these comments
reflect the precise reason why Liza didn't do the think sheets. These are actually her
preconceived notions. And, consistent with her performance throughout the unit, her
preconceived notions inhibited her learning process.

Here are the teacher's comments:
Her Hamlet paper is worse than her tragedy paper probably would have
been if we were using my traditional methcxl of teaching the play. This is a
perfect example of attitude adversly affecting achievement. Her tragedy
paper is quite good (for a H.S. senior) although she uses a lot of big words
and some of her sentences don't make sense. But she has some good ideas
and the paper holds together. The fact that she did the think sheets after the
paper is indicative of her intellectual arrogance - she doesn't think any
outside source can help her. And the paper is superficial. The main thing is
that there is no support for her statements - she feels that her opinions are
sufficient in themselves. We've all had kids like this - when they stop
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working intellectually (probably someone told them how good they were)
the work passes them by. It's as though their brains atrophy.

3.2,6,3 Bart. In contrast to both Gary and Liza, Bart spent a very long time on
his think sheets, filling them out in fine detail. His first page is covered with doodles; as
any doodler knows, this is pretty good indicator of deep thought. This evidence is
substantiated by the ideas that he develops right on the think sheets. Here is his list of
possible subjects:
•

Claudius' ethics (or lack of) in governing his country, and the parallels we see
in today's government.

•

The father-son relationship between the two Hamlets. What are young
Hamlet's duties to his father?

•

How far does greed influence Claudius' leadership?

•

Hamlet is supposedly affected by Ophelia via the "woman factor." How about
the "man factor ... " how are Ophelia's actions directed by those of Hamlet?

Bart decides to write about the second of the above options. What appears on his

think sheet after the point of this decision looks very similar to Liza's final paper. He
follows trains of thought and rambles around the topic for a while, considering parallel
issues within the play, etc. This is a clear illustration of what Flower & Hayes (1980) say
about expert writers; that they use the same knowledge-telling strategy as the novice, only
they use it in the planning stages of the paper rather than in the final version.
Bart met with the teacher after he had done all his planning, but before writing his
first draft. It was a very short conference. The teacher could see that Bart was in very
good shape. They discussed for a while Bart's wish to use the paper to investigate the
"Oedipus complex" theories in contrast with others that claim a strong father-son bond
exists. The teacher mentioned that it might be helpful to think about other named family
conflicts, such as sibling rivalry, which also show plenty of contrasting data. The level of
conversation during the conference was much different from both of the previously
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mentioned conferences. Whereas in the other conferences the teacher asked questions
aimed at helping the students develop a deeper understanding of a problem; the questions
the teacher asked in this conference seemed to be asked from a genuine interest in the issue
the student himself had raised and already delved into.
Interestingly, in response to the Audience Planning prompt of "Who will read my
paper?" Bart had written, "Anyone interested in family relationships+ w/Hamlet." While
this response has about the same level of specificity as Liza's did, the teacher was not
inclined to push Bart on the issue in the same way he pushed Liza. This may be because
the writing already down on paper illustrated that Bart was neither assuming too much nor
too little in terms of his writing. Or, it could have been an oversight on the part of the
teacher.
At this point it's helpful to review Bart's experience to keep it in mind during the
following analysis of his writing. Remember that Bart's writing was generally very good,
but had been somewhat inconsistent throughout the course of the year. He was an allround good student, who always had something interesting to say when the teacher called
on him during class discussions, but who otherwise did not flaunt his knowledge. While
he contributed some very interesting ideas to the group in reading the thematic articles, he
did not jump to take the role of speaker or recorder. When the rest of the class seemed at a
loss, for example at some points during the development of the generic problem-solving
process, then Bart would be there with a thoughtful contribution. His dialectical notebook
was scrupulously kept. While he did not appear to have any close friends in the class, he
was obviously very well-respected and generally very well-liked by the other students.
Bart's tragedy paper was a well-developed argument that boasted both good form
and good content. In his introduction, he spoke to the question posed by the teacher
without assuming that the reader would know what the question was. Consider these
opening lines in contrast to Liza's:
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The tragedian attempts to write plays that unearth and resolve the troubling
emotions that humans face. He intends his characters to express the very feelings
· and concerns of his audience, in particular those feelings and concerns that society
finds most uncomfortable addressing. According to the rules of Classical tragic
drama, this is best accomplished by making the protagonist a member of royalty or
some other conspicuous and signifigant social echelon ... However, some recent
playwrights have sought to heighten the audience's personal identification with the
protagonist by making him a member of their own, middle- or lower-class status.
The paper that follows this introduction manages to substantiate the point presented
in the introduction. The second paragraph is a short paragraph which gives some general
statements and examples of classical tragedy. Then the third paragraph speaks to how the
three modern tragedies in question are generally more relevant to their audiences. The
fourth, fifth, and sixth paragraphs give a short description of each of the plays and how
each specifically makes the connections to the lower-than-noble classes. The seventh and
concluding paragraph takes us past the statement made in the introduction, to a fleshed-out
description of how the audience's "identification" with the modern tragedy comes about:
Our most troubling emotions are dramatized before us and resolved by our own
kind, showing that we possess the ability to triumph over our own problems. This
approach to tragedy also helps us to make some sense out of, or at least justify, a
contemporary world where we observe a disparity between our best wishes and the
reality of life.
Yet, although well-developed, this paper is less than thrilling. At the same time that
Bart is talking about "modern" audiences identifying with the protagonists, there is no
sense that he or anyone he knows really identifies with them. He discusses these modern
audiences in an abstract, intellectualized manner, void of true involvement. There is a
feeling that while Bart is doing his best with what he's got, what he's got leaves a little to
be desired. All that changes when he is given the opportunity to choose his own topic.
In looking at his choice of topic for his final Hamlet paper, one has to wonder about
Bart's feelings about his relationship with his own father. Some of the statements in the
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paper seem to illustrate a close identification Bart is feeling with Hamlet as son, and this
·· leads to a very insightful analysis. Here is an example from the third paragraph: ·
Because Hamlet places such value upon the actions and demeanor of his father, he
finds his own shortcomings especially hard to bear. While bewailing his inability
to "act," he is painfully aware of his inability to follow his father's example of
decisive leadership ...Hamlet desires more than anything else to live up to his
father's role model, and cannot bear the thought of failing it.

In the same way that Liza's comments shed light on her performance on the final
paper, Bart's written comments in response to the question, "Did you find the think sheets
helpful?" are also quite revealing:
Yes! They helped organize my thoughts and eased the writing procedure by
providing a definite structure. Some parts of the packets seemed superfluous, but
other were helpful...that is okay since each person can draw from a different part of
the packet. The genesis of the paper can occur at any one of several parts of the
packet.
These comments were particularly interesting to the teacher, who felt that they
spoke to the inconsistency Bart's writing had suffered from over the course of the year.
While Bart approached each topic with the genuine interest and curiosity typical of the
expert attitude, he often didn't seem to know where to begin, or would let his topic get
away from him while he was writing and it would ramble off into oblivion. He needed, the
teacher felt, something to concretize the process for him, and the think sheets were able to
do just that. They helped him begin, gave him a place for exploring his thoughts, and
directed that process into his final paper.

Here are the teacher's comments:
His writing on the Hamlet paper shows the same great writing as the
tragedy paper, and the same would have been true of a student of his caliber
last year as well. What can I say about Bart? He started off being good and
just kept going. His tragedy paper was college quality and so was the
Hamlet paper. I don't know that the think sheets really improved his
thinking because he knew how to think about a topic from the beginning -
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he really cares about saying something. His response to the think sheets
was excellent - probably because it illustrated clearly for him just what he
had been doing intuitively (or naturally - whatever). So to that extent they
were helpful. But Bart understands right from the start that literature · ··
presents ideas (rather than just a story) to which the reader can and should
react intellectually.

3.2,6.4

Deborah. Deborah seemed less than thrilled with the concept of the think

sheets, but she nevertheless filled them out very diligently. She spent quite a bit of time
thinking about her topic, and drew heavily from the task set by the video presentations.
She decided to write on the topic which was also the most perplexing to her:
The topic most perplexing to me is: Would counseling change the outcome of the
play? I find this interesting because I have gone through much counseling myself
and I cannot help but think that this "interference" saved my life. I would like to
put more thought into this topic & see if I can "save" Hamlet from his death.
Deborah had written her first draft and had even been through her peer editing
session by the time the teacher was able to meet with her. He asked her how she thought
the paper was going, and she said she thought it was pretty good. She had designated her
audience as Mr. Monahan, Tony Frey (my editor), friends, me. The teacher asked how
much information she thought she would need to give her friends for them to understand
the paper, and she said she thought it would have to be quite a bit, since she had in mind
friends from outside this class (who wouldn't be familiar with the play) as well as friends
in the class. The teacher seemed quite satisfied with this explanation, and moved the
conversation on to the direction the paper would take. Deborah was happy to discuss this
since she was very invested in her topic and wanted to make sure it went somewhere. The
teacher said he was concerned that her topic was too broad to cover in the time she had to
write it. This concern may well have stemmed from the fact that the title of her rough draft
was "Shakespeare and the Literary Analysis of Psychological Disorders," but the paper
itself was only one and a half pages long. They talked about the possibility of narrowing
down the paper to look at just one character in Hamlet, perhaps Hamlet himself, and
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investigating how some psychoanalysis might have helped him out Deborah seemed very
amenable to this, and left the conference seemingly ready to do some serious revising.
Looking back on Deborah as a student, it's important to remember that her history
in this class was as a very diligent student who had real trouble getting any depth in her
writing. Throughout the unit she worked hard and participated well. In doing the thematic
articles, she put together the group report and presented it to the class. It may be relevant
that in her report she made no effort to connect information from different articles into one
coherent report with a point. However, she was one of the only students who, by the end
of the unit, had explicitly noted connections between the thematic articles and the problems
Hamlet encountered. On top of that, she seemed to have enjoyed discovering the
connections as the unit progressed.
As noted earlier, she merely listed facts from the different articles and let the theme
be the unifying forces rather than having the order of her sentences make sense. During the
problem-solving activity, Deborah's group came up with the very simple version of the
problem-solving process that spurred the teacher to question them and get them thinking
more in-depth about what exactly constitutes a problem. Deborah had been very
responsive at the time, and later stated that she had found the work with problem-solving
one of the most useful parts of the unit. Like most of the other students, she was very
enthusiastic about the making of the video presentation.
Unfortunately, all of her involvement and everything she appeared to gain from the
activities of the unit took on a strange form in her final paper. In fact, her final Hamlet
paper was less developed than her final tragedy paper, and the tragedy paper had not set up
any great standard of argument development to begin with. It was a shallow, shell-like
description of modem tragedy substantiated with summaries of the plays they had read.
What assists her in the development of this argument is that she promised only a shallow ·
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paper in her introduction, so, unlike Liza's tragedy paper, there is no let-down for the
reader.
According to the classical definitions of tragedy, none of the three plays, "Ghosts,"
"Miss Julie," or "Desire Under the Elms" should be considered tragic. But the
definition, written years ago, cannot affectively be applied to America's democratic
society. The idea of equality and freewill allow such modem stories to be classified
as tragedies through liberated ways of thinking.
While the last sentence of this introduction is rather cryptic, it appears to simply be
promising to talk about how new ways of looking at things allow a redefinition of tragedy.
And indeed, the following four paragraphs seem to relate, at least tangentially, to how the
plays speak to modem thought. Then her conclusion, the fifth paragraph, highlights again
the idea of redefinition:
"Ghosts," "Miss Julie," and "Desire Under the Elms," were excellent strides in
literature that helped to redefine (the definition of) tragedy so the entire world can
comprehend what the character is experiencing. Though there is nothing wrong
with classical, room must be made for new ideas.
The paper fits well into both Flower & Hayes' (1980) and Scardamalia & Bereiter's
(1986) descriptions of novice writing. It is a classic example of form without content.
Deborah has followed a formula for paper writing that makes it seem as if at least nothing is
really wrong with the paper, from a strictly form point of view, there isn't.
This may be a clue to what goes wrong with her Hamlet paper. For the first time all
year, Deborah was given the opportunity to choose her own topic, and she chose a topic
that she was really very interested in. As the teacher had said to her, the topic was very
broad, but it was loaded with potential. Compare the following thought-provoking
introduction to the one from her tragedy paper above:
Mental disorders of one kind or another have been a favorite topic of writers for
many centuries, and the public's changing conceptions of mental disorders have
been strongly influenced by popular literary and dramatic works. Though surely
not the first to explore this topic, William Shakespeare is particularly notable for
having created a number of unforgettable characters whose actions resemble certain
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behaviors we now associate with officially recognized clinical patterns - characters
such as Lady Macbeth (obsessive/compulsive behavior), King Lear (paranoia),
Ophelia (depression and melancholy), and Othello (obsessive, paranoid jealousy).
Shakespeare's gifts for observation and insight into the human personality are
nowhere displayed with greater clarity than in his depictions of tortured and
shattered minds.
This paragraph illustrates a drastic change in Deborah's writing. Unlike the tragedy
paper, this writing is loaded with content. She has made an exciting observation about
Shakespeare's characters that relates closely to her own knowledge base, and she has been
given the freedom to write about it. But her experience with writing has not been as a
dialectic between the content problem space and the rhetorical problem space (Scardamalia
et al., 1984), so when she is suddenly faced with the task of grappling with and developing
real concepts, the form she had mastered breaks down, and her paper dies. Granted, she
has bitten off such a large chunk in her introduction that fully developing the ideas there
would have taken her many more pages than what she had the time to write.
Her introduction is followed by five short paragraphs that just begin to look at
Ophelia's state of mind and the situation that drives her to it. Each paragraph touches on a
very interesting aspect of Ophelia's situation:
2: Ophelia, the heroine, is driven mad with grief upon learning of the death of her
father, and accidentally slips into a river and as one incapable of her own
distress, sinks slowly to her death.
3: ...She appears to be manipulated by men and easily submits to Polonius' orders
not to see Hamlet.
4: Ophelia's depressed and melancholy behavior mirrors what society expects of
women, submissiveness and obedience to the male ego.
5: Ophelia's depression and subsequent suicide is the result of her attempt to
accomodate the conflicting demands which Hamlet tries to make her endure.
Of course, each of these points, if developed, could constitute a paper in itself. It is as if
Deborah, finally given an opportunity to write about something meaningful to her, runs
amok in substance. If she were familiar with the tension of the dialectic, she might have let
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the demands of the rhetorical problem space guide her, rather than letting them stymie her.
But like the Ophelia of her last paragraph, Deborah cannot accomodate the conflicting ·
demands the dialectic of the writing process is making her endure, and she lets the paper
sink to its death. She doesn't even try to maintain the cosmetic aspects of a coherent paper
as she did in her tragedy paper; in fact, she doesn't bother with a conclusion.
Of course, the think sheets offered Deborah the opportunity to work out this
tension, but she was so used to the formula she had always used to write papers that she
didn't see the value of this opportunity. In fact, her actual paper ended up diverging
completely from the topic she chose on the think sheets, which was to think about what
effect counseling would have had on the outcome of the play. This shows how much of
her thinking Deborah did in her draft. In her reply to the evaluation question of whether the
think sheets were helpful, she wrote:
They helped me to pick a topic quite readily. Other than that they were just busy
work.
This provides an interesting contrast to Bart, who was used to grappling with concepts and
was able to see the value of working them out on the think sheets. However, it's important
to make the point that although Deborah's paper doesn't develop an argument or even fit
together as one coherent piece, it may be because she is taking her first step on the path to
expert writing - she is beginning to deal with concepts in which she has an emotional
investment. This phenomenon was mentioned in Chapter 1; it is fairly common for students
who have learned structure without content to lose the structure when they first begin to
grapple with the dialectic tension between the rhetorical problem space and the content
problem space referred to by Scardamalia & Bereiter (1981).
There is evidence that a number of the activities in the unit helped contribute to
Deborah's choice of a topic interesting to her. The most obvious of these are the thematic
articles, the video presentations, and of course, the option to choose your own topic
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inherent in the think sheets. In that this paper shows the first glimmers of true concept
formation, it marks a vast improvement over her tragedy paper. ·If there had been more ·
time, the teacher might have been able to work with Deborah and get her to do some more
thinking and revising to help the paper live up to its potential.

Here are the teacher's comments:
Her Hamlet paper is definitely better than I would have expected, based on
the earlier tragedy paper. I really don't know exactly what happened to
Deborah's Hamlet paper because she basically seemed to run out of gas.
But it shows a potential I did not really see in her earlier papers. Her
tragedy paper shows a fairly superficial approach to the topic. She is
writing an English paper and that is what she had done all year. But
because of the group work (on suicide) and the problem-solving process,
she began to see that ideas in literature have relevance to real life. I can't be
sure that the think sheets did this, but I know she had not done anything like
this all year.

3.2.6.5

Delia. Delia's conference with the teacher was not nearly as intensive as

the other students' conferences. She was one of the last students in the class to meet with
the teacher, and the school year was quickly coming to a close, so the teacher appeared to
be hurrying things along a bit. Still, the fact that she came to the conference with her think
sheets almost all filled out seemed to focus the conference immediately and give both Delia
and the teacher a chance to discuss some truly substantive issues. While she was filling out
the think sheets, Delia had thought of a number of questions to ask the teacher, so she was
able to bring these up for discussion. Some of the questions had to do with the text itself
("When Hamlet hands Gertrude the recorder, he refers to 'they.' Who are 'they'?") while
other questions were more concerned with concepts ("Do you think things might have
worked out differently for Hamlet if he'd had stronger women around him?"). Another
question had to do with the structure her paper should take ("Should I talk about honesty
first, do you think, or the Gertrude part first?"). The only question the teacher initiated was
in reference to the audience Delia had in mind. She had written, "Someone who has read
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"Hamlet" before but hasn't necessarily analyzed it the way our class has." The teacher got
Delia to talk for a bit about what she thought she would need to doto meet the needs of her
readers.
As the conference experience illustrates, Delia was a very conscientious student
who took a lot of responsibility for both her writing and her education in general. Perhaps
as a result of this careful diligence on her part, however, her writing throughout the year
was always marked by a tendency to take the assignment very literally. She would answer
the questions the teacher posed to have the class consider. Her papers tended to consist of
a list of examples from the text(s), rather than an argument supported by examples. Like
Deborah, she was always careful to adhere to the form she had learned a paper should have
-- that is, introduction: say what you're going to say; body: say it; conclusion: say that you
said it.
Throughout the course of the curriculum unit, Delia was an enthusiastic participant
in all of the activities. She took on the role of recorder and speaker for her group, and was
careful to put together a relevant, cohesive paper to present She was so diligent about
doing her dialectical notebook that she tended to go into too much detail. She took a lot
from the problem-solving activity, and seemed to transfer the concepts to the study of
Shakespeare in general, although she didn't go so far as to think it might be useful in
subjects or activities outside of Shakespeare. Like the other students, she put a large
amount of effort into the video presentation.
Delia's tragedy paper was very typical of her writing throughout the school year.
For her introduction, she wrote verbatim the question the teacher had posed (for the text of
this, see Gary's section) except that she changed the last line of the question to:
Using the texts of "Ghosts," "Miss Julie," and "Desire Under the Elms," I will
respond to this compolation of statements about tragedy.
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So, she never really set up any argument to develop or investigate. She simply set herself
up to respond; and a response can consist of just about anything, so she was certainly not
putting herself in any danger of not living up to her promise. However, as a result, the
whole paper is conspicuously lacking a point. She follows the introduction with a
paragraph on each of the three plays that gives a quick summary along with her opinion of
what the motivations of the characters were. Then she writes a paragraph that shows how
each of the plays has aspects that relate to each of the statements about tragedy made in her
introduction. Her conclusion shows how carefully she has conformed to her
understanding of form, without giving a lot of thought to content:
The compolation of statements about tragedy taken from many critics can be
adhered to almost completely by every tragedy ever written. However, all three
tragedies, "Miss Julie," "Desire Under the Elms," and "Ghosts," fit perfectly one of
the crudest definitions of tragedy - a hero and an unhappy ending.
This is interesting because it conforms to her understanding of form by referring back to
the statement she made in her introductions. But it fails miserably as far as content is
concerned, because she never made any reference throughout her paper to the "crudest
definition of tragedy," but suddenly, there it is. This conclusion speaks directly to one of
the observations Scardamalia & Bereiter (1986) made about novice writing: The texts tend
to stick to their simple topics. Sentences are coherent with the topic, but not with each
other.
Delia stuck with her "safe" approach to paper-writing in her Hamlet paper. The
most obvious evidence of this is on her think sheet, in the Choosing a Subject section.
When asked which topic is most perplexing to her, she writes:
I think that the hardest of these topics to put into a paper would be Hamlet's
problem solving process. This topic is incredibly broad because I could write about
his problems, how he could have solved them using the prob. solv. process we ·
wrote in our groups, or how he did solve them (or maybe didn't). It just seems as
if this topic would be too difficult.
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And when asked which topic she most wants to write about, she responds:
I want to write about the role of women in the play, both Gertrude and Ophelia. I
have notes on it, I can see where my paper would be going, and it's the most
interesting.
So, unlike Deborah, Delia decided not to risk using her paper as a vehicle for working out
an unclear concept. Nevertheless, since she was responsible for choosing her own topic,
she had to represent a problem clearly to herself. This is definitely a little riskier than
supporting a statement made by the teacher, and the paper seemed to benefit from this risk.

In contrast to her tragedy paper, this one actually made a point, which was that if the
women in Hamlet's life had been stronger characters, the play would not have ended so
badly.
Also in contrast to her tragedy paper, in her involvement with the subject matter,
Delia (probably quite subconsciously) strays from the strict use of form she had followed
in all of her earlier writing. In her introduction, she promises only a very broad analysis of
the roles of women:

.. .I feel that one of the most important topics to pursue is the role that Hamlet's
mother Gertrude and Ophelia, Hamlet's "love-interest" play and how their
characters affected the outcome of the play.
There is no mention here of the point she ends up developing in her paper regarding the
strength (or lack thereof) of the women. However, in her analysis of the characters of both
women, she works her way to the undeniable point that they were both very weak
individuals. Then she shows how strong actions on the part of the women at crucial points
in the play would have changed the outcome. Her conclusion, rather than simply referring
back to the points made in her introduction, is a convincing summing-up of the conclusions
she drew from her argument:
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Whatever the reason for her action, the audience can see that Gertrude is the one .
that is used in this play not the other way around as Hamlet put it. Ophelia was also
a pawn in this power game played by Claudius and Hamlet. If these two women
were more outspoken, a little swifter, and able to make decisions themselves
without being unduly influenced by others, Polonius wouldn't have been killed,
Claudius wouldn't have had as many suspicions about Hamlet, and a lot more lives
would have been saved.
It's obvious that Delia did not set a difficult task for herself. The argument she
develops is not as interesting as Gary's or Bart's, and probably never even has the potential
of Deborah's or Liza's. Yet she does in fact develop a well-supported argument. Although
it's always hard to pinpoint exactly what activity might have contributed most to change, it
seems reasonable to note that for the first time ever, Deborah used knowledge-telling as a
part of the writing process; it did not constitute her whole process. She speaks to this

herself in her evaluation form, when she is asked if the think sheets were helpful:
Yes, I wrote down all notes concerning the essay I chose on one sheet of paper and
from there it was easy to write it.
Here are the teacher's comments:
Delia's Hamlet paper is definitely better than her tragedy paper - maybe much better
than I would have expected in past years. Her tragedy paper reflects the typical
student theme paper. She takes the assignment, restates it, and works in the 3 plays
to fit it. It's fairly good but rather superficial and she has no voice of her own. The
Hamlet paper is not a great one, but she does choose a topic which is relevant to her
and she has some ideas of her own. She doesn't develop them very well, but they
are interesting and she does feel strongly about the misuse of women. Although
her audience is not clear, she does have a voice. The think sheets do work for her,
because they get her out of the standard student-theme rut. They show her what the
possibilities are for expressing herself through her relationship with literature. If
you could have seen the papers she wrote at the beginning of the year (short,
unimaginative, limited in scope, reflecting an apparently limited mind - not A
material), you would be amazed at how far she has progressed. Obviously the
think wheets didn't do it all, but I bet if I had given her these sheets earlier, we
would have seen even greater progress. (Teacher's italics)

Analysis of Conferences
The importance of the teacher meeting with each student during the writing of the
final papers cannot be overemphasized. Whereas, as the teacher noted earlier, the think
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sheets made a very powerful contribution to the conference experience, the conferences
also made an essential contribution to the think sheets. Think sheets alone cannot help
students get deeper representations of the problem, because the students are responding to
questions, and the think sheets don't have the power to respond to the students' responses.
Since the teacher knows and understands the subject matter at hand, he can ask the specific,
content-related questions that conflict with what the students have so far represented to
themselves and therefore get students thinking more deeply. Some students, like Bart,
already have the ability to incorporate different and often conflicting perspectives into their
thought, but these students are few. Hopefully, the conference experience helps to nurture
that ability in the majority of students who don't already have it. In a perfect world with
plenty of time, the teacher might have followed up the initial conferences with revision
conferences, and therefore helped papers like Liza's and Deborah's to live up to their
potential.
The conference experience, in connection with the think sheets, provides a
"scaffolding" of the writing process, a teaching technique described by Collins & Brown
(1989). It provides students with the support they need to acquire new skills with
confidence. Although the teacher ran out of time during this implementation, in the future it
is hoped that he will be able to lead students into metacognitive discussions about the
purposes of the conferences and the think sheets, giving students a chance to understand
the rationale behind and objectives of the scaffolds, and therefore build a self-initiating
metacognitive model. As Collins & Brown (1989) describe, such understanding on the
part of the students should lead to what they term as fading: forcing students to take over
more and more control of the process themselves, and helping them take on the dual roles
of producer and critic.
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Analysis of Writin~
Although the quality of the writing varied greatly from student to student, all
students except Liza seemed to take at least one step forward on the path to expert writing.
Gary made big strides, Bart found in the think sheets a way to concretize his already
excellent technique, Deborah began thinking and writing simultaneously for the first time,
and Delia began to discover her own voice.
One undeniable aspect is that across the board, all of the Hamlet papers were more
interesting than the tragedy papers. This is at the very least a result of the fact that not all
the papers were written on the same topic, so the same things were not said over and over
again.
This brings up an interesting point about the need teachers feel to assign a topic for
their students to write on. There is, undoubtedly, a security brought about by knowing that
all students will be thinking about the same thing, and that there will be some sort of meter
to see if students have gotten what they were "supposed to" get from the activity. Despite
that fact that the resulting reading tends to be repetitive and dull, some teachers seem to be
very attached to the idea of assigning topics. A case in point is that despite all the work,
planning, and exchange of pedagogic philosophy about writing that went on between the
researcher and the teacher during this project, when it came time for the writing
assignment, the teacher called me with his idea for what the assigned topic would be. I told
the teacher that it was essential to the study for him to let the students choose their own
topics. He was very concerned that they would write about something entirely unrelated to
the unit. After much discussion, I was able to convince him to give the students free rein.
Fortunately, none of his fears were realized; in fact he was very happily surprised, and
found reading the papers much more palatable. But it's important to realize that old habits
die hard, and that much of this new pedagogy is laden with risk-taking on the part of the
teacher.
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The gravest problem with assigning topics to students rather than letting them
, · choose their own is that teachers end up stealing an essential part of the writing process
from the students right from the start. Recall that Csikszentmihalyi & Getzels (1970) and
Flower & Hayes (1980) both stressed the ability to discover and define problems as
essential to the creative process. If the teacher finds and defines the problem himself, not
only are the students not intrinsically interested in the topic, but they also never get a chance
to learn how to go about this essential first step in the process.

Analysis of Peer Editin&
The idea of peer editing may be one with great potential, but little of it is lived up to,
since the quality of the editing is so poor. While the peer editing experience that Gary had
was very helpful, most students should have gotten much more support and advice from
their editors. However, good editing is a learned skill, which none of these students had
been given any time or explicit instruction to acquire. While the think sheets make a stab at
guiding the editor, they don't solve the problem. It seems that some time should be spent
with the students, coaching them in the things a good editor looks for, and the technique an
editor can use to help improve the paper.
The time spent on this endeavor is well justified when the potential of the peer
editing activity is explored. First of all, there is the most readily apparent value: the fact
that another person's perspective and opinion can be very helpful in getting an objective
view of a topic the writer has gotten very close to. It is very common among expert writers
to have a valued critic look at and give suggestions for any paper in its draft form. But
apart from that, the peer editing process is also well-suited to building the metacognitive
process that will lead to successful fading. When scaffolding is moved from the teacher's
area of responsibility to the student's, a degree of metacognition is forced upon the editor.
By evaluating a peer's writing it's likely that an editor gets better at the internal process of
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self-evaluation. Since editors must take into consideration both contextual and structural
problems (or strengths), it may help them gain-insight into the tension ·between those two
problem spaces. Clarifying criticism for a peer may clear up some foggy areas for the
editor in much the same way that the process of writing helps clarify ideas in the first place.
Of course, this gives us a good example of the somewhat eternal nature of metacognition:
it may be beneficial for the teacher to lead a metacognitive discussion about how and why
the metacognitive processes at work in the peer editing activity are useful.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

4.1

Overview

The discussion section of this thesis will evaluate the Hamlet curriculum unit in
terms of the objectives laid out in Chapter 2 and reviewed here:
How effective was the intervention in terms of influencing the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The students' attitude toward problem-solving tasks in general
Student attitude toward both learning and writing
The quality of student-teacher interaction
The quality of student writing
Students' metacognitive understanding of both problem solving and writing

4.2

Student Attitude toward problem-solvin~ activities

Although there was one specific activity section explicitly given over to problemsolving, all of the activities in this unit were concerned with helping students acquire better
problem-solving abilities. The acrostic activity focused on group problem-solving and
using all available resources to work toward a solution. The thematic articles activity was
concerned (among other things) with helping students deal with the problem of
synthesizing knowledge and finding a focus amidst a wealth of data. The dialectical
notebooks were aimed at helping students get in a problem-finding frame of mind, and
acquire a deeper representation of problems related to a text. The actual problem-solving
activity was meant to get students thinking explicity about the problem-solving process,
and to help them generalize the process so it could be seen as helpful in a myriad of
situations. The video presentations were more specifically concerned with problem
solving issues around producing a creative product. The final paper was the climactic
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problem-solving task, where students had to find their own problem, represent it to
themselves and an audience, investigate options, make decisions, and draw conclusions.
The parallels between the problem-solving and paper-writing processes are drawn in
Chapter 1.
An evalution of exactly what students took from these problem-solving activities is
obviously quite difficult, since (as the case studies suggest) students benefited in varying
degrees, and there are many possible explanations in this relatively uncontrolled
intervention. This was a pilot study, and the benefits of using a real classroom are
qualified by the drawback of a profound inability to control variables. However, there can
be no doubt that students in the very least got practice in the different types and aspects of
problem-solving described earlier. So, although they may be missing some of the
metacognitive links that would allow them to see reading the thematic articles or doing the
video presentations as problem-solving activities, they nevertheless began to get the
practice in varied situations that can lead to low-road transfer as described in Chapter 1.
The benefits of generating the generic problem-solving process, while hard to
pinpoint and count, are probably considerable. In general, when people are asked to make
an implicit, "natural" process explicit, the result is often a beneficial clarification of the
process. It's difficult for people to recognize their own assumptions, or the gaps in their
thinking, until they have been laid out concretely for analysis. Generating the generic
problem-solving process was no exception. What was immediately apparent to the
teacher, and more apparent to the students later on, was the fact that they were completely
unclear as to what constitutes a problem in the first place. Having to define exactly what a
problem is showed the teacher and the students just how much the students had been
assuming about the process all along. A further benefit along these lines came when
students were analyzing Hamlet's problems and were required to construct a clear problem
statement from the problem they had just defined. Again, this forced them to think clearly
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about what the problem really was. As with writing, the demands of the rhetorical space
and the demands of the content space form a tension from which both problem spaces
benefit. In these terms, a problem becomes clearer when it has to meet the requirements
of being a clear, understandable statement, and the statement itself is more valuable if it
truly represents the problem that was pressing enough to require clarification. Since
Flower & Hayes (1980) noted that the main difference between novice and expert writers
lay in the nature of the problems each was solving, it can certainly only help to have
students thinking clearly and explicitly about what constitutes a problem in the first place.
This study made it increasingly apparent that when it comes to writing and
problem solving, it's impossible to do one without the other. As the teacher noted, one of
the most valuable aspects of the think sheets is that they force the students to put down on
paper the different parts of their process, which otherwise would have stayed clumped as
one task in their heads. In the conferences the teacher found that when students were
forced to take this step-by-step approach to writing, they were able to understand just how
complicated a process it is. The fact that all but one of the students appeared to take at
least one step forward in the move from novice to expert writing shows that this
elaborated understanding was in some way beneficial. So, although it's hard to say what
specifically students took with them in terms of an enhanced problem-solving ability, it's
at least safe to say that the activities were beneficial in some degree in almost all the
students, and not detrimental to the others.

4.3

Student Attitude Toward Learning and Writing

The question of attitude is one of the most important of all the issues this paper
addresses. This is because so much depends on how interested students (or anyone for
that matter) are in what they are doing. Caring about an outcome is vital to any
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undertaking. In traditional schooling, the system is characterized by an artificial
motivation for caring, which takes the form of grading. But this tactic nurtures reliance on
an external incentive, so students end up writing for a grade rather than writing because a
topic interests them. Teresa Amabile (1983) speaks to this phenomenon in her writings on
creativity:
... in a procedure in which subjects were asked to write stories and story titles,
subjects promised a reward produced responses that were judged less creative than
those of subjects who had simply volunteered (Kruglanski, Friedman, & 2.eevi,
1971 ). There is, then, some convergent evidence from studies on set breaking and
overjustification suggesting an inverse relation between extrinsic constraint (in the
form of rewards) and creativity. (p. 370)
Likewise, since they can fall back on using grades as incentive, teachers are not
necessarily spurred to provide challenging material in an interesting way that would get
students more internally motivated. Students who don't care about grades have always
been an irritant to the system. But, as is obvious based on the conspicuous absence of
expert writing even from students who care a lot about grades and achievement, this
traditional external incentive does not necessarily nurture good thinking and good writing.

In fact, when form is graded more favorably than content, the external incentive can
actually be detrimental to good writing.
So the question is, was there a noticeable change in locus of incentive for the
students who took part in this curriculum unit? There is strong evidence that the answer is
yes. One serendipitous event that is helpful in drawing this conclusion is that for these
students, the external motivator of grades was removed to a large extent. They had all
been accepted to college, and only needed passing grades in order to graduate. Yet almost
all students participated enthusiastically in almost every activity, spent time on their
dialectical notebooks, were concerned about the issues discussed in class and in small
groups, and were interested enough in their subject matter to take the time to write a
careful, thoughtful paper at the end of the year. (The obvious exception to this was Liza,
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who is discussed in more detail later on.) It is suggested here that this may have resulted
· from four motivators: ·
1) Students personally owned their ideas; although the curriculum unit set up the
environment for students to discover and create these ideas, the actual discovery
process was left up to the students. Still, owning an idea is not necessarily
enough to motivate students - the ideas must also be interesting to them. Things
that are intrinsically interesting to individuals are generally things that relate to
their own lives.
2) This unit self-consciously set up the learning environment to make apparent the
relationships between a classic, 17th-century play and issues of modern day.
3) One truly important factor is that despite the hard work and tedium brought on
by the dialectical notebooks, the students had quite a bit of fun during the unit.
It began on a particularly fun note, with the acrostic puzzle competition that they
greatly enjoyed, and ended on a similar note, with the video presentations that
they also greatly enjoyed. While fun does not necessarily generate interest and
curiousity, it is at any rate more helpful than boredom.
4) All the activities of the unit required interaction among the students on some
level. Given their age, along with general human nature, it's quite possible that
students felt pressure to do well in front of their peers.

When asked about the change in student attitude, the teacher replied that he thought
there were four activities which seemed to do the most to nurture the expert attitude of
interest and curiosity, and all of these were related to students making connections
between the text and issues outside of class. The first of these activities was reading the
thematic articles, whose benefits weren't fully felt until the students started to write their
papers and saw the connections between those themes and the ones in Hamlet.
The second of these activities was, interestingly, metacognition. He found that
even in the small amount of metacognition the timing of this unit allowed, the students
were always surprised to notice that they had been thinking and using some very
sophisticated thought processes to do their activities. The teacher feels that the students
found this empowering - they were, perhaps for the first time, appreciating themselves as .
thinkers.
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The third of these particularly helpful activities was the video presentations.
Students were able to recognize the usefulness of the problem-solving process in trying to
help Hamlet solve his problems. They were able to see that the process would have been
the same for Hamlet as it was for them. A serendipitous assistance to this transfer was
Deborah's declaration that counseling really could save someone's life.
The last, and in my mind most unexpected aid to the change in student attitude was
the need for students to state who their audience was when writing their papers. The
teacher said he felt that in most cases students had never in their academic lives considered
the issue of audience. Once they did, it was startling to them that they might be writing
their papers for something other than a grade, and there was an immediate switch from
external to internal motivation. Care for the topic and care for the reader seems to occur
simultaneously when students begin to consider the perspective of the reader. Recall
Flower & Hayes' (1980) comments regarding the difference between novice and expert
writers with respect to audience:
Good writers create a particularly rich network of goals for affecting their
reader, which also helps the writers themselves to generate new ideas, and
gives their papers a more effective rhetorical focus. Poor writers tend to care
little for their reader, as a result there are few new ideas and those are statements
about the topic alone, without concern for the larger rhetorical problem. (p. 30)
There was one other observation the teacher made about the changes in the
students that only he could know from his experience with their different personalities
throughout the course of the school year. He said there was a marked change in the
students' attitudes toward one another. Evidently this class had a particularly large
number of personality conflicts among its members, and the students had started out the
year with little or no respect for one another. But through the extensive group work
brought on by this unit, which forced them to rely on each other and get the best out of
each other, most students came to see each other as thinkers with valid perspectives. The
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video presentations went even further in nurturing this change, since all the students
viewed each other's presentations and were impressed with the creativity and work that
produced such final prcxlucts.
The exception to all of the above generalizations about the class as a whole brings
up another issue. Liza, who was representative of about four girls in the class, did not
appear to adopt any of the attitude change of the other students. Liza and her counterparts
began the school year with very set ideas about what teaching is, what learning is, and
what the roles of students and teachers should be. As a result, they appeared to take little
from the curriculum unit. This speaks directly to the importance of attitude in learning,
since it's particularly difficult to learn if one assumes one already knows everything. But
it also raises two questions: 1) What can a teacher do to help such students learn? and 2)
Is this curriculum unit only valuable for certain types of students? The answer to the first
question will be dealt with in the coming section on metacognition, while in response to
the second question this study suggests that there is one specific type of student for whom
the benefits of this unit are questionable, at least in its present form. This is the type of
student whose pre-curriculum attitude is in direct conflict with the expert attitude, which is
characterized in part by an openness to trying new things and defining new problems. As
Csikszentmihalyi & Getzels (1970) point out, flexibility of thought and approach is
essential to a deeper and therefore more creative understanding of any problem. Thus
considerable effort would need to be devoted to creating a more open, flexible attitude.
On the other hand, though, the vast majority of the students did experience at least
some small change in attitude, and those students represented a fairly wide variance in
what they were bringing to the unit. One of the great benefits of this curriculum unit
seems to be that it can take students from wherever they are and take them forward as far
as is appropriate for each individual in a more effective manner than past class activities
did. (See chart on p. 66) For example, Gary's Hamlet paper was an improvement over
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his tragedy paper, and Delia's Hamlet paper was an improvement over her tragedy paper,
although Gary and Delia started·and finished on much different levels of expertise.
There is a very important aspect of the issue of where students are coming from,
and therefore what interests them, that the teacher pointed out This is that even in as
apparently homogeneous a group as the one in this study, each student has a different
attitude, and a different slant toward learning. Different things interest them, and it's
impossible to predict what might suddenly catch the eye of any given student. Given this
lack of predictability, it is important to just put as much information up for grabs as
possible, and offer as many different angles on the text as is possible. Some students may
prefer to stick close to the text in their analyses, while other students would rather use the
text as a springboard to discuss in depth an issue that is important to them. By not only
allowing, but actually encouraging different approaches and interests, we vastly raise the
percentage of students who will become interested enough in what they're doing to want
to take on the effortful process of developing the idea.
There is one other important person to discuss when approaching the issue of
attitude, and that is the teacher. His change in attitude and therefore his change in his
approach to the subject matter is the most dramatic, and probably most important of all.
Before encountering this curriculum unit, he had never thought of the writing process as a
problem-solving process. Once he made that connection, he was able to apply many of
the principles of critical and creative thinking he had been picking up through reading and
exposure at various conferences. Then he saw how what was once the main objective of
teaching Hamlet, giving students an understanding of the play, suddenly became a fringe
benefit of higher, transferable objectives. Once he saw the effect of giving students some
freedom to make their own decisions, he started to think of ways to give them more and
more. Rather than seeing the differences in his students as obstacles to be overcome so
they can all come away with the same information, he now sees their differences as loaded
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with possibility and unpredictable potential, such as Deborah's experience with
counseling, or Gary's fascination with inaction. He has realized that giving them space to
make their own decisions is an effective way to tap the potential of those differences.
Most importantly, though, he has begun to look at his classroom, students, and
curriculum with the eyes of a researcher; he is willing to experiment, observe the results,
make adjustments based on what he sees, and experiment again. And, in contrast to any
researcher, he can make those observations and changes with the knowledge and
background of a very experienced teacher.

4.4

Quality of Student/reacher Interaction

The quality of the student/teacher interaction was included as a point for evaluation
mainly to think about the writing conferences the students had individually with the
teachers. Actually, this has been fairly well-covered in the analysis so far: the writing
think sheets had a dramatic effect on the quality of the conferences, because students
already had done some thinking and writing about the papers before they came to the
conferences. Traditionally, the teacher assigned the topic, and from time to time would
ask if anyone was having problems, at which point they would discuss an aspect of the
assigned question, or some structural aspect of the paper, like where a thesis statement
should be located. He met with them for private conferences only to go over finished
papers as a supplemental explanation of their grades. None of the aspects of writing that
the think sheets focus on was ever broached. The think sheets inspired him to meet with
students while they were in the process of writing their papers, because there was
something concrete to focus the conversation around. He found that what students had
written was extremely helpful in immediately focusing the conversation on particular
aspects of both the content and the structure of the paper. For the first time, he was able
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to see the points students wanted to make, and help them to see how the form their paper
would take could help them make those points. In the past he had only been able to
critique content and structure separately, because their interaction is dynamic, and all he
had to work with was the final, static product, most of which slighted content and
emphasized proper structure (probably to ensure the better grade). So the think sheets
actually re-invented the content experience for this teacher, as well as for his students.
This aspect of the curriculum unit was a startling success, even if for no other
reason than that each student got personalized attention at a relevant point in his or her
writing. However, it's potential wasn't completely lived up to, because of time
constraints. In a future implementation of the unit, it would be worth trying to work
toward giving the students more time in which to do their papers, because that would
leave time for revising and follow-up conferences with the teacher. Ideally, the student
should not be given a grade until the paper is an A. The only reason for giving less than
that would be in a case like Liza's where resistance and lack of effort might keep the
student from making the effort to revise.
It's important to point out that this curriculum unit affected the quality of the
student/teacher interaction in many aspects of the classroom communication system other
than just the writing conferences. In fact, it was the dramatic nature of these changes that
so disturbed Liza and her counterparts. As noted earlier, in the section about the students'
feelings toward working in small groups, one student said:
... the teacher is supposed to be leading the group, because the teacher is the
specialist and the students are supposed to get knowledge from the teacher.
Of course, here the student is summing up traditional pedagogy. But this curriculum unit
was a move away from traditional pedagogy, and one of the most manifest signs of this
fact was that the traditional teacher-to-student flow of information was so fundamentally
changed. In the thematic articles activity, for example, students became the expert relayers
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of knowledge, because they had spent enough time with their subject matter to know it
better than any other group or individual, including the teacher, who was genuinely
learning about the topics from his students, and was genuinely interested in their
interpretations. This orientation to knowledge is extremely helpful to students, in that it
empowers them to do their own thinking, makes them realize that the teacher doesn't have

all the answers, and paves the way for greater investment in and care for their subject
matter in future writing assignments.
Another change in the classroom communication orientation that the teacher noted
was that whereas he used to make all the decisions for students as to what their next move
would be, in this unit students were making almost all their own decisions. He found
himself taking the role of coach rather than the role of purveyor of knowledge. A good
example of this was during the planning of the video presentations. The groups were
given a very broad assignment and from there had to make all their own decisions about
how they would realize the final product. The teacher was available to answer questions,
and to have ideas bounced off him, but the students approached him with these questions
spontaneously, whereas in the past he often had to work to elicit questions, or even just
handed down instructions. Once again, despite the uproar such a change causes in the
minds of a few of the students, and the initial confusion it elicits, the opportunity is
incredibly liberating for most of them, especially when they see what they can produce
with that freedom.

4.5

Quality of Student Writin~

This point of evaluation was initially meant to approach the question of what the
quality of the final writing products were, and I spent some time earlier going into an
analysis of these products. This was very revealing, because of course the product is a
telling concrete manifestation of the process. But as the analysis has progressed, it has
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become increasingly apparent that the process cannot be separated from the product.
Indeed, the product's main importance is in its role as revealer of process. A clear, wellstructured, interesting paper is the sign of clear, well-structured, interested thought.
The change in teacher/student interaction that was discussed in the previous section
carries over into this section as we look at the writing processes of the students during this
unit. Once again, the traditional orientation toward learning that was in place originally
has changed dramatically. Whereas the teacher used to give a topic and instruct students
on how to carry it through (mostly as regarded the form and structure of the paper), in this
implementation the only telling the teacher did was to require that the students write a
paper. He coached them to come up with their own topics, and was there to guide,
question, and suggest, but did not give orders. The students made their own decisions
about almost all aspects of their writing, even if one of those decisions was to ask a
question of the teacher. The earlier activities of the curriculum unit helped to prepare them
mentally to take on this role, and the think sheets offered the structure that gave them a
guide to their new freedom. Every single student but one (who was not one of the case
studies) said when questioned that they much prefer being able to choose their own
writing topics. An important by-product of this freedom is that finally they could see what
a wealth of topics was available, and that they didn't need to be trying to get at some sort
of "right answer" that the teacher had in mind when giving a question. Again, this speaks
to the move away from students considering the teacher an absolute authority, and toward
their discovery of the value of their own thought.
At this point it is impossible to avoid the question of how a teacher should go
about evaluating student papers. It is a very complicated issue. Still, this unit offers some
important implications for the assessment of student writing. Before the implementation
of this curriculum unit, while I was looking at the tragedy paper, I asked the teacher what
his criteria for grading were. He replied, "I was afraid you were going to ask me that." It
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turned out that he didn't have any real set of criteria that he could apply to every paper.
After a lot of teaching experience,·he simply had a feeling for the range of quality. In fact,
when the English department of this school was trying to come to a consensus on the
criteria by which they as a department should be grading papers, it turned out to be such
an impossibility that the department head (our teacher-researcher) finally told them that
they were all experienced teachers, they all knew what constituted a good or bad paper,
and they might as well go by their natural instincts.
With the think sheets came the beginning of a set of criteria for the teacher to work
from. He found himself asking the following questions: Does the writer have a clearlydefined topic? Does the writer have an audience in mind, and is the writer meeting the
needs of that audience? Is the content compelling? Is the paper well organized, and does
the organization enhance the subject matter? Does the paper develop a cohesive argument?
These criteria helped make the evaluation process slightly less vague. And they helped the
teacher pinpoint problem spots which could then be clearly explained to the student.
Identifying many of these problem spots was new to this teacher even after 30 years. He
said he knew things were going wrong, but couldn't pinpoint them. For example, he had
never been able to say to them, "you are assuming too much knowledge on the part of
your audience" because he had never himself dealt with the concept of who their audience
should be. Because time ran out for this class, the teacher was not able to take full
advantage of these more visible problem areas, but in a future implementation where more
time was left for revision, these points could be addressed in every paper. Another
suggestion for future use based on the outcome of this pilot implementation would be for
the teacher to set up the criteria for the papers in the same way that he set up the criteria for
the video presentations. That way, students could have them in mind as a guide while
they wrote their papers. This is also a step on the path to healthy self-evaluation, and
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would be very helpful for peer tutors and for student development of the metacognitive
process in general.
Still another suggestion for future use would be for the students' papers to be
published in some way, in order to establish a real audience to write for. One suggestion
is to have the AP English seniors write for the AP English juniors, who would read the
papers to get a jump on the coming year. If establishing a real audience proved
impossible, it might be effective, after students have chosen their topics, for the teacher to
help them decide on a "real" audience to keep in mind; to have every student work the way
Gary did. Then the teacher could take on the mindset of that audience while reading. It
also would probably be very helpful to have students look at the writing professional
critics have done regarding Hamlet so they can see how professionals address their
audiences.

4.6

Students' metacognitive understanding of problem solvin~ and writin~

The general theme that has run throughout the description and analysis of this
curriculum unit is that in the future, students should be made aware of the pedagogy and
purpose behind each activity. A number of reasons for this have arisen. One of these is
the issue of transferability of thinking skills and techniques. Careful, effective
metacognition is the route to high-road transfer of thinking skills. If students think about
their thinking, and talk about how similar thinking might be useful in other situations, they
are more likely to use it in other situations. They will be even more likely to do so if they
know that the reason the teacher wants them to talk and think about their thinking is so
they will be more likely to transfer their skills.
This leads into another very important reason why this philosophy should be made
explicit to the students. Especially at this age, they are constantly negotiating the motives
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behind the activities. And they are very likely to come to a misconception, which will lead
them to approach an activity from a direction that might actually be counterproductive to
the purpose. For example, when asked why they thought teachers require that they write
papers, a number of students interviewed replied that it was to prove to the teacher that
they've done the reading. This assumption might lead students to simply summarize, or
list facts, when what the teacher really wants is the development of an interesting
argument or concept
Another reason along these lines is that students are no doubt coming to the task of
learning with preconceived notions about what learning means, and what the roles of the
learner and teacher are. The statement brought up earlier, about how the teacher is the
specialist and the students are supposed to get knowledge from the teacher, is a clear
illustration of this fact. At this age, students are old enough to understand the pedagogy,
and are most anxious to do so. In essence, they are past the age of "because I said so"
and find it annoying to take on faith that an activity is good for them. Of course this
bothers some more than others, but it stands to reason that all students could benefit from
a better understanding of why they're doing what they're doing. Brown, Collins &
Duguid (1988) refer to "authentic activity" which they say is more effective because, like
the apprentices of old, students have an immediate frame of reference within which they
can locate the activity. It's possible that in the future the teacher may want to try a
technique laid out in Brown & Palincsar's (1988) reciprocal teaching model: the teacher
explains the purpose of a given task, and models how the students might go about it, prior
to the students' own attempts.
Some examples: If the teacher had explained and demonstrated to Liza the
differences between novice and expert writing, and the roles of the think sheets in helping
students to the goal of expert writing, she might have been less inclined to think of them
as "busywork" and more inclined to use them (especially if the teacher pointed out how
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her writing matched the criteria of novice writing). There would probably have been less
grumbling about the thematic articles if students had realized their relevance to Ham:let
Also, if students had understood from the beginning of using the dialectical notebooks that
part of the purpose was to help them in coming up with ideas for their final papers, they
might have felt more of a sense of purpose in filling them out, and would have needed less
policing by the teacher.
It's important to keep in mind that the philosophy and pedagogy behind these
activities is not something that needs to be hidden from students (Brown & Palincsar,
1988; Collins, Brown & Duguid, 1988 ). In fact, this may be the crucial step that will
make the difference for the Lizas of the class. It's also likely that if students know up
front the thinking skill or process the teacher is trying to develop, it will enhance the postactivity metacognitive discussions, because students will have been thinking about that
skill or process while doing the activity.
Before concluding, a word about the effect this implementation had on the AP
curriculum in subsequent years may be valuable. It is not uncommon for such
interventions to last only as long as the researcher is watching; once the study is over,
teachers often return to their normal procedures. This was definitely not the case with the
Hamlet curriculum unit, however. To the contrary, the teacher used all the activities in the
Hamlet unit in the following year. His only changes in the timing of the activities was to
1) introduce the think sheets as writing tools at the beginning of the year, so the think
sheets were not new to the students with the arrival of the Hamlet unit; and 2) begin the
Hamlet unit earlier in the year. The teacher has begun to present the curriculum unit to
other teachers from around the country at inservice workshops, and in particular has
found the acrostic puzzle, the video presentations, and the think sheets to be very
enthusiastically received by other teachers.
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One last comment about the use of the curriculum unit in following years is that the
teacher has become muchmore flexible with the activities and processesfovolved; and has
found the unit to grow in effectiveness as his facility and familiarity with the unit grows.
In the future it would no doubt be worthwhile to evaluate an intervention over a number of

years and investigate the effect the teacher's comfort with curricula has on the
effectiveness of any such implementation.
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CONCLUSION

In concluding, it's appropriate for me to do a little metacognition of my own, and
think about the generalizable aspects of the Hamlet curriculum unit Since the activities in
this unit were built on theories gleaned from the literature, there is no reason to think that
similar activities, or even very different ones built on the same principles, couldn't be
thought of and applied in many classes in many different subject areas and grade levels.
The specifics change, depending on age and subject matter, but the theories are highly
generalizable. For example, as the reader may recall, the think sheets used in this unit
were modified versions of think sheets originally produced for sixth graders. Once I had
integrated the principles at work, creating the unit was very little work (with the exception
of the acrostic puzzle which requires a lot of thought and a computer program). The most
wonderful implication of this high degree of generalizability is that if teachers can come to
understand the theories, they can develop their own curricula that are meaningful to them
and to what they are trying to teach. For example, there is no reason why the writing
activities that went on in this class must take place in an English curriculum. Such
activities are easily transferable to history, science, and probably even mathematics
curricula. As curriculum developers in their own right, teachers will be more inclined to
observe their classes with a reflective practitioner's eye; to see what's working for which
students, and to make adjustments so that all students may benefit.
An important part of this curriculum experience was the opportunity the teacher
had to work collaboratively with another person interested in the effect it would have on
students. It was very valuable for both teacher and researcher to work cooperatively to
think about the meanings and applications of student reaction and response to the
activities. As Vivian Paley (1984) points out, if teachers could find more opportunity to
work collaboratively with either researchers or, preferably, other teachers, to be
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researchers and thinkers in their own right, it could have a great impact on teaching and
learning in general.
The investigation this paper undertook found, among other things, that students
may work better when they understand the principles at work behind what they are doing.
There is no reason not to do teachers the same favor. The reason teacher and researcher
were able to collaborate so well in this undertaking was that the teacher was well aware of
the theory in which the unit was grounded. Any handed-down methodology is bound to
go wrong if teachers do not understand or are not committed to the philosophy behind it
As it was startling to see what students could accomplish when given the power to make
their own decisions within a broad framework, it may be startling to see what teachers can
do if they are given the freedom to make their own decisions based on a few broad
theoretical principles. So, in conclusion, this paper is a plea to administrators and policymakers to give the time, money, and moral support necessary to empower teachers to
develop their own ways of empowering their students.
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APPENDIX A

The Acrostic Puzzle

A. A cold story, or a play by Shakespeare (2 words)

3

B.

128 69

51

108 31

148 186 43

Othello's right-hand man

C. Ophelia's brother
D.

"Don't _ __ me - ~ · she said to the good-looking guy who was

103

29 16 72 191 109 190 92

134 157 44

152 61

16t

65

56

178 156
138

flirting wilh her (2 words)

'

98

106

E. Tending to cause disconten~ animosity, or envy

5

F. In a stormy Shakespeare play, lhe uswping Duke of Milan

183 45

55

G.

110 89

174 49

WCAve together

93

H. "O that this too too _ __ would melt" (2 words)

54

I.

Hamlet's most loyal friend: the first name of Captain Hornblower

129 II

J.

Shakespeare's ~

K.

II, III, IV, V, VI, or VIII from Shakespeare's Histories (2 words)

L.

What Darwin says everything is doing

tragic couple (3 words)

81

"The

137 64

184 154 78

155 114 52

105 176 94

30

wherein I'll catch the conscience of the king" (3 words)

66

20

140 36

14

IOI

59

27

0. Strong breeze toward the west (2 words)

135 164 145 13

P. Much

97

AbouJ Nothing

123 179 88

R. An illuminating surname

21

T.

142 74

182 82
19

37

68

120 173 136 67

100 163 133 24

167 117 111
6

11 5 95
34

127 7

150 75

1%

46

180

Confuses; scrambles

63

181

IO

38

50

23

70

22

172 131 42

48

39

118 165 9

lives after them; the good is oft interred with

91

40

149 116 I

W. "111e

87

188

26

Abundant

41

143 32

170 77

Impossible ('60's TV sho w)

197 132 125

195 187 126 62

"There are more things in _ _eanh, Horatio, than are dr=t of in
your philosophy." (2 words)

U. - -- V.

121 86.

139 168

Q. Frothing at the mouth

S.

85 · 144

130 189

177 185 160 12

166 193 122 107 60

M. Illustrated

N.

18

159 171 35

194 73

28

151

47

102 l7

33

11 9

175

141 80

11 3 169 147 58

I(}\

%

84

their bones." (4 words)

X.

Shakespeare's ti tle for a play later redone as Kiss Me, Ka,e (4 words) 79

123

153 4

99

158 76

2

11 2 124 57 192 90

162

146 8

APPENDIX B

The Writing Think Sheets

Author _-,_--_- _ _ _ _ __
Date_ _ _ _ __

CHOOSING A SUBJECT
1) What interesting ideas caught your attention during the study of
this 'unit?
(Remember that you should write about something that is
interesting to you.)

2) Of all these topics, which are the most important to pursue?
(You should feel that what you write about is not only interesting,
but also worthwhile.)

125

3) . Whicho.f these topics is most perplexing to you? What are the pans.of it
you don't understand?
(Writing is a way of thinking. It's much easier to work out vague ideas or
problems when you write them out. Don't be afraid if you don't know
where your ideas are going; this is what planning
and first drafts are for.)

4)

Off all the topics that you've considered, which one do you most want to
write about?

126

PREWRITING FORM

One of the main differences between novice and expert writers is
that novices start writing their papers without first planning what
they are goirig to say. The result is a paper that is basically just a list
of what they know about the subject. Experts do a lot of planning
before they even begin a first draft. They come up with the same
list as the novice, but the expert creates that list in the planning
stage of the paper. It is very important for you to plan your paper
carefully before you begin. Here are some guidelines to help you
with your planning process.
Subject Planning.
1. My topic is

2.

I want to write about this topic because

3.. This is everything I know about my topic right now:
(Use another sheet if you need to.)
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.Audience Planning .
At this point · it · is important to · establish who your audience will be so
that you can keep them in mind while you are writing. Remember
that you are always writing for yourself, for . your own
understanding, but that the paper also should be meaningful to your
reader(s).

1.

Who will read my paper?

2.

My reader will be interested m my paper because:

a.

b.
C• .

Goal-Setting.
It is important to set goals for what you want to accomplish with
your paper. You don't want your paper just to ramble around the
subject. Don't panic if your goals change while you're writing
because new information may cause you to adjust your thinking.
1.

My main purpose in writing about this topic is:

2. This is how I want my reader to feel when she/he reads my
paper:

128

Structure.
The order in which you put your ideas can have a big effect upon
how well your paper reaches the goals you have set. Go back to your
subject-planning section, pick out the most important main ideas,
and l.ist them here in an order you think will be effective. It is very
likely that you will change the order later on, but this gives you
something to work with.
Order of main ideas:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Now you are ready to write your first draft. As you do so, don't
worry about spelling, punctuation, or grammar. Cross out and restart
as much as you want. Be patient. Writing is hard work. But writing
also helps you to clarify your thoughts and makes them easier to
work with, so don't be concerned if you find that your original ideas
were wrong, or don't work the way you wanted them .to. Just keep
plugging away until your ideas until your ideas work together to say
what you want to say, and until they make sense to you and a
reader.
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ANALYSIS OF FIRST DRAFT

Here are some · guidelines to help you reflect upon what you have
written so far. One of the most helpful parts of this process is that it
will enable you to ask intelligent and constructive questions about
how your paper might be improved.
1. Describe the part of your paper you like the best.

2. What rough parts of your paper do you think you can fix on your
own?

3. What are some parts of your paper that you would like to discuss
with your editor?

130

EDITING FORM

. To . Author:

Read. you! paper to your editor.

To Editor: Listen to the author read the paper. After the author has
read the paper to you, read it to yourself and give the following
suggestions to your author.
1.

Describe what you think the paper is mainly about.

2.

Describe one part you like best about the paper.

3.

Tell how you felt when you read the paper.

4.
One piece of information that should be added to this paper to
make it more interesting is:

5.

This paper would be easier to understand if:

6.

The organization of this paper could be improved by:

To Editor: Discuss your reaction form with the author. Remember
that the best results occur when you stress the positive points, even
in areas that need improvement.
To Author: Criticism is not a negative process. Take notes to help
you remember what was said, and then use those suggestions which
you find most meaningful.
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REVISION FORM

will

lt is very unlikely that your first revision
be your last rev1s10n,
but now you are working toward your final copy, so be more careful
with spelling, grammar, and punctuation as you go. Here are some
guidelines to help you as you set to work on your second draft.
1. Make a list of all the suggestions your editor made, both written
and ,spoken.

Then put a check next to the ones you will use.
2.

3.

Write what you plan to do to make your paper more interesting.

Write what you plan to do to make your paper easier to follow:

Now you are ready to revise your paper. Don't panic if you feel that
you are practically writing a first draft all over again. A good paper
takes a lot of good thought, and a lot of good thought takes a lot of
writing.
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APPENDIX C

Tragedy Papers
(Pretest)
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BART
. The Per:sonal Connection to Tragedv.
The tragedian attempts to write plays that unearth and
resolve the troubling emotions that humans face. He intends his
characters to express the very feelings and concerns ot his
·
audience, in particular those feelings and concerns that society finds
most uncomtortable addressing . . Accordin~ to the rules ot Classical
tr~c drama, this is best accomplished by m ~ the protaionist a
member ot royalty or some other conspicuous and ~igant social
echelon. In this way, the actions and feelings of the protagonist
carry broad social impact and demand a heroic respect from the
audience. However. some recent pla~hts have SOUiht to
heighten the audience's personal identification With the protagonist
by m ~ .him a member ot their own, middle- .or lower-class
status. Ibsen, strtnberg, and O'Neill all applied this stra~ in
their works. . Their approach has been successtul in ~ abol,lt
the •cathants ot emotions• a?nO!li the audien~ that is said to be
• an under!~ characteristic ot traeecty.
.
Classical tragedy employs as protagonist a ~ . noble
~ . repi ~tative of whole human cultures, to whom the
audience looks up. In this role we find such trai1c heroes as the
Greek Oedipus and Anti~e. and Shakespeare's Macbeth and
Hamlet. As important national fiiure$, their catastrophic •actions
comidered. noble,• their downfall, their enliihtenment, and their
deaths impact a ueat many people. They r e ~ t and .personify
entire societies; their sutterini is society's sUtterin~ and their
betterment is the betterment ot a nation. Thus, the •celebration ot
human uea,tness• found in Classical ~ed.y implies a faith in the
~ ot all mankind.
.
OUr more modern writ.en ot trCliedY decided to eear the
•ce1ebration ot human greatness• to a more personal scale. -They
chose to air their perception ot the emotions and concerns that
trouble each member of contemporary society every day. The best
way to~ about this~ they rea~ed.. was to make the audience
believe as much as possible that they were in the very shoes of
the pro~onist. Ibsen, Strindbe~ and O'Neill, . therefore, in their
· respective plays Ghosts, lk'llss vuJi6, and ~ 6 U'ndt:r the Elms,
tried to portray everyday people, who speak their indiiC?lOUS
tongues instead ot Classical poetry. Further, they governed. the
actions of their tra~c characters not With clearly-defined human
teeliniS such as jealousy and greed, as 1n Classical drama, but
ro.thor by a host of per~no.l and environmental to.ctor3. This wo3
intended. to simulate more accurately the complex process by which
we rriake decisions and take actions in the real world, and also
allowed theatergoers to develop varying and unique parallels
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I

.

'

between the protae:onist and their personal lives.
. . In Qiosts, Ibsen took a candid look at the restricting in.oral
codes of Victorian society and gave an example of their power to
destroy lives. His was a bold attempt to address the heretofore
undiscussed topics of social disease, incest, and even mercy killing,
that distressed his nineteenth-century audience. By allaying the
self-conscious fears people had of their own though~ upon the~
issues, and by reminding them that the events of the real world
are not bound by our ~ood conscience, Ibsen allowed each member
ot his audience to hold an optimistic view ot their character.
strindberg's 11,'li.ss ,Julie allowed its audience to see itself in
a society where the ·traditional definitions of classes were changing.
The three characters of the play include two servants and a
slipping aristocrat. Strindberg's use of the Naturalist style causes
his characters to be influenced by an especially complex ru:id
contradictory environment. In his efforts to make his audience
take on the feelin~s of the characters, strindber~ went so far as .to
eliminate an intermission so as not to interrupt the continuity and
life of the play. Again, as in Ghosts, the result is to help each
member of the audience find a power and freedom within himself.
Finally, in Desire (,lnder the EJrns, O'Neill drew tragic and ·
heroic actions trom an uneducated. New En~and. farm culture. His
protaionists are mundane and unrefined, yet are deeply moved by
emotions of love, pride of place, and duty to God. The observer in
the theater sees plainly that he is by no means below h a ~ these
painful feelings, and can apply the enlightenment ot the
protagonists to his own condition.
It has been said that upon watching a tragedy, one
•rematns ·serenely confident of the ~eatness of man, whose miihty
passions and supreme fortitude are revealed when one ot these
calamiUes overtakes him.• The ~eat success of these three plays
by Ibsen, strindberg, and O'Neill, not to mention others such as
Miller's I:>etflth of a 88Jesrnan, as compared with Classical tragedy is
in that they inspire a confidence in the potential for greatness
within on~lf, as well as within the broad spectrum of humanity.
Our most troubling emotions are dramatized before us and resolved
by our own kind, showin~ that we possess the ability to triumph
over our own problems. Th1s approach to tragecty also helps us to
make some sense out of, or at least justify, a contemporary world
where we observe a disparity between our best wishes and the
reality of life. In other words, "it makes endurable the realization
that the events of the outside world do not correspond to the
designs of the heart. a Because of the strong identity they develop
between audience and tragic hero, these deviations from the
format of Classical trae:edy have produced a more potent and
valuable emotional expe rience for the public.
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APPENDIX D

Student Think Sheets and Final Papers
(Post-test)
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Date .rs(2<3/B'J_
CHOOSING A SUBJECT
1. What interesting ideas caught your attention during the study of this
unit?
(Rem~mber that you should write about something that is interesting to
you.)

~

°fr~~~

~

¥

1\/7)_~

2. Of all these topics which are the most important to pursue?
( You s/Jould feel t/Jat w/Jat you write is not only interesting, but also
wort/Jw/Jile.)

u ~
fl,. ./
!
,·p.-
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. ""- a_ ,.
~

(_

3. Which of these topics is most perplexing to you? What are the parts of
it that you do not understand?.,_
(Writing is a way of t/Jinklng ft ismuc/J.e.,1sierto wor*out vague.1deas or .
problems w/Jen you write t/Jem out. Don't be afraid ifyou don't know when
t/Je idea is going; tllis is wllat planning and first drafts are for:)

'tJZr

~ ~
~ ~ . {di

Oy\

1:--,

~

~

'~

1,

,,.t-twi-1

. _1

/Vl.ef"-

7;

µ

•

f,JJftt1

.tJ:iJ_

i~

· ~

h ~

JL/.r 1--t~- ..i<.
_lvl

~

i~-uf,

Ml\ / Li)_
- ,__.. ~

4. Of all the topics you have considered, which one do you most want to
write about? Why? -~

~'..tL.

t-1k; ~ ~ ±, b-

~.

a,

""'r jlu-u f

,a,~~ _.i,l~~
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PREWRITING FORM
. One of the main differences between novice and expert writers is that
novices start writing their papers without first planning ~hat they are
going to say. The result is a paper that is basically just a list of what
they know about the subject. Experts do a lot of planning before they even
begin a first draft. They come up with the same list as the novice, but the
expert creates that list in the planning stage of the paper.. It is very
important to plan your paper carefully before you begin. Here are some
guidelines to help you with the planning process.
Subject planning
V\ t-

•

,Y)

- +,.~l<l.;ldk.Ao-d

I.

)

tJ:12
Y\D

~"'

t;

6kNv0
2. I want to write about this topic because ~

~~

CA-vv-

' " c,.c.\ro n
O\e~

~ ~>,>.{rt> f l ~ ~

h

t~il3't\.\

3. This is everything I know about my topic right now:
(Use anot/Jer s/Jeet 1/you need to.)
-

µ~{.....(v'('5

A:v. f:.,tJ.,6 , N-6
VNMI-«...

H{r711UX'..l

-

~ JI-{ Q.{i_ · s \l5J, u iz0(U1.7

OF- 01'-ll-1 TM,OUGfin

i'-f

OlFh~<-L.TY

Acit. oN j >

0ULv{ LU~

'H.1.-s

t:J<.Jf>'.

$L'f,U tiu,,\MUA.,T-' o t.

'tH~5UL\/~S',

-t'R.M'-tfU\-'(lK,(, K.lS TH.o0611.,.[

A Co Mt'4.ol-l f{U Jtt /11<.{

Lt~ t...j l\S

}-l~L--t., ~((zun '1H<L

t ~ n-<.e..

~ v.-

cV fur'(}{~R. 'J1--WVG1{t5 LI-£~ /i-G{&ON -

ON. Tf-1.'2.- fA-SLS

l W ro

rvt.J~
r< fl ~ r

TH,ou6r1.1S (\!\on v ~ H. (M

tt u

tuo !s l£M

,~ .J~PA-lzoy

,~~rio'-1..r

or:- Hls

A,CrV rt-(... Co1-<(Zi.J. c.r-,

D< 0

ruouc; Hrs
:,

r\v.O\kt cf{_(o..'15 C\.cfio/\ v-1he'l he.. ('e:,J,'2...<?J tho...1 VI€... lJ
b. i()~ ("lOt.vqk~ .£y pt:rSov\a.. ( c..wJ,,)10/) <v'\_cf fY;JQ..) llD +5c<Ci0:f
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Audience Planning
At this point it is important. to establish who your audience will be so that
you can keep them in mind while you are writing. Remember that you are
·... · always writing f oryourse lf, for your own understand1ng, but the paper
also should be meaningful to your reader(s).
/

I. Who Will read my paper?

Re.a.de,:-, of f's v<..h.o loo,'{ r=J<A<,1 f1
/

I

-.JI

~c.,2,n~

2. My reader will be interested in this paper because:

Goal Setting

\ .-··.,

It is important to set goals for what you want to accomplish with your
paper. You don't want your paper just to ramble around the subject. Don't
panic if your goals change while you are writing because new information
may cause you to adjust your thini<ing.

1. My main purpose in writing about this topic is - 1
l'

·

fr0e :if.o..~ or l-lcv1t1.fef3 Mc...d·,o.,,

S rl<ite_s~e~ u...~ctly~ql

¢'

<>

de krt'l-(iA(.

h:, ~

f ~ t..

i,,; ~
.u.T

r::lro~Oot1J

!

1-

c.__t>c1, h';)

J
2. This is how I want my reader to feel when she/he reads my paper?

(oA 5rlu ~7 r\1ecr-y
CJf/'.;/1

(Y1'1A..chCVJ.

/J/56

t-

de re~;q_e
.Jc,

P~y<'.' h~,;._o._\ 5 /( ,°If
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,I'~

for -Jh P / r

hC{v~ 0evv HJp.ecf

5hu)e'~ff'U/~

Structure
The order in which you put your ideas can have a big effect upon how well
· your paper. reaches the. goals you have set: · Go back to your .
· ·
subject-planning section, pick out the most important ideas, and list them
here in an order you think will be effective. It is very likely that you will
change the order later on, but this gives you something to work with.
Order·of main ideas

1.

Gu,,v.s not /,'ni,1-ed ro 0ro.M4- ;., H~~ le~ 15
g CA..rt ex-ce.~ ~n/- excuMf k of h i1 jf'eqf .:/f u.'1c!€,., :r'lcl,>i~

5huk~F'~"c,
r;f

6'cl1~vior.
?- ~fflOf5i5 o-f {-fc(f\1. kb ~I @z:he.,q.

·

f-levtr)cv1

_ H.cw dbt='5 yie Ra.fic110:\

kJ \7 ev~ry/Yb..r1
0-. S ~~n. \ 1/'--r/tl't

4. Ha._()\

M~

£e.•

C01.N\Kf

-5) 1/V\~V\
t'L-1. ,3 ~

fo

.M.o.tU..f

frcb/fi,Yi

i<...~ , +-

Mo.r~\
of'

d;/C2ft1Mo.._ ..; be_ civrl•2eJ

tu.K.€. Ck?Ci"~ive...

(AC

ko;, tvlt, cl,

(l'tt(v<?~

Now you are ready to write your first draft. As you do so, don't worry
about spelling, punctuation, or grammar. Cross out and restart as much as
you want. Be patient. Writing is hard work. But writing also helps you to
clarify your thoughts and makes them easier to work with, so don't be
concerned if you find that your original ideas were wrong, or don't work
the way you wanted them to. Just keep plugging away until your ideas
work togethether to say what you want to say and until they make sense to
you and a reader.
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ANAL VS IS OF FIRST DRAFT

Here.are some guidelines to h~lp you reflect upon what you have written so
. far. One of the most helpful parts cff this process ri thatit wiii enable
you to ask intelligent and constructive questions about how your paper
might be improved. ,

I. Describe the part of your paper that you like the best.

. R~r'\<2.r~ f1C<IY1lef15

cfc'letTYn~

f&>f k ,

~

£'e.-c'J.t<.t
'\.j

Co,n ()1 °'1

lo

/Y)~

t

2. What rough parts of your paper do you think you can fix on your own?

Oescrib~ (-{C!.-ltl k~ /Vl&-"-f

of- h(3

b~t31'Vvrtd auicf -;/-- ls eff:-eJr

/u (e_.,- ~f-,'zl//5

3. What are some parts of your paper that you would like to discuss with
your editor?

Te.-nse._ o'~e. d~~:,t'h~'f\~ Hu1Alef-s
Mc..\'(e.

2)./re_ _

J:.

.IYv<.k

t10

"'-c-rt'o11S

::;-.--e:-1--tf{---=-rc~
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(e-r. 11~ ~"

c~f' ~Jc-"Lful)'

or

v-~~)

5/y__/..crnetp

EDITING FORM

To Author: .~ead y~ur. paper t.o your editor.
To Editor: Listen to the author read the paper. After the author has read
the paper to you, read it yourself and give the following sugestions to the
author:

I. Describe what you think the paper is mainly about.

\-\u,·, Jd~ O .. '- { 1°~ !(:'...,~ c.cn i ,dh\ by h, !:>
l-{w'nld c.id~ ~ ~d iv/)

fl1C""'-'

·~lv f-'.i.) vvil7

i

2. Describe one part that you like best about the paper.
·l1.u:_

A s I\

t k - ~ ~ r - / Wi{t-c.f{ ('01~rs

<:'.,? M ~--n.n, ll.

'°"< U' ""~x. KU ~ A-f..(

l"O

5i{A.MSPl:f\Rc.'S , 1 \ ~

f/:,1[_}{ A'£ LC a...

3. Tell how you felt when you read the paper.
S'tiMv~ -ro c::!6A<Sil)a.tt S'.-tM«'.S~

.

Pi'.> ~ n t ~

/Jr.~Mi&r-,

4. One piece of information that should be added to this paper to make it
more interesting is:
f'Yl.o~

~~~I{

t7Q:-

~~

l-{4-M-4.,,~g4r>1" ( V!; .

~

ovrwAru} /'.k:n.o1-q_) ~~ orf-l~ \--wA-<41'<.s. lJJ.tc5, eov~ 13,._
6::icAAt>i-ec; cF o-rHta_ <i>Co/?~ W~ ~ Cu<lr~~Cllo (11-(.~ SA-1'-<.e. ~2<:13~ o~ A~ l ' h . . S ~ ' < ~ H . ~ fb Lo14t4¢u ( ; { . u ~ .J

PtU-{r(G(

JtlHA.g~-i ~

5. This paper would be easier to understand if:

~ SV'{?..n..c:. ~ L.JU...e..
d1'-$0~·11t ~11,\4'r\A'rlc,

kss CJ<A~~

~c;;,Af.S (S~c,s.:..S',

'

<~,

CoAf?.t.~

6. The organization of this paper could be improved by:
~CJ-,..>H~ A - ~ ~~tnvt_ Cel"-<.CLJSlo"-(. ( ? ~ M T O R
-r,::> ){(>a\,~ A$. Ocu:,(1>1.1r //V.~..JL Loc:;i~ />os~r1o'-{ '

Au-v,to><

To Editor: Discuss this reaction form with the author. Remember that the
best results occur when you stress the positive points, even in areas that
need improvement.

To Author: Criticism is not a negative process. Take notes to help you
remember what was said, and then use those suggestions which you find
most meaningful.
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REVISION FORM

It ls very unlike_ly that your fir$! r-evision will be your lc1strevisioo, but
SO /Je more careful w/th
spelling, mechanics, diction and sentence structure. Here are some
guidelines to /Je/p you as you set towork on your second draft.
flOW you are WOrk/!7g towardyour /JiJal COPY,

I. Make a list of all the suggestions your editor made, both written and
spoken.

ll-\.i"'tt~<2.. ;>fl pos/Hol\

I

(Tra..vY71""\C1.hLa.\

V

liL'J./11 ({'t ,·-s

i,/

o-f' HW\1 ~f- ,,4'.)czcf<'pu S..

ccu'J'tpk. p

(

ho·~

ll\cc,,15i$+-~c,es

ev~;yP"l«.V\

{)Q.f,vil

Cot1 c. ( u~

f-,'J'{.,

l?>(«v'l1el<!.5 of spec·i(',<-

i o r'.>

peop {e_

.-vlt

O

'20..ve... ex-pev,cy} . . e! · s(;{ll'l<: f"o/je,,,.,,,

Then put a check next to the ones you will use.
2. Write what you plan to do to make your paper more interesting.

Re..lCA.1-e

(-{cat1le t

pYotikm c.....s t..OY"l\cnc-1 HvWIC(."'1. eirobfe¥"'- tt-?e. rn 0 .-~.J d, l<'.~;1Jo... -::> 1:.,~- £e i ~ ,e.1'1"-1 vs. b,·;-z.J t<u"5:..n<.
\s

3. Write what you plan to do to make your paper easier to follow.
Rec,..n-~,z_

Re~r~e..

elc;,..c_€t"(lc:.l\t

eof oed,f--C,

co,idv~Y\

~lC\,n .f, Te-15-Q.

(""'"k.'2

cav15.-5kx

(_O;Y1e'€.,{:

0

Now you are ready to revise your paper Don't panic if you feel that you art
practically writing a first draft all over again A good paper takes a lot or
good thought, and a lot of good thought takes a lot of writ Ing.
When you /Jave finis/Jed t/Jis revision, take it back to your editor for

another rec1ding
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SHAKESPEARE THE ANALYST
There are few educated people in the modern world who would
deny that William Shakespeare is a dramatic genius.

However, many

of these people may have given little thought to his extraordinary
understanding of human behavior.

In perhaps his greatest dramatic

work, Hamlet, Shakespeare gives us a nearly four-centuries old _
analysis of a common, but complex, human problem. This problem,
which is still perplexing today, is that of determining why many
conscious intentions never become fulfilled. The drama becomes a
vehicle for development of Shakespeare's insights into the human
psyche, as Hamlet responds to this problem.

Some commentators

have suggested that Shakespeare created Hamlet's dilemma and
his vacillating response only to prolong the play for five acts.
However, the five acts are required to fully portray Hamlet's
inner conflict and to resolve his dilemma.

In the opening scenes it is apparent that Hamlet has previously
developed a resentment of his uncle Claudius because of his hasty
marriage to Hamlet's mother, Gertrude.
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This marriage took place

.. shortly :after the death of Hcimlet's father.· By so"rne line; of
Freudian analysis, Hamlet may be characterized as a medieval
Oedipus, harboring strong feelings of jealousy toward his mother's
new · husband.

This resentment was intensified, and brought Hamlet

to the point of wanting to kill Claudius, by the appearance of the
ghost of Hamlet's father.

The dilemma arises when Hamlet feels he must avenge his
father's death, by assassinating Claudius, but resists immediate
action.

Hamlet rationalizes his inaction by finding reasons in any

situation to postpone the act of vengeance.

At first, doubting the

reality of the ghost, he questions his own sanity until the existence
of the ghost is confirmed by an appearance to Hamlet's friends.
Subsequently, Hamlet has an opportunity to kill Claudius, but cannot
bring himself to do so because Claudius is at prayer.

Hamlet

reasons that if Claudius were killed in prayer he would ascend to
Heaven and and receive no punishment.

Hamlet's ultimate

rationalization comes when he questions whether it would be
simpler to end his own life, than to carry out his plan to kill

159

Claudius.

In these situations Hamlet tries to convince himself that

his failure to act is merely a result of excessive concentration and
thought concerning the problem at hand.

In reality, it is Hamlet's own moral sensibilities - which he has
possessed from early childhood - that inhibit his murder of
Claudius.

Hamlet was raised to become a national leader; he

was taught to live by a strict moral code, and. to act on the basis of
deliberate, not whimsical, decisions.

This background caused

Hamlet to condemn the marriage of Gertrude to Claudius as
incestuous, to seriously doubt the actual existence of his father's
ghost, and to have deep-seated reservations about murdering
Clausius. Clearly Hamlet has been enslaved by the values which he
had been taught.

The apparent obstacles to the murder are

Hamlet's rationalization for not committing an act that inwardly he
finds morally repulsive.

Shakespeare makes it apparent that

Hamlet's inner feelings delayed the assassination, while his more
conscious thought motivated him to commit the act.
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In a sense, Hamlet is Everyman. Nearly all civilized human
beings make critical choices based upon moral values which they
received in childhood .

These · values often do, and generally should

override instinctive behavior, thereby serving to prevent our
committing violent acts which might harm others. Although urgent
circumstances often require impulsive reaction, fortunately for
humanity most people's actions are guided by reasoning based upon
concepts of right and wrong.

In fact, civilization might cease to

exist if the world were not heavily populated by morally restrained
"Hamlets".
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CHOOSING A SUBJECT
1. What interesting ideas caught your attention during the study of this
unit?
( Rem.ember that you should write about something that is interesting to
you.)

I} .
?)

)fl

_AP,1

I if~

;;)d/

hdi.u:i,y

#-di~ .AtLid,1~. ~id'~ ~d£t)

~

~kl

fiL/ #P:1

~

ck1~ ,/~/ //f /,!/tff/j ~

1111//tdy

1/ (!?M,t,

1,d(4Y' ~ /t}M!Pl,

.

!/{/-ii I ~ ljft~ ..

,I .

/tJJ·· ·J#~

2. Of all these topics which are the most important to pursue?
<You should feel t/Jat what you write is not only interesting, but also
wort/Jw/Jile.)

~r/~«-

,Uf

/lo/dd, 't'd

)///&/ ~ / ~ ; ~«i(/
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df,f

/

I

(:
. 3. . Which of. these topics is most p ~ to you? What are the parts of .
it that you do not understand?
=---=
(Writing is a way of t/Jinking. It is muc/J easier to work out vague ideas or
problems w/Jen you write t/Jem out Don ·t be afraid ifyou don ·t know wllen
tile idea is going; t/Jis is w/Jat planning and first drafts are for:)

~- If all the topics you have considered, which one do you most want to
write about? Why?
~

·"·

/(I/!UUNf. · )4 k ~ 6#d,- #to/4
J Jw ~ f4.t1~
ft !ld77 /fl/ ~ttf/ . 'tirH,Jf!, I ~

ft d / ~

~liNJ' 11¥ Jia-a .
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PREWRITING FORM
. . One of the main differences between novice and expert writers is that
novices start writing their papers without first planning what they are
going to say. The result is a paper that is basically just a list of what
they know about the subject. Experts do a lot of planning before they even
begin a first draft. They come up with the same list as the novice, but the
expert creates that list in the planning stage of the paper. It is very
important to plan your paper carefully before you begin. Here are some
guidelines to help you with the planning process.
Subject planning

I. My topic Is

ii,, f

M

tfd"{

Ji

2. I want(o write about this topic because .~

.

t1h# ,J/.

/'"'P ?

3. This is everything I know about my topic right now:
(Use a!Jot/Jer s/Jeet 1/you !Jeed to.)
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Audience Planning
At this. point it is important to establish who your audience will be so that
you can keep them in mind while you are writing. Remember that you are
always writing for yourself, for your own understanding, but the paper
also should be meaningful to your reader(s).

1.

Who will read my paper?

,t;, zjqi,(4~'f

Of! d,,,1;f M

(// ~tt:11 // #attb-~

..

2. My reader will be interested in this paper because:

a.

b.

~ ~J,M£r ,kdi;//d//ri/a/ zflkf/?k/
il(u~b ~ t i
~

.·

-

C. / l ~

/,/

~~,~~ Jfe__;,,~4f;,~,

~~~~;/?

~~ ~;---~--RL ~ ,,-....-.-L~
~

V

Goal Setting

?

" '·

It is important to set goals for what you want to accomplish with your
paper. You don't want your paper just to ramble around the subject Don't
panic if your goals change while you are writing because new information
may cause you to adjust your thinking.

1.;;.;zos;;:;,t7;:,#r /vd
2. This is how I want my reader to feel when he/he reads my paper?;

ef Jt/tzd

~41·

///JI~ ~k; t1

.

tf ·

4/td

~

A /M ~~Id
fle/tf (,:, //IIL6/

~ d J:c. yJ-~r
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~

J;;1t ·.

Structure
The order in wh.ich you put yol,Jr ideas can have ~ b,ig effect upon how well .
your paper reaches the goals you have set. Go back to your
subject-planning section, pick out the most important ideas, and list them
here in an order you think will be effective. It i s very likely that you will
change the order later on, but this gives you something to work with.
Order·of main ideas

' 1.
/

2

3-. ·-

-

.

~

.dd#A/

/

,J'u/4' ~;//M At'/jj4

I

$// , I ~

,1./fl111d,1

J/a ttt

./kj)JW11/ffed

Now you are ready to write your first draft. As you do so, don't worry
about spelling, punctuation, or grammar. Cross out and restart as much as
you want. Be patient. Writing is hard work. But writing also helps you to
clarify your thoughts and makes them easier to work with, so don't be
concerned if you find that your original ideas were wrong, or don't work
the way you wanted them to. Just keep plugging away until your ideas
work togethether to say what you want to say and until they make sense to
you and a reader.

/

/
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ANAL VS IS OF FIRST DRAFT

. , H.ere are soi:n~ guidelines to h~lp you refle.c t upon what you have_written so .
fa( One of the most helpful parts of this process is that it
enable
you to ask intelligent and constructive questions about how your paper
might be improved.

will

2. What rough parts of y:our paper do you think you can fix on your own?

~ ~ #k /1/ l'dfl« ~
lakfR ¥ 4C ;;J;/;~211#w;q/t?~

3. What are some parts of your paper that you would like to discuss with
your editor?

L;

~

/;

$ /1/fdwf
.a ~ /,I 16A
1

A
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711$4/ t1

aj,,;116 ~

EDITING FORM

l

To Author:

Read your paper to your editor.

author:

.

"---

:; 9

, /

;/

,,i;;{/ )~·?'c?'!A_,,

1. Describe what you think the paper is mainly about.

,

atw/;,
~ ;:i4,/J~4" /falft/#Jujfa{!
/J;/,r1~(_,f Jc1!t'-r dr/- -At ,__K·);{J~,1 ~u/ t{/tf';l;,r~ /ti( ut,,( /

2. Describe. one part that you like best about

th~ paper.

fiuu,!y :l/(,1/~IP L"ht',1,',J/)
3. Tell ho~OW'fJ,,lt)Vhe~you re~ the paper.

1

--~1

/

._/iA9J101d/

~

/

,/#d

/J

~/

Y-/i#~t:;1'; t/,,/,/j'_d~,,«~ ,,
vii~ ~P/#/G\
.
~
~/!//(~~/(_) c.4'( ~~~V fi!tf/ - Y
~4(/ / / , _J
~ £ "l/!c/ '-;;& ') 'tJ" 41Ali J,,.J.,,, ',( -4/'.f&Jf/Ytlcd:&.--t".. A:-~ ,.vtfa/Aa/n.1

h/.-t

4. on~ pi~\r in:~rma'f,n~at st1o"f;(d be a . ed to th1~ape. r

~~ 1q1/1f
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5. This paper would be easier to understand if:
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To Editor: Discuss this reaction form with the author. Remember that the
best results occur when you stress the positive points, even in areas that
need improvement.

To Author: Criticism is not a negative process. Take notes to help you
remember what was said, and then use those suggestions which you find
most meaningful.
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REVISION FORM

It is very unlikely t/JatyoUr first revision will fie your last !Y?v/sioti but .
now you are working towardyour final copy, so be more careful wit/J
spelling, mec/Janlcs, diction and sentence structure. Here are some
gwdelines to /Je/p you as you set towork on your second draft

1. Make a list of all the suggestions your editor made, both written and
spoken.
~ ~ / / ~(' ;l,J(;ttl

c:6~tyJtf M

~~#

Jf/J/.£1/

1

~di

Then put a check next to the ones you will use.

µ""I~

2. Write what you plan to do to make your paper more interesting.

.

.qldh ~ .d~fto/

/PI&

0£~ '4J!,d£1 dd//Jy~-clll//'

-4~#/'-.

3. Write what you plan to do to make your paper easier to follow.

/ ~ 711/ :dt!fd t ~ , - I d ~ ~
NIM

dit1M1/tj

/U1M:; 1/,d;{ tV(/,t

,$Ut/
Now you are ready to revise your paper. Don't panic if you feel t/Jat you art
practically writing a first draft all over again. A goodpaper takes a lot 01
good t/Joug/Jt, and a lot of good t/Joug/Jt takes a lot of writing.
·
W/Jen you /Jave finis/Jed t/Jis revision, take it back to your editor for
enot/Jer reeding
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3. Which of these topics is most perplexing to you? What are the parts of
it that you do not understand?
(Writing is a way of thinking. It is muc/J easier to work out vague ideas or
. problems when you write (/Jem out Don't be a(ra1d/fyou _
d ont know tlltn
t/Je idea lsgdi/Jg;· t/Jis is w/Jatplanningand first drafts are for.)
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4. Of all the topics you have considered, which one do you most want to

write about? Why?
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PREWRITING FORM
One of the main differences between novice and expert writers is that
novices start writing their papers without first planning what they are
going to say. The result is a paper that is basically just a list of what
they know about the subject. Experts do a lot of planning before they even
begin a first draft. They come up with the same list as the novice, but the
expert creates that list in the planning stage of the paper. It is very
important to plan your paper carefully before you begin. Here are some
guid~lines to help you with the planning process.
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Audience Planning
At this point it is important to establish who your audience will be so that
you can keep them in mind while you are writing. Remember that you are
· always writing for yourself;-for your own understanding; but the paper
also should be meaningful to your reader(s).

2. My reader will be interested in this paper because:

a..

~--+ · w, ll
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C.

Goal Setting
It is important to set goals for what you want to accomplish with your
paper. You don't want your paper just to ramble around the subject. Don't
panic if your goals change while you are writing because new information
may cause you to adjust your thinking.
I . My main purpose in writing about this topic is
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2. This is how I want my reader to feel when she/he reads my paper?
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Structure
The order in which you put your ideas can have a big effect upon how well
your paper reaches the goals you have set. Go back to your
subject-planning section, pick out the most important ideas, and list t h e ~ m ~
here in an order you think will be effective. It is very likely that you w i l 1 ~
1 ~
change the order later on, but this gives you something to work with.
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Order of main ideas
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Now you are ready to write your first draft. As you do so, don't worry
about spelling, punctuation, or grammar. Cross out and restart as much as
you want. Be patient. Writing is hard work. But writing also helps you to
clarify your thoughts and makes them easier to work with, so don't be
concerned if you find that your original ideas were wrong, or don't work
the way you wanted them to. Just keep plugging away until your ideas
work togethether to say what you want to say and unt i I they make sense to
you and a reader.
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ANALYSIS OF FIRST DRAFT

Here are some guidelines to help you reflect upon what you have written so
far. One of the most helpful parts of this process is that it will enable
you to ask intelligent and constructive questions about how your paper
might be improved.
1. Describe the part of your paper that you like the best.

2. What rough parts of your paper do you think you can fix on your own?

3. What are some parts of your paper that you would like to discuss with
your editor?
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To Editor: Discuss this reaction form with the author. Remember that the
best results occur when you stress the positive points, even in areas that
need improvement.

To Author: Criticism is not a negative process. Take notes to help you
remember what was said, and then use those suggestions which you find
most meaningful.
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REVISION FORN

.It is very (Jnl1kely that your first revis/on will be.your last revision, /Jut
now you are working toward your final copy, so be more careful with
spelling, mechanics, diction and sentence structure. Here are some
guidelines to help you as you set towork on your second draft

Then put a check next to the ones you will use.
2. Write what you plan to do to make your paper more interesting.

3. Write what you plan to do to make your paper easier to follow.
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-i ·/ '·· ·-"'
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<f'-;;,

gi

L
,

Now you are ready to revise your paper. Don't panic If you feel t/Jat you art
practically writing a first draft all over again. A goodpaper takes a lot or
good t/Joug/Jt, and a lot of good t/Joug/Jt takes a lot of writ Ing
Wilen you /Jave finis/Jed tl7is revic:irm take It back to your editor for
another reeding
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Connections

Betv-1een

'l'he Two .f-Ia:rolets

Shakespeare's Hamlet is filled with bold characters who have
strong convictions about one another. Among the strongest of
these relationships is the bond between young Hamlet and his
father .. Hamlet dutifully accepts the task of avenging his father's
deatrl and sets out to do so as he feels his father would have, had
he been alive. On the other hand, relationships between Harnlet
and Gertrude, Gertrude and King Hamlet, and Hamlet and Claudius
are much more strained. What are the factors which create such
· strong unions and divisions within this family?
Although r.nany sons retain a subconscious desire to eschew
their father's personalities, Hamlet is committed to living his iife
just as his father did. Hamlet's distress over his father's death
runs far deeper than the "inky," mournfuJ garb that cloaks him at
the funeral, and persists during the subsequent gala wedding
ceremony of Claudius and Gertrude . He enjoyed a more intirnate
relationship with his father than with anyone else, whether purely
psycological or actively eKpressed. He harbors a great deal of
respect for his deceased father's leadership ability, devotion to his
wife Gertrude, and physical condition. Hamlet accepts and feels
obligated to sustain all of the strengths of his father and to carry
out all of his unfinished business on Earth. It is also apparent that
King Hamlet had a special appreciation for his son, since as an
apparition he chooses to communicate only with young Hamlet, and
not Gertrude or Claudius.
Because Hamlet places such value upon the actions and
demeanor or his father, he finds his own sr1ortcornings especially
hard to bear. While bewailing his inability to "act," he is painfully
aware of his inability to follow his father's example of decisive
leadership. Hamlet is also aware of his physical inferiority to his
. father; his statement that Claudius is "no more like rny father
than I to Hercules" explains his condition. Hamlet desires more
than anything else to live up to his father's role model, and cannot
bear the thought of failing it. Thus he puts off his mission to kill
Claudius tor fear or acting out or his father's design.
In contrast to the strong bond between Hamlets senior and
junior, Gertrude shows little devotion or obligation to her former
husband. She accepts the death of King Hamlet aqd her marriage
to Claudius so readily and nonchalantly that it is hard to believe
she did not connive in the murder . It is evident that her
sympathies lie entirely with Claudius as she scolds her son:
"Hamlet, thou hast thy father [Claudius] much offended, " to which
he replies, "Mother, y ou have my father much offended."
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surprisin~ly, •the apparitim:1 reveals. some line:erin~ concern. tor bi.s . .
wife as he calls for Hamiet t6 spare her harm. He does not
consider her responsible for his death and suffering. Hamlet does
not hold Gertrude responsible for the murder either, faulting her
instead for her acceptance of Claudius. Hamlet finds his mother's
submission to Claudius indicative of the frailty that pervades her
entire sex.

One might expect some influence of the Oedipus Complex
among the members of Hamlet's family. Alas, Shakespeare's
characters do not fit its structure. Hamlet shows not attraction to
but dissatisfaction with his mother, and no rivalry exists between
Hamlet and his father for possession of her. There is the suggestion
of a modified Oedipus Complex in which the traditional father-son
rivalry is replaced by sibling rivalry. It was King Hamlet's brother,
Claudius, who was attracted to his sister in-law and sought the
death of his older brother. Yet here, too, the Oedipus model fails,
since the murder of King Hamlet was deliberate, not accidental. In
writing Hamlet, Shakespeare created a cast of characters whose
intense motivation is derived apart from the structure that
Sophocles had devised.
Hamlet's great anguish at the loss of his father dooms his
prospects of finding a wife for himself. As Hamlet becornes
uncertain about the direction of his ongoing relationship with
Ophelia, his father is unavailable to supply the necessary advice
and support. He transfers his disillusionment with Gertrude
directly to Ophelia and suppresses his underlying attraction to her.
Hamlet fears that he will be wronged by a wife in the same way
that Gertrude was unfaithful to his father. Furthermore, despite
his efforts to directly follow the example of his father, Hamlet
undoubtedly wishes to avoid the conditions that prompted Gertrude
to leave his father for his uncle. Experience tells Hamlet that a
wife is an antagonist whom he must resist or else face moral ruin .
King Hamlet is a source of endless inspiration to his son.
Unfortunately, young Hamlet could not match the deeds of his
fo.ther in life and co.nnot hope to fill the shoes vo.co.ted by hi~
absent father. A common thread passed down from father to son
drives young Hamlet to espouse the same feelings and goals that
his father held. Likewise, the father desires his son to capably
follow in his own footsteps. As he addresses young Hamlet, the
King's apparition hands his son the task of killing Claudius with the
dual purposes of exacting his revenge upon his brother and testing
the mettle of his son. Unfortunately, Hamlet's fear of going about
the murder in a manner that would not be appropriate to his
father precludes his taking any action at all. King Hamlet exerted
such a powerful influence upon his son that in his absence, youne
Hamlet lost all sense of direction and destiny .
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CHOOSING A SUBJECT

1. What interesting ideas caught your attention during the study of this
unit?
( Remember t/Jat you s/Jould write about somet/Jing that is interesting to

Th~ munv p((]bi~m6 Homle.t had - , f I rod ivst no.ct tm
plQ~ then I wW\d1it ho.ve nDtit~d ·ttn:111 Wl'.re ~o mo.ny
ond -that ~ were _ScJ iote(-rtlo.ted , W foe.~ tho.t ~ov mo.ill
us UJrite duwn QI( h1? prob!~\1l0 and try to fi~vr11 oJt hpw
to sol vt ttwm i~ who.t mQdQ Im rtQll~ 1nttrt1ftd . Turf 0 Cl.
tot mm. undtr!ll!O..ti'l ihl) smry ihcm wno.t's 1vst wri~rn, .
i) I r~o.\\y hl.~ -fu fu.dihoJ you mQti us write dOWl? tfu ~xt
e.(ld tatnmwts fay [QC.n fttt b~co.vse ih,~ mnd.o \'YIU ftQd fu

you.! 11

P.!Q~ WV!~t'l JC/YnQ.t\~S f ttlt l(b S\<.iep'1:19 U uAwla ~(~YU
.btcaUSQ -fr~h_fuq ond undin to..rcl ,rq ct- m1d.Q if I60k
SC) difficlllt. I. fit'.t\JQ\lV YJO.d Cdtrlm9..vif0 10 Wf\te too,

2. Of all these topics which are the most important to pursue?
( You s/Jould feel t/Jat w/Jat you write is not only interesting, but also
wort/Jw/Jile.)

r

Tm. most ,n1portn.nt ft purs~e af oJI -{fuse ~t S, thto ~, Qre
fu us~ of u_ppmr~Otl'7 v~rsu~ aQll;hj, ~ rntt of 9phQ.l,a 11n( 1()
~Wira\W~ 1(1 ,thi e\Cl..~ 1 o.rid-%_ ~rck)\Qro
~ml2.t u5ed 1<1 ~ctlw¥J his pro\:>la.m'7.
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3. Which of these topics is most perplexing to you? What are the parts of
.· . it that you do not understand? .
·

(Writing is a way of t/Jinki'ng. It is much easier to work out vague ideas or
problems w/Jen you write t/Jem out Don't /Je afraid 1/you don ·t know whert.
t/Je idea is going; t/Jis is what planning and first drafts are for.)

I -tninv\ tJ1at fhe lWt11JJ;f crf ifa.~ fq)(l0 tb put i~to Q _
(Xlper lJJMld ftl Har11l0.t~ prdbl9.rn 1o(~i(l9 _prnce07 '. !h11 tup1c
r~ inc red i"IJAJ bread b~C(l!Y~ r- cou1ct ~fd\'. ~llur n1 s?rch [~~0/

rr~p ·

could huvQ s6lued -H1w1 lYJir7y it~
\G\\J - rrnta_~~ We
wrofu 1n our rv(Yi , 0( h(]W hi .01d 'i_OIW fum ( or ~Qtj~ n.t
cl;dvlt} 1-r 1v;+ ~un1l? u1 lf fh~s ]fr_ wou(ct ~ if)o cl 1fRwlt
hallJ

MY

4. Of all the topics you have considered, which one do you most want to
write about? Why?

1

Wr~~ (i~10Ur tf?.Q rd~ olWC11,ttQ~1 (() tro ?I~ 1
boft1 G-ut(udt w.~d Oph1!1'a •.1 Viel~~ Vto-tQ0 O\~ - it 1 -r can .
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PREWRITING FORM
. One of. the main differences t;>etween noyice and expert writers is that .
novices start writing their papers without first planning what they are
going to say. The result is a paper that is basically just a list of what
they know about the subject. Experts do a lot of planning before they even
begin a first draft. They come up with the same list as the novice, but the
expert creates that list in the planning stage of the paper. It is very
important to plan your paper carefully before you begin. Here are some
guidelines to help you with the planning process.
Subject planning

L~J r6~ WCT'vJJl ph~ in ,, Ham~t , Uld
nf fa ct ifa outcrri11 ,

1. My topic is,

2. I want to write about this topic because

T

11 C1<J

tnQJf

tvlink I ta.n de if.

3. This is everything I know about my topic right now:
(Use another s/Jeet 1!you need to.)
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Audience Planning
At this point 1t is important to establfsfrwhci your audience will be so that •
you can keep them in mind while you are writing. Remember that you are
always writing foryourself, for your own understanding, but the paper
also should be meaningful to your reader(s).

I. Who will read my paper?

· ~t'YYIIGN. oJ/JCl nn, read _'·H~mJJ.f b.QfuyQ but hMn't W_Cil;S&ln~0
.
UIU!!lrQ_d 1t ifa fJJ{W 6Ur Ct~~1 hd0
'

2. My reader will be intere~ted in this paperlbecause:

J

X
Goal Setting
It is important to set goals for what you want to accomplish with your
paper. You don't want your paper just to ramble around the subject. Don't
panic if your goals change while you are writing because new information
may cause you to adjust your thinking.
1. My main purpose in writing about this topi~ is
1

d

{o sn(NJ hmu .~\t1~n7~tU!t p~u Mmrui ~
nutv HarrJ!t~ l1~ M~Dt \rlave 0011 clr'fhrent ,f
ot(1Qv llflr1'Ji~ had b~w -ffure imtQad,

2. This is how I want my reader to feel when she/he reads my paper?

)ru. {fu wr( ( vnl:&nto.n d wt1cit I'm wrdrnq a.bavt
unct tt GJ1H mC1t1 ~1CQ - \t 1!! b£ &o'htv_-H1zn9
il~ budift LCN\\(@rQfl ~e
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Structure
The order in which you put your ideas can have a big effect upon how well
your paper reaches the goals you have set. Go back to your
subject-planning section, pick out the most important ideas, and list them
here in an order you think will be effective. It is very likely that you will
change the order later on, but this gives you something to work with.
Order of main ideas

1.

. -T"u~if
,.Nv,U,

2.

3.

4.

Kct1illl

5.

could Ct

~in\J"t

b-®.n dJttQfmf

Now you are ready to write your first draft. As you do so, don't worry
about spelling, punctuation, or grammar. Cross out and restart as much as
you want. Be patient. Writing is hard work. But writing also helps you to
clarify your thoughts and makes them easier to work with, so don't be
concerned if you find that your original ideas were wrong, or don't work
the way you wanted them to. Just keep plugging away until your ideas
work togethether to say what you want to say and until they make sense to
you and a reader.
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ANALYSIS OF FIRST DRAFT

Here are some guidelines to help you reflec:t upon what you have wr.i tten so
far. One of the most helpful parts of this process is that it will enable
you to ask intelligent and constructive questions about how your paper
might be improved.
1. De.scribe the part of your paper that you like the best.

£1!lV/,«f1tdUYJ?

~

2. What rough parts of your paper do you think you can fix on your own?

3. What are some parts of your paper that you would like to discuss with
your editor?
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EDITING FORM
To Author: · Head your paper to your editor. _
To Editor: Listen to the author read the paper. After the author has read
the paper to you, read it yourself and give the following sugestions to the
author:

1. Oescrjbe what you think the paper is mainly about.

2. Describe one part that you like best about the paper.

3. Tell how you felt when you read the paper.

4. One piece of information that should be added to this paper to make it
more interesting is:

5. This paper would be easier to understand if:

6. The organization of this paper could be improved by:

To Editor: Discuss this reaction form with the author. Remember that the
best results occur when you stress the positive points, even in areas that
need improvement.

To Author: Criticism is not a negative process. Take notes to help you
reme·mber what was said, and then use those suggestions which you find
most meaningful.
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REVISION FORM

It is very U!llikely tllat your first revis/017 will be your lastre_v/51017, but
!70W you are working towardyour fi!7al copy, so be more careful wit/J
spelling, mec/Janics, dictio!l and sentence structure. Here are some
guidelines to lle/p you as you set towori< on your second draft.

1. Make a list of all the suggestions your editor made, both written and
spoke·n.

Then put a check next to the ones you will use.
2. Write. what you plan to do to make your paper more interesting.

3. Write what you plan to do to make your paper easier to follow.

Now you are ready to revise your paper. Don't pa!lic if you feel t/Jat you art
practically writing a first draft all over again. A goodpaper takes a lot 01
good tlloug/Jt, and a lot of good tllougllt takes a lot of writing.
Whe!l you have fimjhed this revisio!l, take it back to your editor for
cJnotller reoding
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CHOOSING A SUBJECT
1. What interesting ideas caught your attention during the study of this
unit?
( Remember that you should write about something that is interesting to
you)
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2. Of all these topics which are the most important to pursue?
( You s/Jould feel that what you write is not only interesting, but also
worthw/Jile.)
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4. Of all the topics you have considered, which one do you most want to
write about? Why?
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PREWRITING FORM
One of the ma.in.differences between novice and expert writers is that
novices start writing the\r papers without first planning what they are
going to say. The result is a paper that is basically just a list of what
they know about the subject. Experts do a lot of planning before they even
begin a first draft. They come up with the same list as the novice, but the
expe~t creates that list in the planning stage of the paper. It is very
important to plan your paper carefully before you begin. Here are some
guidelines to help you with the planning process.
Subject planning
1. My topic is
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Audience Planning
At thi? point it is importanLto establish who your audience will be so that
you can keep them in mind while you are writing. Remember that you are
always writing for yourself, for your own understanding, but the paper
also should be meaningful to your reader(s).

1. Who will read my paper?
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Goal Setting
It is important to set goals for what you want to accomplish with your
paper. You don't want your paper just to ramble around the subject. Don't
panic if your goals change while you are writing because new information
may cause you to adjust your thinking.

1. My main purpose in writing about this topic is
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Structure
The order in which you put your ideas can have a big effect upon how well
your paper reaches the goals you have set. Go back to your
subject-planning section, pick out the most important ideas, and list them
here in an order you think will be effective. It is very likely that you will
change the order later on, but this gives you something to work with.
Order·of main ideas
I . -1 o__.9 I<'..

.-v,-.
2.

3.
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Now you are ready to write your first draft. As you do so, don't worry
about spelling, punctuation, or grammar. Cross out and restart as much as
you want. Be patient. Writing is hard work. But writing also helps you to
clarify your thoughts and makes them easier to work with, so don't be
concerned if you find that your original ideas were wrong, or don't work
the way you wanted them to. Just keep plugging away until your ideas
work togethether to say what you want to say and until they make sense to
you and a reader.
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ANAL VS IS OF FIRST DRAFT

Here are some guidelines to help you ref-lect upon what you have written so
far. One of the most helpful parts of this process is that it will enable
you to ask intelligent and constructive questions about how your paper
might be improved.
1. Describe the part of your paper that you like the best
'
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2. What rough parts of your paper do you think you can fix on your own?
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3. What are some parts of your paper that you would like to discuss with
your editor?
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ED IT I NG FORM

To Author:

Read your paper to your editor.

To Editor: Listen to the author read the paper. After the author has read
the paper to you, read it yourself and give the following sugestions to the
author:

2. Describe one part that you like best about the paper.

·:r: ~ tu

jL..__

~

'----

-<-~

~~-

3. Tell how you felt when you read the paper.
T ..--u ~ ~ ~ K
~ ~

,+3--

}{... " ,- -

4. One piece of information that should be added to this paper to make it
more interesting is: A--"'-- ·~
~

0L~
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_A-0

1

~7~

5. This paper would be easier to understand if:
~

1-,,L ·. --.si~~ ~

~

·'-- ~
· ~
·

6. The organization of th i:, paper could be improved by:
~ J--._ ~
.K.
~

1

~ -/J//-'~

To Editor: Discuss this reaction form with the author. Remember that the
best results occur when you stress the positive points, even in areas that
need improvement.
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REVISION FORM

•- -It is very.unlikely t/Jatyour first revision Will be your last revision, but
now you are working toward your iinal copy, so be more careful wit/J
spelling, mec/Janics, diction and sentence structure. Here are some
guidelines to /Je/p you as you set towork on your second draft

1. Make a list of all the suggestions your editor made, both written and
spoken.
../ 'c:v- ~°'-l/,"
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Then put a check next to the ones you will use.
2. Write what you plan to do to make your paper more interesting.
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--9_oJ ·, -+or

rY\.SL ·

3. Write what you plan to do to make your paper easier to follow.
-uJ r, \::r,

i)orrn
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-v-v.
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yy-,

or.._Q_

o._.K, '

Now you are ready to revise your paper Don't panic if you feel t/Jat you art
practically writing a first draft all over again. A good paper takes a Jot 01
good t/Joug/Jt, and a Jot of good t/Joug/Jt takes a Jot of writing
Wilen you /Jave finis/Jed t/Jis revision, take it back to your editor for
tJnot/Jer retJding
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Shakespeare and the Literary Analysis of
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distress,

death.
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a river and

sinks slowly

to

as
her

Ophelia is a ypupg woman . in the grip · of lovei yet bD~nd
judgement of

by the

her brother

Polonius. She appears

and father,

to be manipulated

Laertes

by men and

and

easily

submits to Polonius' orders not to see Hamlet.

Shakespeare depicts the
women

which

depressed

comes

and

to

be

melancholy

expects of women,

classical roles

the

main

behavior

submissiveness

of men

Ophelia's

problem.
mirrors

and

what

society
male

and obedience to the

ego.

Are men ruled by a force they have no control over? Why
are women like Ophelia, who
blamed for

the evil

things that

women are frail and cannot
is quoted saying,
the face
suicide is

of

has no power over her

" .•• the painted cheek

result of

Hamlet

believes

overcome their evil ways,

truth." Ophelia's
the

men do?

destiny,

her

as

of a harlot

depression

and

attempt to

accomodate

he

hides

subsequent
the

conflicting demands which Hamlet tries to make her endure.

).

/v)
/
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APPENDIX E

Evaluation Forms
(Student Comments)

Evaluation of
.

Hamlet

Unit

. As you know, the lllllt ~unding Hamkt that you just finished represented a . ·. ···

· novel approach to the old tradition of teaching Shakespeare in high school I am writing up
this novel approach and its results into my master's thesis. Obviously, the most important
factor to consider when rating the success of the unit is whether or not you. the students.
found it fun. interesting, and worthwhile. So, I would be very grateful if you would take
some time and fill out this evaluation for me. While I may use your comments in my
paper. they will be kept annonymous. The more detailed and specific you can get, the
betta. Also, he asSJU:ed that Mr, Morse will not read these evaluations before dvio~ final
mdes, so you can feel free to be completely honest, If you'd like a copy of the thesis
when it's finished, write TIIESIS on the upper right comer of this page.
·

2.

Which parts of .the unit were the most boring?

, J:t-· \.,Jo(' -ied rd «Jr
-f;'tvi,,,

3.

~117"'-

0\1\~

aJ</Y\ ,

~

ff~.,,e~

I.If

Wt

~

't-l_ , //VI ,.;,'W1 ~
-!Jrl"-\ '-'"fa:p,

f:.,- ~

'1!:ir1.~~··1'

1

What are the three most useful things you learned by doing

tr-F

V>~~es.;--/~at,'ve-v. ...s>r

f
rt
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3-,f (S"
v<;a--{J( 1 £ut

~!?2r.

<7 Vl<?

~

~-'<-

J.(Tv, 'f-- yd-

evt7vVT.c(

7.

What, if anything, did you learn about the ·nature of problemsol ving? 1,+ ts -a.. froces<:; ~ '2,,-0 ~e.s '{,~-e
vru/&l

rn,ce.J svc~l(y. [,J r!t__ ·
J~0tr
V~:1rJ. ~J

~o'Jl+ +o

$~""Q.__

C~

O'-"e.

. ~0/IC~

~N\e,

~ conR. (u~,
~•P>5 . ~~

ff¥;,_s°h~(

&vis.

ct~ry.

~

<s1...

prd.h~;

.

8.

After taking your comments into account, do you think we
should use this unit again next year? '(p '> _

9.

Additional comments:

S7""' €

(f-t

e9-fec < ~
f'V'\P\r-€_

s- ko vv :.-,-5
1

~g

(lf Re..

~

1

1

~e_

c\ c"l S' 5

ciCConif

v ,o{ ~ ~

--8""'-e_

-b '.ri,..._e_

CAI ov(,,

vvtvcl_ . ~

p.--~J.vd-,'ve j

('{

~

~e_

a:-{2

it~ {eh d '- rtv1),

v

c[ ~2s

THANKS! AND GOOD LUCK AT COLIEGE NEXT YEAR!
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.,, rrf

r-

t,.Jo-.rL !,v<£'

/,s-1..d er&- k(M,,.e.. T_

:if(o,ffoJ

v,.1 ol

c1,v.1J

e,__,~~,

vv'l>'./{J

S' • "v\.Q__

9

5esf-

5"'...,
'

U

-!:-:) ~ ·A_~-: .

7/!EJK

ft

(6pnoruu,

Evaluation of

Hamlet

Unit

surrounding Hamlet

. ,, .. ,' As you·know. the unit
that'youj~ finished represented a
novel approach to the old tradition of teaching Shakespeare in high school I ani writing up
this n o v e l ~ and its_results into my master's thesis. Obviously, the most important
factor to coDSider when ratmg the success of the unit is whether or not you. the students,
found it fun. interesting, and worthwhile. So. I would be very grateful if you would take
some time and fill out this evaluation for me. While I may use your comments in my
.
paper, they will be~ annonymous. The more detailed and specific you can get, the
bcttc:r. Also, be assured that Mr, Morse will not read these cvaiuations before
final
mdes, so you can feel free to be completely honest. If you'd like a copy of the lhcsis
when it's finished. write 1HESIS on the upper right comer of this page.
·

me:
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Name:---:-:----::----(oprional)

6~

What .do you f~eeou learned from putting together y~ur video
presentations? '1 /
..-I
· / ,,,:
7 /1/,~JII- / . • ~-;;;:.-,,
_
/f,tl{&ltl a,1/l,7/.!J.I M _ffedt.,UYI<'#' A P ...L _
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DELIA .
Hamlet Unit

Evaluation of

As you know, the unit surrounding Hamlet that you just finished represented a
novel approach to the old tradition of teaching Shakespeare in high school I am writing up
this novel approach and its results into my master's thesis. Obviously, the most important
factor to consider when rating the success of the unit is whether or not you, the students,
found it fun, interesting, and worthwhile. So, I would be very grateful if you would take
some time and fill out this evaluation for me. While I may use your comments in my
paper, they will be kept annonymous. The more detailed and specific you can get, the
better. Also, be assured that Mr. Morse will not read these evaluations before m1o~ final
m<Jes, so you can feel free to be completely honest, If you'd like a copy of the thesis
when it's finished, write TIIESIS on the upper right comer of this page.

1.

Which ·parts of the unit did you think were the most fun?

2.

Which parts of the unit were the most boring?

Aetrn9 out a rcene

/(f0di()9 flli pfOJ/
PerJ{])Ja/i · 1

.

.

ff;;r7l av J hou1d

.

.

.

bee h_10 'v1

. .
I _L
6~m J um1wry rJ!lJtt

ti f{w_ J»uk d~fl1{} u.. 4w w(Jfe/f ~

Sho!arpeu(r

3.

{{;VffiYJq -

didn't v~arw f p1crc1.ie
L tfir'nk (J lei cl bas dd-thk jQ/JJ?.

What are the three most use'ful things you learned by doing
this unit?

@ Whm we rPod 1fw first act we hw -tD (/[1:+e dowv arr 1/tQ
frobfeMf !fom~t haa so fJJ1'12n U!e -!rn1sfwd we naff 1tf
armv<2rs. !Ir. ('1~~ Sold in(Jt '(In~ was· eer1&ro i~ -rvw W0!f
S_ hC1ko~p01n_.1 pIOJJ s Wife ~t up so Jr ca11 vS'-('. iftu

1rh a ,h ifw fu1tft .

4.

Did you find the think sheets you used when writing your final
paper to be at all helpful? (If yes, explain how. If no, explain
why not.)

nrJfes cunur(}r~q iJ e,71{JJJ I cha~ ,
c11 orJ. Jm{. of p!P{ .~cl ~m t!un it LvG{ ~5Y ~ wrtif t_
riv_ tdJv1I 'fi1itiu' L d1atc. do wai
hen-?I . o ,.·~r- a1.. I Hur) h;t'
JI
'-11?tit~· l.fvUJ(i/ L {'v(6if 1·f- u;; \·;ly ·1t t!J~crre 11 0vQS C\'(

;i; 1 wrote d(fµfll

ff!)

.

1

1

_1

1

1

C

.

1:1
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Name:---:------:-:----(optional)

. 5.

Would you rather choose your own topic for final papers, or ··
have the teacher assign the topic? Why?

1 w«rd ff!/ (ash inaf- r don+ h~vP
miu1h ,m:maMn bl!f Id Jib fo t,__ ob«. 111 p1d:
fi,,;m a !tSt ~1vdi ~ *'1_ ftntlw:

fUJ OL(fll ,so

6.

What do you feel you learned from putting together your video
presentations?
.

u~ -//tu U1[U1i(~y'j wnv(t 4 rmlly ~ Wfl?

Jo -tJ1Mt

7.

What, if anything, did you learn about the nature of problemsol ving?

~!dthi!l~

f/JlV frClf

th«t J(!fl/f (J(- ffw prob Wr7S coudnf bl

Jurnnud up 1h

010 JfrltfiZle,

e; ~ JJoes H4m. love Oph. ? Vi'u - Verra? Is

At vsi1J9 mr? Htr!? . - - 8.

After taking your comments into account, do you think we
should use this unit again next year?

Yes - l+ s qood fvr-fk

9.

Uv (£Q fl Vt(XJ//j
Additional comments:

of ·ru ~v

J!)rid
C. (l_ reJ (JJ1f[ (l"XJ;f.
1

Jilst o note fD Hr. HOYJ(l

:
/f~Vifl9 _h;f J_jfJ1'&5·(er of~ 0/~9:- ((} ft;trf-o Ge0
crn ftg. uHi ~ 111 ~ back Oa. 20-11 1/Jrs /J: mu cuw1
--+v ,rff rove 1111 _
s,pani!/J i)Qfal! qrJJ'(JJ fO /jareq. (t?
1

[

((/

1
_

~ood

/veil

tilts Mm sc)wa! uuJr - V1(!11a l'.::J

THANKS! AND GOOD LUCK AT COLIEGE NEXT YEAR!
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DEBORA-HHamlet Unit

Evaluation of

As you know. the unit surrounding Hamkt that you just finished represented a
novel approach to the old tradition of teaching Shakespeare in high school I am writing up
this novel approach and its results into my master's thesis. Obviously, the most important
factor to consider when rating the success of the unit is whether or not you, the students,
found it fun, interesting, and worthwhile. So, I would be very grateful if you would take
some time and fill out this evaluation for me. While I may use your comments in my
paper, they will be kept annonymous. The roore detailed and specific you can get, the

better. Also, be assured that Mr. Morse will not read these evaluations before mini! final
l!flldes, so you can fed free to be completely honest If you'd like a copy of the ·thesis
when it's finished, write TIIBSIS on the upper right corner of this page.

1.

Which parts of the unit did you think were the most fun?

~VY'lJ o----,...9.d

i

f', C ~ 'Y\..0b_Q_d; fl v, i \"1Cj
""'cJ,e_

p
2.

3.

C C

v ' "Vl
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ncd_

i

<h-,

.>u. p o , '1 ..iu
VJY' I

i .

-.., ; c:li:: 0

--0-L-.J.v • ,,--.

c"

\.\ hSL _ -,,,,o.J-.v.. c '-"-'v

.5- r'X'C''-"- r,-uJ\...i:;__d <ij: U.~

~\ o.-~ L - \

"VY\51

9 0 "-\ I.A£

\<::)x..Q

~ ~"
c:.S-u o _.l,,..J,is. Ci
I

f"l -.0 c \
. "-\.-~
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Which parts of the unit were the most boring?

tJ..h-- ; -\ I n~

'-I hD

-w.,~~

U.~

C;lrn.J':.o c..11 c-cJ

'l) i

ri

o ..J.

n o-t .!c_ boc L

a

~'\.__ .

What are the three most useful things you learned by doing
this unit?

l)c- ,,' -)
\--\cuJ
LI \ <..''~
,)•

4.

<....\

p (OC

-\ O
-\ 0

r 0..l.'.:l..1,

r>

~'"°

~0~3.Q

u

SO

~ 1vC-c.,""i
-

'-'-

1.,0<::r l\.

0-

... 0 r
)? ( 0 ,,::-~

by

VV1

s b-<J~~,..Ju._ .

_j_x-::-':-( \} , r,.

J

Did you find the think sheets you used when wntmg your final
paper to be at all helpful? (If yes, explain how. If no, explain
why not.) '--fh....l,/
~<:,..\ l:)..J)C~
n ,.,.__i:._
-\c, e ' C l'1 G () ' C...
( ' ,:" "-.:,... '-( /'\..<: c . . ..c·,._:.._ ( '/ . ~,\.\ l·,._c. \.. '-..\ v,
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Name:

6.

What do you feel you learned from putting together your video
presentations?
t:'
' ) r <{~G....~ , c::n -..JY,<U.-t.C~
~-

7.

What. if anything, did you learn about the nature of problemsol ving?

8.

After taking your comments into account, do you think we
should use this unit again next year?

9.

Additional comments:

11-IANKS! AND GOOD LUCK AT COLLEGE NEXT YEAR!
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